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Abstract 

Ln this thesis, 1 attempt to demonstrate that Frkirich Nietzsche (1 844-lgûû) c m  
be legitimately regardeci as a religious thinker. In doing so, I present specinc cnteria that 
designate the meaning of the tam 'kehgious ttiinker," and attempt to reveal the extent to 
which Nietzsche meets these requirements. 1 assert that he overwhelmingly satisfies the 
d e r i a  1 present, and I make the M e r  daim that if we approach Nietrsche's work in 
terms of his religious inclination and intentions, the o v d  coherence of his many 
perspectives and assertions is greatly strengthened. 



1 would like to express my gratitude to Professor Michael Fox and Professor 
Albert Feu for their assistance in this project. 
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Introduction 

1 first eacountered the work of Friedrich Nietzsche in 1990.1 took a course on 

existentialism at Queen's University, and we studied "Zarathustra's Prologue," as well as 

various sections of The WU To P m .  My response to Nietzsche was one of great 

enthusiasm. This was not the result of anything like a thorough, intellectual grasp of the 

few elements we touched upon in class. Instead, my response was rather like that of a bee 

to a flower, or an iron filing to a magnet - it was spontaneous, irresistible and 

intoxicating. Nietzsche had an appeal that 1 associate with religion. His thought was all- 

absorbing, enigmatic, moving, uplifting. 1 had the exciting sense that there was something 

really significant here, something that could produce transformations in thinking and 

living, something that was both inspiring and true. 

In the yeass since that intmductory course, 1 have studied Nietzsche's work with 

diligence and care. in doing so, 1 have become familiar with many of the strands and 

aspects of his thought. What a labyrimh of insights and assertions! The youthful 

enthusiasm of my initial response has been tempered and enriched by an increasingly 

sober consideration of the content of Nietzsche's ideas and visions, as well as the 

interpretatioos of many scholars. 1 have been &am into the debate over whether 

Nietzsche is a coherent thlliker whose work consti~es a single whole, or whether, on the 

contrary, he was an expenmental observer and psychologist - an eclectic genius whose 

countless observations and narratives rarely overlap and fiequently contradict one 

another. This thesis is the fhit  of these investigations, spurred on by these questions. In 

the final analysis, 1 favor the holistic interpretation of Nietzsche's work. My position can 



be traced back to my initial response to his d g s ,  for my thesis, stated as bluntly as 

possible, is that Nietzrche is a religiioils thznker, and 1 assert that when so understood, the 

organic synthesis of his many ideas cornes to light. 

The suggestion that anyone is a religious thinker requires the presentation of 

criteria that designate the meaning of the term. In this snidy, I will suggest that a religious 

thinker is one who: a) has an insight into the total character of reality; b) outlines and 

refhtes false conceptions of truth, c) is concemed prùnarily with meaning and purpose in 

human existence; d) suggests that such meaning and purpose is rnaxhized when 

individuals or groups live in accordance with the recugnized truih; e) offers 

recommendations for how the meaningful life can be liveà, oAen through the medium of 

myths, parables and ailegories that represent the trials, tribulations and triumphs of the 

religious seeker; and f )  atternpts to demonstrate the value and validity of a specific 

teaching through the medium of his or her own life. I will suggest that Nietzsche satisfies 

al1 these requirements. 

Nietzsche's great iasight - criterion a) - is a synthesis of complete atheism and the 

universality of becoming. Reality, according to Nietzsche, consists of change, 

impermanence, transition and temporality. In the whole cosmos, there is nothing bur 

these elements of becoming. This idea unites Nietzsche with previous thinkers such as 

Heraclhs and Hegel, but there is a distinction in that Nietzsche's universe is not 

informeci by any telos; it has no intrinsic value, intelligence or justice, and it contains 

absolutely no aprion meaning or purpose. Thus Nietzsche's universe is totally dynamic 

and completely cbde-deified." 



The above position, which I c d  ccabsolute becomiag," necessitates the conclusion 

that all notions of king, permanence or discrete thg-hood represent falsifications. This 

radical rejection of being is the main source of Nietzsche's long-standing polemic - a 

polemic that more than satisfies criterion b) - against traditionai religion and metaphysics, 

as weli as the related suggestion that reason, morality or ordinary language constitute 

effective purveyors of truth. These things are ail servants of the being-illusion., and are 

therefore undecisive in the quest for truth. 

Nietzsche's pre-eminent concem with meanhg and purpose - criterion c) - is 
revealed mainly through his preoccupation with the problem of nihilism, which 

culminates in his extreme anti-nihilistic position of mor fd, or love of %te. Indeed, the 

term "nihilism" indicates precisely the existentid condition that accompanies the l o s  of 

the sense of meanhg and purpose. Nietzsche's prhary task is to demonstrate how this 

feeling can be overcome, without, at the same thne, betraying one's ccintellech<al 

conscience," which demands the &innation of absolute becoming. Nietzsche's task, in 

other words, is to unite the true d the go@ where the latter indicates those human 

aims perspectives, feelings and values that serve to render existence valuable and 

meaningful. 1 regard this desire to unite the true and the gwd as a hallmark of the 

religious thinker. 

Nietzsche's desire to overcome nihilism, which is the initial effect of the 

recognition of absolute becoming, leads to his vision of the ccoverman," the creation of 

which becomes the prirnary locus for a meaningfbl existence, and to his suggestion that 

we must begin a c'revaluation of aii values." In the light of absolute becoming, all  things 

and al1 values must be re-examined and re-adjusted. A revaluation, however, is not the 



same as a devaiuation, or a rejection. This is crucial when considering Nietzsche as a 

religious thinker. In his re-appraisal of all thuigs, Nietzsche holds to many concepts that 

are central to religion: redemption, transfiguration and pity, amongst others, are aitered 

and changed, but not rejected. Similarly, Nietzsche promotes religious practices, such as 

asceticism, while placing them on a new foundation. In short, he employs religious 

categories and notions, but he   sublima te^^^ or c'spUitualizes" these in the light of his new, 

"higher" perspective. 

Absolute becoming and the problem of nihilism also lead Nietzsche to his theory 

of will to power, which equates Me with dynamic stnving, or expansive becoming, and 

etmal recurrence, which sees al1 things as caught in a never-enhg cycle of identical, 

reaning changes. These notions appeal to Nietzsche for three main reasons. First, they 

synchronize with the thesis of absolute becoming; second, they are relevant to the 

existentid and inteiiecnial stance of the ovennan; and third, they can be immediately 

incorporated into the quest for meaning and purpose, which culminates in mor fat, or a 

complete embrace of existence. The person who can face e t e d  recurrence and still say 

'Yes" to life has demonstrateci the complete defeat of nihilism, and he or she has done so 

in the absence of any false but comforting assumptions. This requires a super-abundance 

of strength, a divine sense of power, and this feeling is itself the highest good. AU this 

constitutes Nietzsche's satisfaction of criterion d). 

If, hally, we examine Nietzsche's tale of Zarathustra, which embodies the 

typically religious desire to present a poetical and mythical blueprint of the spiritual life - 
criterion e), and his sense of being dnven or destined to live and demonstrate his teaching 

- criterion f), the pichire of Nietzsche as a religious thinker is complete. 



At this point, 1 shodd acknowledge that my theory of Nietzsche as a religious 

thinker will strike rnany as odd. Religion, a d c  mi@ say, is almoa always connectai 

with precisely the elements of "being", qriorism, intrinsic sacredness and theism - 

whether poly or mono - that Nietzsche rejects. Religions aiways contain what Ray 

Billington calls "the spiritual dimension"', and which he equates with the 

"metaphysical", or that which is '8eyond (or &er) the physical."2 This spiritual 

dimension allows for "a belief in a purpose established by some kind of almighty being 

who created and sustains the univer~e.'~ Billington's view is supported by Willard 

Oxtoby, who insists that religions must include "a sense of power beyond the human.'* 

Nietzsche's cosmos, however, does not include the transcendent, the sacred or the holy; it 

is devoid of immortality, and it contains no element of justice. It lacks any ethical 

content' so there is no agent - be it god or kmma - whose primary h c t i o n  is the 

enforcement of universal laws. And, if there is no aprion justice and no etanal enforcer 

of justice, then there is no human 'Yaculty" - such as conscience, intuition or reason - that 

is the c'voice of universal justice", or "the voice of the soul." Finally, there is certaidy no 

heaven or hell to which the "cetemal s o c  of the good and the evil will respectively be 

sent. in short, Nietzsche rejects all the things to which religion points, so how can he be 

labeled a religious thinker? 

In responding to these understandable queries 1 would suggest that while 

religious thinkers, in satisQing my cnteria, have tended to afnrm the existence of super- 

Bdiqyton, Ray, Understanding Eastern Philosophy (New Yodr: Routledge, 1997), p.7. 
' Md, pp.6-7. 
' Ibid, p.7. 
4 Willard G. Cktoby, The Nature of Religion," in WorldReligions: Easlern Traditions, W .  Olctoby ed 
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1996), p.493. 



mundane spheres and beings, as weil as the presence ofaprion' moral laws there is no 

necedty which says they must do so. The decisive element is the preoccupation with 

meaning and purpose, based on an insight into the total character of reality5, and not the 

specific prescriptions that emerge fiom this concerd Therefore, the fact that religion has 

traditionaily included elements that Nietzsche rejects does not necessitate the conclusion 

that the one qualifies as religion and the other does not. Such a position would be 

tantamount to the absurd suggestion that since Plato and Kripke have diserem views on 

language, we can only count one of them as a philosopher in that field. Any area of 

human concern is capable of producing a wide range of perspectives and prescriptions. 

The relationship bêtween Nietzsche and previous religions is a case in point. 

Further, it should be noted that Nietzsche does not eiiminate "the spinhiai 

dimension." True, he denies the existence of an "'almighty being" who is the source of 

meaning and purpose, but, at the same tirne, his project involves the seIfdeifiCQtion of 

hurn~~~zty, such that we wi fùifill these critical functions. Humans, in other words are the 

mighty, if not afmighty, beings, who constitute the source of meaning and purpose in a 

godless universe. What is more, 1 wouid suggest that the earth, for Nietzsche, is "'the 

5 The inclusion of the insight is crucial. It centers attention on the fact îhat I am discussing criteria for a 
religious thinker, as opposed to a religious instiMion or even a religious "believer." These are aU containeci 
under the iimbreiia of "the reIigiousn, but there are critical cfifferences. The believer, for instance. is one 
who embraces a version of meaning and purpose in the absence of an actual insight into reality. Or. to take 
another important distinctios the reiigious thinlrer is not dways the direct fouder of an organized religion 
- consi& Plato, Lau Tm, or even Jesus of Nazareth. 
6 Bflrneton expresses conam with Nmiim Smart's criteria for religion (ïisted in Easrem Philosophy, p. l), 
which, according to the former, spreads the net tw wide* aiiowing for virtually any enthtsiasm, be it for a 
sports team or the stock market, to qualifi as religion 1 WOU suggest that if the individual consciousiy 
regards tbis activity as the locus of meaning in their Ue, then it can, in fact, be d e d  their religion. ide&, 
the behavior of many sports fans and pfitseekers shows ail the signs of the u d d a n g ,  fimaticai 
"believer." The façt that these are ratber shaliow and microçosmic seats of meaning is beside the point. The 
need for meaning and pnpose is a strong perbaps even universai human trait an4 in an age where the 
'spiritualn and "metaphysicain have ken wrenched h m  the poptlar consciousness, people embrace 
whatever still remains Such people are a E3.r cry, however? h m  the reiigious thinker, who, by his or h a  
insight, designates the parameters of the me and the conceivable content of the good 



sacred", ifwe define the term as that which is worthy, due to its inîrinsic charaaer, of 

deep reverence, respect and appreciation.' Anâ, finally, I would add that the universe, for 

Nietzsche, as understood in the context of wiil to power and e t d  recurrence, contains 

aspects that make it worthy of a kind of reiigious devotion. The universe is not a 

subjective entity, with goals, moral imperatives, rewards and punishments, but its total 

character is beautifil and mystenous. The person of great joy and strength "stands arnid 

the cosmos with a joyous and trusting fatalism, in the jath that.. . ail is redeemed and 

affirmeci in the whole." ui other words, the universe, as it is, without any metaphysical 

padding, is worthy of reverence. The person who has an insight into its total character 

will arrive, or at least can arrive, at amor fali, or total life m a t i o n ,  and the production 

of this feeling that Tmth reveals the value of existence is what religion is al1 aboutg 

Thus, we can accept Billington's insistence on spirituality, while dismissing his 

ccrnetaphysical" requirement, dong wit h Oxto b y's cOeyond," as prejudices andor 

commonplaces, but not absolute criteria. Nietzsche negates the content of traditional 

religion, but he is nevertheless animatecl by similar or identical concems, and the style 

and substance of bis work, as well as his personal life, confim his stature as a religious 

individual. His project, in the final analysis, is to create a religious ethos that coincides 

with the tndh of absolute becoming. He believes, ultirnately, that a physicalistic 

naturdism forms a sufficient basis for the meanhg and purpose that previous religions 

have constructed only after creating fictitious beings and supermundane dimensions. His 

' See, for instance, Thus SpokP Zamthusna. Walter KauEinam, #.us. (New York Penguin, 
1 %6), p. 13 : "1 beseech you, my brothers, remain faithihi to the earth.. . to sin against the earth is now the 
most hadiù l  thine." 

Nietzsche, Friedrich, T' l i gh i  of the Idols, paa.49, this hcanSIation cited in Walter IG&bum, Metzrche: 
Philospopher, Psychotogist. Anti-Christ, 3d ed (New Yodr: Random House, Viitage, 1%8), p.28 1 .  
9 See, for instance, the ecstattic UDnmken Song" in Z a r a t ~ u ,  where the pmtagonisî prochims his lm 
for eternity, and the notion of eternal recurrence m.3 17-324). 



philosophy, in sum, is an experimental attempt to discover whether the goals and 

categories of religion can be applied in a new and different way. Hence, he is a reiigious 

innovator, and it is a miaake to think that he rejects religion altogether. 

The subtle distinction between one who innovates in the field of religion (by 

altering the content of religious thought while holding to religious motivations and 

categories) and one who rejects religion wmpletely is something that Nietzsche himself 

failed to note, and this may explain why previous scholars have failed to emphasize the 

saiking religiosity of Nietzsche's preocaipations and projects. regards himself 

as ffankly irreligious. 'O This however, is the result ofconflating religion with theism and 

moral apriorism. If Nietzsche had feft' as 1 do, that these are only typical manifestations 

of a deeper and more general urge to discover, affirm and, if necessary, mate  a sense of 

meaning and purpose in existence, he may not have been so hostile to the designation 

offered in this study. At any rate, it is my hope that the reaibation of the religious 

character of Nietzsche's thought will shed light on the meaning and significance of his 

life and work. 

The organization of this study will roughly parailel the critena that form the 

framework of my thesis. Chapter One will examine Nietzsche's thesis of absolute 

becoming, dong with its polemic against everythmg relating to '0eing." Chapter Two 

will establish Nietzsche' s general preoccupation with meaning and purpose. This will 

involve a discussion on nihilism. Chapter Three will examine the crucial doctrines of 

amor fai; will to power and eternal recurrence. Chapter Four will explore Nietzsche's 

vision of the oveman, and Chapter Five d l  discuss Nietzsche's prescriptions for the 

- 

10 See, for instance, Ecce Homo, C.Fadi,man, trans., m The PhiGosophy of Me&.sche (New York: Random 
House, Modern Li- Series), p.923. 



hiaorical emergence of the oveman, chief amongst which are a revaiuation of al1 values 

and "discipline and breeding." In this chapter, 1 will make special reference to the way in 

which Nimbe changes but does not reject typically religious notions and ideals. 

Finally, the concluding cbapter will discuss Nietzsche as mythmaker and exemplar. 

The character of this study is largely exegetical, but I think the religious aspect 

puts a new twist on everything Nietzsche wrote. It re-iterates what he said, to be sure, but 

also why he said it and what he hoped to accomplisb as a result. It also rweals, 1 think, 

the overd coherence of Nietzsche's many ideas and assertions, ahoa aii of which find 

their proper place and proportion within the religious task that fonns the umbrella, so to 

speak, for his work. 



Chapter One: Absolute Becoming 

This chapter deals with the first two criteria for the religious thinker - their insight 

into the total character of the world, and thek effort to refbte fàise notions of tnrth. 

The religious thinker is moved by two fundamentai drives, and these are distinct 

but inseparable. The first is to offer descriptions and prescriptions relating to 'the good 

Me." This involves an exploration of meaning aad purpose in existence, a vision of 

human excellence, and proposed adjustments in human values, perspectives, institutions 

and practices, such that they fidl into alignment with the requkements of the good. The 

second is a m n g  desire to ' k o w  the tnith." The religious thinker sees and experiences 

these two enterprises of establishing the good and discoverhg the true as intimately 

comected. Specincdy, the former requires the latter, since the good Me is the one lived 

"in the light of reaiity." The religious thinker, in other words, wants to mite the m e  and 

the g00d.l' 

Nietache insigh$ully suggests that the fervent desire to know is based on the 

presumption, the fàith, that truth is  preferable to error;" it presurnes that the discovery of 

the good is ultimately comected wiui knowledge of the me. Nietzsche is wiiling, as we 

Tbat Nietzsche's goal is to podua such a mification is supportai by Peter Berkowitz in his ,Wletzsche: 
me Ethics of an Immoruhî (Cambridge: Harvard II. Press, 1995). He characterizes Niemche's efforts as 
an attempt to estabikh "right making' on the founc&tion of "ri@ knowing" (see, for example, p. 14) This 
amomts to precisely the same thing 1 am suggesting here. It couid also be noted that the word "religion" 
stems h m  a Latin term meaning 30 uniten, or bind together. A secular interpretation of this etymology 
mighîsims thesocialimityproducedbyrieligiogbut whatI amsuggestingmayperhapsbeforwatdedas 
analteraativeperspective. 
l2  Th- for instance, it is ignorance of the Law, or the Dbamia that is the @muy source of suffenn& 
acmrding to the Buddbists; and many ciassical t b k s ,  such as Socrates and Plato, made a âirect 
co~ec t i on  between ignorance and uhapphess. 



shall see, to question this presumption,13 but he simultaneously admits that he is moved 

by an inexorable, insautable desire to know, and he recognizes the bdamentaily 

retigious character of this urge. Thus, he says: 

But you will have gathered what I am dnving at, namely, that it is still a 
me&p@siCCI[ faith upon which our &th in science rests - that even we seekers &er 
knowledge today, we godless d-metaphysicians still take our fire, too, f?om the flame 
lit by a fath that is thousauds of years oid, that Christiaa fhith which was also the fiiith of 
Plato, that God is the tmth, that tnah is divine. I4 

This is an astonishing and significant admission. It places Nietzsche squarely within the 

broad spectnim of religion. It also prefigures the teosion in his work bdween the true and 

the good, for what discovers, much to his initial distress, is that the me, far 

from affirming the desirable or go04 is actuaiiy devoid of any normative content. 

Neverthiess, he makes it his task to see whether human beings can construct a vision of 

the good that respects the character of the mie; he wants, in short, to translate nature into 

the language and practice of human normativity and subjectivity. This preoccupation is 

itself the hallmark of the religious thinker. 

The typical effect of the quest for truth is that the output of the religious thinker 

includes some fundamental insight into the total character of reality. The word 'Yotai" is 

very important here. The religious thinker wants to know ifthere are any universai, 

fundamental truths about the world and, by extension., its human inhabitants. They seek 

13 hdd, he blatantly rejects the idea that the tnah is tnherently relevant to the good, since nature is value- 
neutrai, but he nevertheiess makes it his task to willfully bring the true and the good together, by affuming 
the power of man to ovefcome nihikm and create values. His vision of the mmmn is pecisely that of one 
who bas the strength to iive "in the tight of the tnnh", even when the truth is strange and potentially 
depressing- 
'4 Friedrich Nietzsche, Gay Luience, Walter Kadhm, trans. (New York: RanQm House, 1974), p.282. 
The name of this segment - "How we, too, are pious" - is aIso suggestive of Nietzsche's achowledged 
reiigiosity . 



what Nietzsche caiis "a comprehensive look";15 they gravitate towards a basic principle 

that explains the diverse phenornena of nature, or which serves as a foundation for such 

e~~lanations.'~ For Lao Tai, it was the aii-pervasive presence of the Tao, for Hegel it was 

the dialectical character of al1 naturai processes, for Gotama Buddha t was the tnith of 

interdependent origiaation, and for Nietszche it was the universdity of becoming. l7 

i. Nietzsche 's W s  

Nietzsche's radical affirmation of change and Unpermanence needs to be seen 

withlli the context of the perennial debate over being and becoming. The term %eing3' 

usually designates that which is unchanging, permanent, et- discrete, self-sufficien:, 

unconditioned. Becoming, on the d e r  hand, signifies just the reverse - that is, it 

designates that which is changing, impemanent, relative, conditioned and temporal. 

The question of the ontological and existemial status of these two great categones 

has formai the core ofa great deal of religious and philosophical thought. Many thinkers 

have taught that Being represents the me, the good and the beautifùl, while becoming is 

illusory, secondary, or iderior. Perhaps the most extrerne example is provided by 

Parmenides, the great pre-Soaaîic thinker, who taught that Being was the sole reality, 

and that change was actually impossible, and hence a pure illusion when perceiveci. l8 

PIato, who suggested that the world of t h e  was an irnperfkct copy of an etemal pattern, 

l 5  Friedrich Nietzschet Beyond Good und Evil, Walter Kaimaamr tram. (New York: Raadom House, 
1966), p. 124. 
l6 Modem science fds  within this &finition, especi* amongst Dammms 

. . who seek to explain 
e v m g  on the basis of "natural seïection", and a h  Newtonian phvsics, though it seems to rest content 
with laws, plural. as opposed to a singie, explanatory principle. 
l 7  One couid also point to Nietzsche's doctrines of will to power ard etaaal tecurrence as manifestations of 
this totalking tendency. ïndeed, both teacbgs are rnseparabIe h m  Nietzsche's conception of dynanic, 
absolute becoming. 
Ig See I.V. Luœ, An fnboduction to Greek Philasophy (London Thames and Hudson, 1992), pp.50-55. 
Change is "impossille" because Parmenides is a pure rationaiist, and he aserts that change, which IIIvohes 
intetvals of non-being is mtbkabie (since we can oniy think: of that which is), and henœ n o n d e n i .  
See esp. p.52. 



and that the philosopher-king was the one who could glimpse the realm of Forms, wodd 

also qualifjt l9 Amongst the world religions, Hinduism teaches that the manifesteci 

cosmos is maya, or illusion, and the perféct sage is the one who lives in the Light of 

Atmm7 the e t e d  SeK which is inseparable fiomBrahman7 the macrowsmic Tnrth, 

beyond the conditioning of t h e  and space." And, nnally, there is Chnstianity, which 

exhons its followers to disregard worldly pleasures, and to concentrate strictly on the 

destiny of their immortal souls. The earthly reaim of change is strictly a means to the 

anainment of an eternal, heavenly state that is infinitely more valuable and beautifid than 

the sinful world of transient pleasures and fleeting treasues. " 

All these thinkers and traditions of thought, and many more besides, are 

proponents of being. Nietzsche is their antithesis. His position on this crucial question of 

being and becoming is explicitly stated in severd places. In Twilght of the Idols, for 

instance, Nietzsche states that '%eing is an empty fiction,"22 and he suggests that "insofar 

as the senses show becoming, passing away, change, they do not lie."" The Dionysian 

philosopher, a type ofwhich Nietzsche, in his own view, is the foremost e~arn~le, '~  is 

able "to reake in meselfthe e t e d  joy of be~ornin~.~'~' This, in ~ n ,  involves 

19 See F.M. Cornford, Pluîo S Cosmology (New York: Humanities Press. 1937). and Plato. Republic. G. 
Grube, ûans. (Indnnapolis: Hackett, 1992). esp. Book W. 
-0 This position is most succinctry put forward in n e  Lipuniishads (See i. Mascaro. trans. New York: 
PengUia 1965), and is summarized in the famous phrase, Thou art That." 
'' For example: "lay not up for yourseives treasuns upon ear&, where moth and dust &th compt, and 
where thieves break through and steal, But lay up for yourseives treasures in heaven.. ." (Mhtthew 6: 19-20). 
" Fnèdrch Nice, TkIighi of the Idds, RI. Hohgdale, hans. (New York: Penguin. 1968), p.36. 

Ibid, p.36. 
'' Those who accuse Nietzsche of inconsistency or raidomness may wish to note that the thane of the 
preeminent importance of the "Dionysian", as weii as  the celebration of the view of Me d e d  "tragic", 
never vary in his work. This is noteworthy, espe&i& when we consider tbat the ideas initialiy appeared in 
Ni-he's very first book, The B i h  of Trage* (1872), while quotations such as those that foiiow were 
written sixteen years later (e.g Twilight of the ldols - 1888). 
25 Twilight, p. 1 10. 



saying Yes to the flux and destruction, the decisive element in the Dionysian 
philosophy, saying Yes to contradiction and M e 7  becoming, together with the radical 
rejection of evea the concept " ~ e i ~ ' ~ ~  

These passages define Nietzsche's self-proclaimed task as a philosopher, and the 

debate over being and becoming is at the center of this task. Becoming, as he says is "the 

decisive element" in bis overd position, and when Nietzsche proclaims, "it is of time 

and becoming that the best parables shouid speak: la them be a praise and a justification 

of di impermanence,"" he reveals the sum and the cornerstone of his efforts. Becuming, 

for Nietzsche, is the hue, and his mission is to work out the implications of this thesis, 

with the ultimate aim of constructing a vision of the good that respects the absolute 

character of becorning. 

Nietzsche was not the first thinker to adopt a stance of absolute becoming. In the 

East, Gotama Buddha proposed a dynamic version of reality in which movement and 

change were the fhdarnentai rea~ities;~* and in the West, thuikers such as Heraclitus and 

Hegel did the Nietzsche was aware of these traditions. Indeed, he acknowledges 

his respect for both ~uddhal' and ~eraclitus,~' but he aiso recognizes, rightly, that bis 

view is ultimately quite difFerent £tom those of his predecessors. This is so because 

nature, for Nietzsche, is completely value-neutral. Nietzsche's predecessors insist that 

becoming is imbued with moral and/or teleological elements. Buddha combines 

" Nietzsche, Friedrich. Ecce Homo. W. KaufUlami trans. (New York Random House, 1967). p.65. " Zamîhuslru, p.87. 
-8 As revealed through the hdamentai Buddhist teachings of anatman, or noseif', and impermanaice, the 
former desüqmg the idea of discrete thing-hood, and the latter performing the same fimction in relation to 
the idea that a-g is changeless. See R Robinson and W. Johnson, The Bud&st Religion (Belmont, 
CA: Wadsworth), 1997. One could also inch& the Taoism of Lau T m  in this category of philosophy- 
religions that smss becoming, 

For Heraclifur see Jorÿllhaii Barnes, Eady Greek PhilosopS (New York Penguis 1987), (3.8; and for 
Hegel. see Phenomenolog~ of Spirit. A Miller, trans. (Oxford: mord U. Press, 1977). 

"With my condemnation of Christianity. 1 shoald not Wce to baM wronged a kin&ed 
religion.. .Buddhimt" Friedrich Nietzsche, The Anti-Christ, R J. Hobgdale. trans. (New York: Penguin, 
1968), p. 129. 



becoming with laws of h a ,  Heraclitus says that nature tends to justice, or harmony, 

and Hegel prociaims that history is the movement of the World Spirit towards an 

inevitable outcorne. Nietzsche rejects these suggestions of immanent rnoraiity and 

purpose. Becomuig, for him, is completely "innocent." Nature is value-neutrai, and it is 

only humans who perform the task of imbuing life with mord and purposive elemeats. 

These ideas of "'the innocence of b e ~ o m i n ~ ' ' ~ ~  and the god-like ability of humans to 

create values are crucial for Nietzsche's over-al1 religion of human self-deification, and 

they will be discussed at length in upcoming chapters. For now, we need only note that 

Nietzsche anirms absolute becoming, and that that becoming takes place in a completely 

value-fiee or "godless" setting. 

iz. Being us a ProbZem 

It is often the case that the insights of the religious thinker, and the teachings that 

flow fiom these insights, contradict the conclusions to which 'kommon sense" would 

seem to lead. Appearances are deceiving: we seem to die, but the Hindus and others say 

we do not; we seem to be separate entities, but the Buddhists and Native ~merkans '~ 

assure us  that all things are cornecteci; hiaory seems to be meaningless and random, but 

Hegel insists that it is guided by Reason. Thus, the religious thinker is privy to a 

perspective that radically alters our view of reality, and a significant feahie of their work 

involves the employrnent of their insight in an effort to repudiate Wse notions of truth 

and, subsequently, fdse notions of the good. 

" -1 set apan with high reverenœ the m m e  of HeracIiRcs" (TWlÏght, p.36). 
" This is a auciai idea. and cm be fond in almost aU of Nietzsche's later books. See. for instance. nie 
Will To Power, Walter Kairfmann & RJ. Hollingdaie, t m .  (New York: Random House, 1968) p.402. 
33 For instance, Chief Seattle says: "AU hmgs are connecteci. Whalever kfalls the earth befalls the children 
of the earth" See Native Arnericm Wisdom, K. N e r b  ed (San Rafael, Ca: New World Library, audio 
edition). 



Nietzsche's position, like those mentioned above, is radical. It nins contrary to 

what many people perceive and think. The thesis of absolute becoming amounts to the 

suggestion that the categury of being bears no relation to the achial character of the world 

- nothing is discrete, and nothing is unchanging. This assertion is clear, but deeply 

problematic, for a great deal of human activity is based on a presumption in favor of 

being. Indeeâ, a substantial portion of Nietzsche's work is dedicated to revealing how 

logic, religion, philosophy, psychology and science, as well as many of our day-to-day 

operations of thinking, calculating, perceiving and wrnmunicathg, proceed on the ba i s  

of being as an acceptable, reliable standard. We see things as stable and discrete when 

they are in fkct volatile and inter-comected; in sho* we falsify the tnith. 

mission, as he saw it, was to reveal the ongins of our prejudice in favor of being, while 

also exploring the possibility of changing ow conceptions in accordance with the 

recognized sovereignty of becorning. This is perféctly concomitant with the general 

pattern of the reiigious thinker. 

Nietzsche's affirmation of bewming as an absolute category does not rest easily 

with his recognition of the ubiquity of being. It l a d s  to the obvious question - why 

being? Why do notions of being penneate our actMties as human beings, and, indeed, 

our very perceptions? Nietzsche responds to this question Iargely through acts of 

speculative history. He proposes that the presumption of being was necessary for human 

sumival and flourishing: 

Over immense periods of t h e  the intellect produced nothing but errors- A fm of 
these proved to be useful and helped to preserve the species: those who hit upon or 
inherited these had better luck in their stmggle for themselves and their progeny. Such 
emneous mic1es of fâith, which were continually inherited, until they became almost 
part ofthe basic endowment of the species, include the following: that there are enduring 



things; that there are equal things; that there are things, bodies, substances; that a thing is 
what it appears to be." 

The beings that did not see so precisefy had an advantage over those that saw 
everything "in flux."35 

. . . no living beings wouid have s-ved if the.. . tendency . . . to err and maAe up 
things raîher than wait, to assent rather than negate, to pass judgment rather than to be 
just - had aot been bred to the point where it became extraordinarily ~ t r o n ~ . ~ ~  

Because we have to be stable in our beliefs if we are to pros er, we have made the 
P7 "reai" world a world not of change and becoming, but one of behg. 

Thus, Nietzsche explains the presence of notions congenial to being by referrhg to an 

evolutionary theory, based on survival and utiiity, coupled with largely Lamarckian ideas 

about inherited, transmitted chara~teristics.~~ He implies that the recognition of 

becorning, which he associates with skepticism, patience, and great caution in making 

judgments, wodd have been deleterious to the quick adaptability required for survival in 

an environment that was presumably war-like and hostile. The implication, then, is that 

primeval humans codd not f iord  the luxury of philosophy and science. In the struggie 

for survivai, the usefùi was far more important than the 

At this stage it is crucial to note that humans, for Nietzsche, are active participants 

in the creation of their environment, as opposed to passive receptacles of cbobjective" 

truth. The way we perceive the world, our perspective, determines, to a large extent, what 

34 Gay Skience, pl69 
" %id, p. 171. This paaage is parb:cuilary indicative of Nietzsche's view tbat there is an unrnial or 
"esoteric" prspcaive that reveais the me to a much greater extent tban that of the nomial mode of seeing 
and wmptehenduig 
' Ibid, p. 172. 
" Wll to Power. p.276. 
Lamarck mght that chacteristics are trammitted h m  one genezation to the next, thereby opening up a 

majar field of scieninc investigation See, for instance, Aipheus Packarû, Lmarck, The Founder of 
Evolurion (New York: Longmans, Green & Co., 190 1). 
39 The Damman 

. . 
OYertones of such a position are abundantiy obvious, and Nietwche's relationship to 

DarwinwiUbedixussesiinCbapterFourofthisstuciy. 



we believe the world is actually like." What the previous passages r e v d  is that a world 

of being is fa more manageable and 'Imowable7' than a world of incessant flux, 

instability and change; a world of being is a world over which we can assert control and 

this has k e n  crucial for human flourishing. Hence, fàced with the need for '%eing7', the 

human organisrn evolved organs of perception and modes of thought that m e d ,  in 

effect, to produce a perspective that made it s a 4 '  

Nietzsche's assertion that the tnie has been synonymous with the usefui, coupled 

with his '>erspectivism", makes his view of tnith, or his epistemological stance, appear 

pragmatic, as opposed to ccobjectivist" or 'ccognitivist.7' Indeed, Nietzsche definitely 

denies the ability of any human to obtain a "god's-eye" view, or a view of reality fiom 

ourn& or beyond the sphere of that reality. Our view of truth is necessarily a human 

view, a view f?om within rd i ty .  However, at the same time, Nietzsche does not adopt an 

unambiguously pragmatist, non-cogndivist view of tnrth; in the final analysis usefulneu 

or utility is not his critenon of epistemological validity, nor does he rely stnctly on the 

intrinsic coherency of a position when seeking tu test its veracity. On the contrary, his 

overd position is, as John Wilcox suggestsP2 one in which cognitivism is dominant: 

and he associates the recognition of tnith with the courage that seeks to grasp reality, 

notwithstanding its potential di~tltiiity.~ Nietzsche7 s philosophy is based on his 

a in his later works, Nietzsche plaœd a fair@ heavy emphasis on his àoctrine ofperspctMsn, which 
emphasaes the falsity of the notion of passive "objectivity." See FYiZI to Pauer, pp.272-276. 
" This is iîseif an astonishing idea. It is mmal to the Nietzscheau notion tbat we can dei@ ourselves by 
mgnizing the god-like power we possess to actualty create the world in which we wil i  subseqPenîiy live. 
" John Wdcox, Tm1 cmd Value in NiehFche (Ann Arbor: The University of Midu- Res, 1974). My 
y t i o n  on N~etzsche's epistemology is drawn iargely h m  ttris insightfiii study. 

The phrase "cognitivism is domiaant" was bmrowed h m  ibid, p.98. 
44 Thus, for instance, Ni-he, who associates the rise of science with the rise of t -  says: " . . . .raith in 
science.. . .mm have orighited in spite of the fact thai the disutility and drmgerousness of 'the wiu to 
trut4' of 'tsuth at any @ce' is proved to it constanw (Gay Science, p.281). It is "dangernus" because it 
forces us to recant om contforting metapbysical illusions, and this is especMy parnful for someone like 
Nietzsche, who is religious in tempaament 



conviction that he has grasped the tn~th,~' and he wnsistently asserts that the positions he 

attacks are actuaily false. 

Thus, Nietzsche rejects both traditional objectivism and non-cognitive 

pragmatism. In the end, he adopts a paradoXical position that 1 will cd1 humanistic 

cognitivism. Nietzsche thinks that we can start fiom within reality, and neverthelas 

effectively and accurately assess various conceptions of tnith. His standard for this 

evaluative enterprise is inte~~ectual honesty," and this, in turn, is a quotient of -en&. 

According to Nietzsche, a stn,ng, honest individual will clearly see the tnrth of absohite 

becoming. It will be the conclusion to which a comprehensive human perspective will 

inexorably lead. This is so because becoming is what the individual - as an actual, 

physical, sensory being - will observe and experience, to the exclusion of anything else. 

The cumu!atn,e effenect of these observations will validate absolute becoming as an 

ccobjective7' thesis, where objectivity implies a perspective that is wmanted by experience 

and carefd observation over a significant period of tirne and in varying contexts: 

There is oniy a seeing eom a perspective, only a 'luiowing" from a perspective. 
and the more emotions we express over a thing, the more eyes, dBerent eyes, we train 
on the same thing, the more complete will be our "idea" of that thing, our c'objectivity.y*' 

It is simply a matter of experience that change never ceases." 

Thus, the strong person will trust his or her physical senses, which "do not lie," 

and ''work out the consequences" of their testimony. These consequences are summarized 

in the notion of absolute becoming. The weak individual, on the other haad, will 

" The fixt that Nietzsche believed this tu be so is greatiy smssed and &ectively argued in Berkowitz's 
Nieizsche. See especialS pp.5-8 
4 6  Sometimes referred to by Nietzsche as "inteiîectual coflscience." The reference to this attnie is 
pminent in aii of Nietzsche's Laer works. See, for instance, Goy Saence, W. 265 and 266. 
7 Nietzsche, Friedrich. On The Genealogy of Moral'. m. Samuei, trans., in The Philosophy of Nietzsche 
(New York: Radom House, New World LI* Series), p.745. 
48 IVill to Paver,  p.367. 



inevitably falsie tnith. An niabiiiîy to survive and flourish in the iight of tnith produces a 

need to fdsify, and, as a result, the Mse becontes the usefbl, since the Mse perspective 

allows for survivai and a sease of happiness in spile of physiological and psychologid 

disadvantages. Hence, pragmatic comiderations, fiir nom being a legitimate standard of 

truth, are nonnally associateci with the production of fàlsehoods. The great fàlsifiers of 

reaiity, chief amongst whom are the rnysticai, romantic and idedistic philosophers of the 

past, build grand metaphysical structures; they read into Nature their desires and their 

will to power, but these structures are only reflections of their own needs and 

They are manifestations of dishonesty; îhey are false. Thus Nietzsche, to repeat, rejects 

both pragmatism and passive or "god's eye" objectivism. He offers instead an active 

cognitivism, which is "objective", but only within a stnctly human or perspectival 

context. 

This discussion of Nietzschean episternology has been cursory and is perforce 

incornpiete. It omits many of the subtieties of Nietzsche' s position, as well as the many 

difficulties and objections that c m  be raised in response to it?* Given the scope of the 

present study, this brevity has been necessary, but the primary point has been made, and 

that is that Nietzsche does not dispense with the notion of auth, and he does not reduce 

tmth to a function of pragmatic, utilharian considerations. That the world is characterized 

by absolute becoming is tme for Nieîzshe, for there is no other position that is warranted 

by an honest examination of nature. Nietzsche promotes his version of tnith with as much 

passion and certainty as any religious thinker: he defends it against attack, he mocks and 

" See Beyond Good and Evil, Part O& "Ch The PreJudices of Phiiosophersn. pp.9-32. 
so DiBocuities that are disnissed in many books, incIucfing those of Wilcux and Berkowib:. 
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unseats its cornpetitors, and he strives to constmct a vision of the good that will respect 

and reflect his rnacrocosmic insight. 

If we return now to the discussion on "being as a problem7', we see an element of 

the Nietzschean gulf between the tme and the good. Being, in aü its guises, is an error, 

but it is the kind of mur -out which humans can scarcely get dong. Hence, the true 

and the good, far firom being coextensive, are achially in opposition: 

without these articles of faith nobody now couid endure life. But that does not 
prove them. Life is no argument. The conditions of life might include error." 

. . . basically and firom time immemotial we are - accustomed to lyng. Or to put it 
more virtuously and h ocritically, in short, more pleasantly: one is much more of an 
artist than one knows. P 

This tension between the knower and the creator, or the artist, or between the true and the 

good, nuis throughout Nietzsche's philosophy. Their union in a single psyche is his holy 

grail, his great vision of the ccoverman", bis highest hope. 

iii. nie Error of ûur Wqs 

Having put fonvard his radical assertion - Le. that being is an empty but useful 

fiction - Nietzsche proceeds to discuss the many manifestations of "errof' in human 

thinking." These mors make their presence felt whenever humans assume that anything 

is simple, discrete or unchanging. This occurs, as we shail see, in almost every branch of 

human activity . 

G q  Skience, p. ln. It is important that this statement not be takai as an absolide negation of the 
possibility that some people, in thefihrre, mi@ be able to live without emir. Indeed, this hope is the basis 
for Nietzsche's vision of the werman. 
52 Bèyond Good and EMf, p. 105. 
53 The wonhg of this section mahs it sound as though Nietzsche approached these questions in a 
systematic, chronologid way. This, however, is not the case. His nisighîs and positions are all blended 
together, and this is one of the sources of difïiculty when attempting to work out his meanhg 1 have 
approached the problern in this iinear mamier for pugmes of cIarity and simpticity. 



The most obvious and perhaps most impressive manifestations of the being- 

hypothesis emerge in the realm of reli'on andmezkzphysics. It is here that we a) find the 

whole cosmos explained in tenns of the Power and Goodness of a perfect, complete, 

timeless De* b) enCounter the idea of an immortal, indivisible soul; c) are told of 

timeless realms of Being that stand above, beyond, or behind the realm of change and life 

and death; d) are introduced to the notion of etemal heavens and hells to which we will 

be sent after the earthly existeace is camplete; and e) find mystics spealong of 

tramcending time and space whde achieving union with the Father, or the One, or the 

Deiîy. 

Nietzsche, of course, rejects dl such religious teachings. He sees in them 

intellectual1151ivete;~ dishonesty, world-weariness and a spirit of revenge." These factors 

are inter-cornecteci and are stresseci to v-g degrees, depending on the thinker or the 

tradition in question,56 but they are ail bound up with the thesis of absolute becoming. 

The religious mind-set, as Nietzsche understands it, is escapist. It h d s  Life wearisome 

and depressing, it resents the constant flux of existence, it is tired of willing and creating, 

so it makes up imaginary realms of being where aii such activity ceases, or where 

Y See, for instance, Ecçe Homo: "'Gad', 'the Mmortaiity of the soul', 'saivation', a 'beyond' - these are 
mere notions, to which 1 paid no attention, on which 1 never wasted any the,  even as a child - though 
perhaps 1 was never enough of a child for that.. . .Gd is such an dwious and crass solution; a solution 
which is sheer indelicacy to us thinkrs" (p.831). 
55 See, for example, Friedrich N i m e ,  The Geneufogy ofMords (New York Random Home, Modern 
Li'brary Series), p.712: " . . .the eartfi was the especially ascetic planet, a den of discontented, arrogant, and 
repalsive creatures, who never got rid of a c k p  disgust of themselves, of the world, of all Me, and did 
themsehes as much hmt as possible.. . "; or again where Nietzsche explains the origias of Jewish and, 
sabseqriedy, Christian thought in terms of "tesentment becoming creative and @hg birth to values - a 
resentmait experienced by creatares who, deprirved as they are of the proper d e t  of action, are forced to 
find their compensation in an imaginary revenge" @.an. 
56 Thus, for instance, Nietzsche applauds Buddhibm for its honesty and iack of naivete, since it affirms 
becoming and is fiatJy atheistic, and thdore "a huudred times more realistic tban Chnstianity" (Anti- 
Christ, p. lB), but he sees m the teaching of Nirvana an excessive world-weariness that achially wiUs and 
seeks selfdlMihilation, and he natudiy rejeds the idea of kanna, which robs becoming of its innocence by 
suggestmg that humans are under the sway of a priori moral imperatives. Nietzsche reseryes his greatest 



supermundane forces take on h m  responsibilities: "a pwr  ignorant weariness that 

does not want to want anymore: this created ail gods and afterw~rfds.'~~~ Here we see 

cleariy that Nhzsche regards religio-metaphysical hypotheses as emanating fiom an 

existentid condition, weariness or wealcness7 which creates a tendency to fiilsm redity. 

This falsification lads away fiom the earthly, temporal reah - Le. away from the real or 

actual worM - and towards a fictitious kingdom of being5* In this way, the world of 

becomuig is diminished in ternis of its perceived value, and this h a d i ,  defamatory 

effect of the being-hypothesis, combined with its ontological falsity, explains Nietzsche's 

vehement opposition to it: 

One must admit nothing that has being - because then becoming would lose its 
value and actuaily appear meaningless and superfluous.. . this hypothesis of being is the 
source of all worlddefamation. *' 
Thus, Nietzsche rejects aii notions of God, as well as any suggestion that the cosmos 

includes a reaim or reaIms of being which accompany, ovenhadow or inform the 

temporal world of incessant becoming. God and the immortal, indivisible sou1 are 

i n t e l l ~ a l l y  naïve and existentially M l  conjectures; they contradict becoming, 

thereby falsifying and devaluing tndh. The strong man, the man who is free nom 

resentment against tife, the man of cgintellectual conscience", the "devotee of knowledge", 

will have nothing to do with them. 

The above reflections may seem to lead to the conclusion that Nietzsche is 

absolutely opposed to everything that has been called religion. This, however, is not the 

scorn for Christianrty, b u s e  it demonstrates aii of the &mtefbi factors mentionexi, and this to an 
inordinate &m. 

Zarathtcstra, p.3 1. 
Or, in the case of non-transcenriaitalist teacbgs, mch as those of the Buddha, Lau Tm, Hegel and 

HeracLitus, it imbues the worid of becoming with moral imperatives and/or trans-inmm necessities (such 
as the march of the World Spirit towards selfkakation), thereby destroying the "innocence of becoming" 
and ckifjhg nature, which, according to Nieksche, is actmîly value-neutral. 



case. In the first place, Nietzsche recognizes that religion has performed rnany valuable 

hctions over the course of history. 'Until now", says Nietzsche, 'Uere has been no 

more potent means for beautifying man himseif than piety.'bO Religion has spawned 

discipline, it has "domesticated" or civiiized people, and 

to ordinary human beings.. .religion gives an inestimable contentment with the* 
situation and type, manifold peace of heat, an enoobling of obedience.. . something 
trand?guring and beautifying . . . 6 1 

Thus in the final analysis, Nietzsche himself negates the thesis that religion, with al1 ts 

being-hypotheses, necesari& involves a hatred of Iife. On the contrary? such theories 

may provide the impetus to He-afnrmation. This is something that Nietzsche, in his 

vitriolic outbursts against such tnily world-decrying doctrines as 'the sinfiihess of the 

body" and ''the evil of the passions", sornetimes fillls to recaII. This fhilure lads me to 

question his idea that those who put foxth theories of being are not only weak, but also 

vengefil. if a religious teaching produces Me-affinnation, if it is "somethiag 

trmsfiguring and beautiSin&" then how can it represent a fonn of revenge against 

earthl y, temporal existence? 

Nietzsche's actual, overaii position seerns to be based on considerations of 

relatiw strength. Those who can only affirm life &er fdsiQing reality are weaker and 

less noble than those who can proceed joyfhlly without such crutches. Nietzsche's 

philosophy is aimed mainly at the latter, but even here he recognizes that traditional 

religion is a vaiuable tool, and perhaps a necessary stage in the development of these 

extraordinary types: 

- - -  - - - - - - - - - - -  -- .- - 

" Will To Power, p.377. 
Beyond Gwd and Evil, p.71. 

" Ibid, p.73. 



Those slowly ascending classes.. . receive enough nudges and temptations from 
religion to waik the paths of higher spirihiality, to test the feelings ofgreat self- 
overcoming, of siience and solitude. Asceticism and Puntanism are almost indispensable 
means for educating and ennobling a race that wishes to become masters.. . . 62 

This clearly demonstrates that while Nietzsche challenges the ontological validity of 

religious being-doctrines7 and while he suggests that We-afknation on the basis of fàlse 

teachings is a sign of weakness, he does not reject traditional religion altogether. On the 

conbzrry, his "masters" are proponents and demonstrations of a 'liigher spirituaiitf', and 

this is a sublimation, not a rejection, of the religions of the past, based on the new tnrth of 

absolute becoming in a value-neutrai setting. In this way, Nietzsche praises the relative 

value of religion, even as he & i m s  a doctrine that completely negates its traditional 

philosophical foundations. 

In relation to religion, there is one other thing that should be noted, and that is that 

Nietzsche wants to retain the notion of "soul." He dismisses the Cartesian 'T' as the h i t  

of a superficial philosopher63 who naively niggests that wherever there is a thought there 

must be a thinker, and who moves from this false assimption to the affirmation of an 

indivisible soul, whose fùnction is thought." However, at the sarne time, Nietzsche refers 

to the soul as ''an ancieut and venerable hypothesis'7,65 and he says that 

it is not at al1 necessary to get rid of 'Vie soul". . .the way is open for new versions 
and refinements of the soul-hypothesis; and such conceptions as "mortal  oui''^ and ''seul 
as subjective multiplicity", and 'csoul as social structure of the drives and affects" want 
henceforth to have citizens' rights in science. 66 

'' Ibid 
" Md. p. 104: "Descartes was superficiai." 
" Nieesche refers to the famous cogito argument, which asserts the existence of an indMsible "ï" whose 
substance or essence is thought (see Rene Dacanes, Medtations on First Philosophy. D. CRSS, tram. 3" 
e& (Incüanapolis: Hacketf 1993), especially Meditation Two: "Concerning the Nature of the Human Min& 
That it i s  Betîer Known than the Body"). For Nietzsche' s argument, see WiI1 to Power, p.268. where he 
explodes the notion that the occurrence of thought validates the conclusion that they emiinate h m  an 
indivisibIe thmker. 
" Beyond Gtwà md EviI, p.20. 
" Ibid, pp.2&21. 



What this amounts to is the suggestion that one can employ the concept of soui within the 

wntext of absolute becoming. The term "soul" can be re-evaïuated and re-dened, raîher 

than dismisseci. Nietzsche's only objection is to the notion that the unseen sources of 

human activity are themselves singular, simple or unchanging, and that they therefore 

occupy a realm that is distinct from the world of change and becoming. Nietzsche 

counters this with a version of sou1 in which it seen as an incessant movement in and 

through which various drives battle for suprernacy. 67 Tbus, once again, the thesis of 

absolute becoming reveals tself as the root-source of Nietzsche's philosophical stance. 

We should also note the connection between Nietzsche's desire to retain the soul 

hypothesis and his status as a religious thinker. Nietzsche does not want to negate the 

typically religious-spiritual notion that human activity spnngs from secret or ' F ~ e i "  

sources. Unlike behaviorists and "clumsy naturalists"," who regard the sou1 as simply a 

religious superstition, and who emphasize external conditioning to an extraordinary 

extentpg Nietzsche affirms and emphasizes the depth and mystery of the world in its 

hidden or "imer'' aspects." Thus, his instincts are broadly ccesoteric",7' or, what amounts 

to Whiaily the same thing - religious, and that, 1 helps to explain why he wants to 

retain the term ccsouP', despite its traditional connection with the faulty notion of being. 

" See Wîll To Power, pp.270-71. 
" Beyond Good and Evil, p.20. 
Sce, for instance, Nietzsche's Cnticism of D~IWIQ, who "forgot the mincl? (Twifight, p.76): The 

influence of "extenial circumstances" W overestimated by Darwin to a rididous extent" ( Wifl To Power, 
3 4 ) .  
See, fbr instance, Zardhus~?a, p.321: "the world is deep, Qepcr than the day had ban a-." It is aiso 

worth noting that Nietzsche's teachïng of wiii to power is itseif very mysterious. Life is a creative strivmg 
that seeks i n ~ e a ~ e  of power, but how can tbis be? What made or maks that possr'ble? The mind boggies at 
the phenornenon! 
" Ia Boyond Gwd and Evil, p.42, Nietzsche explicitiy defines hmiseif as an esoteric. as opposed to 
exoteric, thmker. This distinction and its hpr imce  in relation to Nietsche wiii be more fÙiiy discussed in 
Cham Five of this study. 



The fact tbt Nietzsche finds and rejms the being hypothesis in the realm of 

religion and metaphysics is not surprising. Mer all, it is in these areas that the notion of 

being has been most openly espouseci and glorifieci. However, Nietzsche finds a strong 

presumption in favor of being in other, less obvious places. Thus, for instance, he amies 

out a sustained polemic against the ontological validity of logic, which "cm be carrieci 

through only d e r  a fùndameatal faIs1j5~0n of& events is as~urned."~ Logic proceeds 

on the basis that anything is what it is, and not something else, but radical becoming 

means that nothing "is" at ail - there is no such thhg as a dismete 'Ying." Al1 is in 

constant motion, constantly transfonning and chmging into something else. Hence, the 

foundationai notion of logic is shaken by the affirmation of absolute becoming, and a 

philosuphical faith in logic is revealed as a chimera: 

If one is a philosopher as men have always been philosophers, one cannot see 
what has been and becornes - one sees ody what is. But since nothing is, al1 that was left 
to the philosopher as his 'krorld" was the imaginary ." 

Further, logic posits the possibility of things being equal, but this, according to Nietzsche, 

is a purely human constnict, which bears no relation to the real world, in which al1 things 

are singular and unique: 'The dominant tendency, however, to treat as quai what is 

merely similar - au iilogical tendency, for nothing is really equal - is what e s t  created 

any basis for logi~."'~ 

Thus, logic, however useful it may be in terms of caiculation and the organization 

of data - a usefulness that Nietzsche repeatedly recognizes and affirms - is useless as a 

M f l  to Power, p.277. 
Ï3 tbid, p.307. 
74 Gay Science, p. 171. 



guide to discovering the nature or structure of the world." The whole tendency of logic is 

to reduce the dynamic to the static, and the dissimilar to the equal, but this suggests the 

presence of a human need, not a de r ion  for tnith: 'Trust in reason and its categones, in 

diaiectic, therefore the valuation of logic, proves ody their usefulness for iife, proved by 

experience - not that something is tn~e."'~ The crucial thing to note, again, is that logic 

serves human interests, or the human good, but these are not identical with tndh. On the 

Closeiy related to the problem of logic is the problem of Ianguage. Here, again, 

what we see, according to Nietzsche, is a fiindamental Falsification oftruth, Ma the 

categories of being. Communication between humans onginated, in Nietzsche's view, out 

of a need. Humans, as he sees it, were 'Vie most endangered animais", so "he neeukd 

help and protection, he needed his peers."n This need to cooperate was inseparable nom 

the need to communkate, and that is the source of language, as well as consciousness in 

general.78 The role of language is to d u c e  complex ideas and unique, wer-changing 

affects to relatively simple signs that can be effectively taught and quickly conveyed. 

This explains Nietzsche's mernorable suggestion that ' b e  set up a word a the point 

' 5  This, of course. is a major blow against the whote tradition of rationaikm in western thought, which 
asserts a conespondence between the rational or logical and the t a .  Nietzsche's position on logic 
expiam, to a large extent. his opposition to thidces such Hegel and Descartes, as weU as e1ements in 
Socrates and PIato, etc. if Nietzsche's position is correct, these thinkers not only made an Unwarranted 
assumption, but actuaUy a false one, since becoming, for Nietzsche, is the actuaL ontological îmth and in a 
world of becoming ali things are relative and conditioned and hence not discrete, as logic generaIly 
saggests. 
'' Will Tu Power, p.276. 
" Ibid. p.298. 
'13 See ibid : "the subttety and strerigth of coIlSCiousness always were proportionate to a man's.. . capmi$ 
for communicaiion, and as if this capacity were in tum proportionate to the need for communication." It is 
clear that for Nietzsche logic and language, as well as reason and rationaiity, are ail mtimately comecîed 
They a i l  grew up in a social setting (see ixd, p.299), and they aU wolved out of the need to coopetate and 
adap moothly in an ever-changing, often dangerou e x x v i r o ~  



where our ignorance b e g i n ~ . " ~  A world of becomùlg is so complex that even the moa 

basic phenornena reveal themselves as very intricate and conditioned by many factors. * 
Language negates this complexity by offering words that are supposeci to summarize a 

whole chah of connections. Hence, language, iike logic, involves a nilsification and 

simplification of reality, in the name of utWy. Kt makes thgs  static and dismete, 

whereas, in reality, they are dynamic and intercornecteci: 

Linguistic means of expression are useless for expressing 'becoming"; it accords 
with our inevitable need to preserve ourselves to posit a crude world of stability, of 
%iq#"thin etc." 

Thus, the whole structure of human thought, which is inseparable fiom language, logic 

and reason, "depends on the most naïve prejudices,'" yet these prejudices, these errors, 

these negations of the tndh of absolute becoming are and have been absolutely necessary 

for humankind. 

Ifwe turn now to treatment of mordity7 we find that his views are 

again founded largely on his position vis-à-vis being and becoming. Moral thinkers 

sometimes suggest that specinc ethicai directives are absolute or '%ategoricai" in their 

authority." This view is usually supporteci by the idea that the imperatives of monility are 

based on the e~emd, aprion' structure of the universe (what Nietzsche often refers to as 

the "'moral world order"), or demanded by the Wii1 of God. These ideas are an f i o n t  to 

Nietzsche, who sees everything as relative, cunditioned and changing. Moraïty, as ffar as 

he is wncemed, has to do with human flowishing and power, not the d l  to tmth: 

'' Ibid, p.276. 
" The cornplex and h@y %nkmwabten character devents is a steady theme m Nietzsche's work For 
examp1e: "Between two thoughts alt Irgids ofaffects play their gazne: but th& motions are too fast, 
therefore we hii to mcupbx them.. .". (i'bib, p.264). 

Ibid, p.380. 
" Ibid, p.283. 



"A tablet of the good hangs over every people. Behold, it is the tablet of their 
overcomuigs; behold it is the voice of their will to p ~ w e r . ' ~  

'Verily, men gave themselves al1 their good and evil. Verily they did not take it, 
they did not h d  it, nor did it corne to them as a voice fiom heaven. Only man placed 
values in things to preserve himself- he dune created a meaning for things, a human 
meaning. 7785 

T'us, Nietzsche's commitment to becorning, combined with his atheism, leads him to 

historicize morality, thereby bringing it into the realm of time and change and 

ciraunstance. This endeavor d e s  him the living antithesis of moral absolutism. 

Finaily, Nietzsche applies his analysis of being and becoming to science. He is, as 

we shall see, a great proponent of modem science, but he stiil sees traces of the old 

being-prejudice 'Fn places where no one suspects it.'& Thus, for instance, he wams 

against the presence of 'Yhe atomistic need."" Here Nietzsche refers to the notion that 

discrete, indestructible atoms constitute the '%uilciing blocks" of nature. This theory 

represents another denial of absolute becoming, since the atoms would be exempt f?om 

change and impermanence. Hence, atomism is unacceptable for Nietzsche, because it 

involves a subtle affirmation of the being-hypothesis." 

Nietzsche also decries the notion of "the laws of nature." Science, he suggests, 

can describe phenomem89 and can speak in tenns of succession, regularity and 

necessity, but to suggest that becoming is informeci by unaiterable laws smacks of the 

kind of aprion'sm that Nietzsche roundly rejects. in a world of becoming, where there is 

83 The most obiious example, ami the source of the term 44categorical". is immanuel Kant. See Grounciing 
for the Mefaphysics of Morals. J. Ellington, m. (IraQanapolis: HaScett, 1% 1). 
" Zmolhuslro, p.58. 
= Md, p.59. 
' Beyond Good mrd Evil, p.20. 
87 M d  

''Causai unities are iwented, 'things' (atoms) whose efféct rem- constant (-transfefence of the false 
concept of subject to the concept of the atom)" (Will To Paver, p.339). 



no king and no source of being - no transcendent law-giver and no absolute noms - 
how wuld the "Iaws of nature7' originate? - 

Let us beware of saying that there are laws in nature. There are only necessities: 
there is nobody who commands7 nobody who obeys, nobody who trespasse~.~ 

The asaal order in which we live is an exception.. .the total character of the 
world, however, is in dl eternity chaos - in the sense not of  a lack of necessity, but of a 
lack of order, arrangement, form, beauty, wisdom, and whatwer other names there are for 
our anthr~porno~hisms. 'l 

In this chapter I have sou@ to show that the notion of absolute becoming 

represaits the core idea in Nietszche's philosophy . This affirmation of becorning as tnah 

leads to the assertion that there is a giant breach between what is useful for human beings 

- Le. being7 and its associated forms of thinking, communicating and behaving - and what 

is actuaiiy me.  Nietzsche's mission, as we shdl see, is to discover whether these two 

elements of the "the true7' and 'Yhe good" can be united. 

-- 

" Sec, for &taxe, Wiff  To Power, p.332, para #6 18: '. . .one bas lost the belief in being able to explain at 
dl. and admis with a wry expression that descn@on and not expianation is ail that is possible." 

Gay Skience, p. 168. 
lbid 



Chapter Two: The Quest for Meaning and Purpose 

This chapter f i s e s  on the third cnterion for the religious thinker7 which is a 

preoccupation with meaning and purpose in life. ln Chapter One 1 attempted to establish 

Nietzsche's consistent cornmitment to the notion of absolute becoming. This consthtes 

his fùndamentd insight into the total character of reality. Such an insight is necessary, but 

not srflcienr, if a thinker is to warrant the adjective "religious." This designation can 

only be applied if we see a simultaneous desire to examine the recognized tmth in 

relation to human existence, ad, more specifically, the human good. Actually, the desire 

is to unite these two elernents by speliing out those human perspectives, values and 

modes of wnduct that represent accurate instantiations of euth. This criterion is arnply 

satisfied by Nietzsche. The reality of becoming and the falsity of being is a thread that 

runs throughout his work. The idea that the value of ail things relates ultimately to the 

enhancement of life is another such thread, and Nietzsche's task was to weave these two 

threads together. Indeed, when he States that "the ultimate questiony' is '%O what extent 

can truth endure incorporation?"92 he reveals himself as a person whose concern is 

fundamentally religious. 

i. n e  Primacy of Lfe and the Tmk of the PhiIosopher 

The religious thinker can never rest content with theories that are abstract or 

whose merit consists primarily in theoretical explanation; their treatment of any notion is 

never limited to its scholarly value. On the contrary, every perspective must be wedded to 

some fundamentally human issue or issues, such as excellence, happiness, or redemption. 

What these notions share in cornmon is a purely existentid and largely normative 



dimension. N~ett~che is explicit in his insisteme that great problems demand this 

existentid, passionate approach: 

AU great problems demand great love.. . . It makes the most t e h g  diffmence 
whether a Uiinker has a personal relationship to his problems and finds in them his 
destiny, his distress, and his greatest happiness, or an "impersonal" one, meaning that he 
c m  do no better than to touch them and grasp them with the antennae of cold, curious 
thought. In the latter case nothing d l  corne of it.. . . 93 

Sentiments such as these nin ail the way through works. Even ifwe 

rehrm to his earliest writings, we see that the notion of life-enhancement as a standard 

measure is fùily operational. In The Birth of TrageQ, for instance, Nietzsche questions 

the value of the '%theoretical man",94 and he emphasizes the importance of the 

'Dionysian" aspect of life-aflknation and celebration. Or, to take another example, even 

the title of Nietzsche's essay "On the Advantages and Disadvantages of History for Life" 

amply reveals his preoccupation with assessing forms of advity in t e m  of the exient to 

which they contribute to the growth and development of human beings, as human beings. 

The content of the essay makes this emphasis explicit. Nietzsche distinguishes himself 

f?om 'Yhe idler in the garden of k n ~ w l e d ~ e , " ~ ~  and he states that: 

We need history, certaidy, but we need it.. . for the sake of life and action, not so 
as to tum cornfortably away fiom life and action.. . we want to serve history only to the 
extent that history serves life? 

This emphasis on life-enhancernent is cruciai for Nietzsche's conception of the 

philosopher. He expresses a deep dislike for conceptions of philosophy that reduce it to a 

merely intellecnial or scholarly pastirne. Thus, for instance, he mocks the idea of 

- - -- - - - - -- -- - - .  

9L Ibid. p.171. 
93 bid, p.283. 
94 For the refmnce to the theoreticai man see Friedrich Nietzsche, The Birfh of Trage*. CC. Fa- 
trans., in The Philosophy of ~Viefzsche (New York: Randorn House, Modeni Library Series), pp. 1028-29. 
95 The essay is found in Friedrich Nietzsche, Untimely Meditutions, R J. Hollulgdaie, trans. (Cambridge: - - 
Cambridge University Press, 1997), pp. 59-123. For the quotation. see p.59. 
% Md, 



"philosophy reduced to 'theory of kn0~1ed~e ' , "~  and he wams against the possibility 

that a philosopher might becorne a mere specialist - a scholar who finds for himself a 

littie nook of research and howledge, such that "he never attains his proper 1eve1."~* 

These outbursts against inteUeauality shodd not be taken as absolute. On the 

contrary, Nietzsche respects and applauds the spirit of "objectivity" and the ethos of 

scholarly and philological labor, ai i  of which he associates with the rise of modem 

science. Indeed, he refers to ' s e  objective person.. .in whom the scientSc instinct, after 

thousands of total and semi-failures, for once blossoms and blooms to the end " as "one 

of the most precious instruments there are,'" but he sees in philosophy a role that goes 

beyond these impersonal, detached pursuits. The philosopher, on Nietzsche's view, is the 

person who mates values. He or she designates the good, and demonstrates the will to 

infuse life with meanhg and purpose. refers to such philosophers as ''the 

Caesarian cultivator and cultural dynamo,"'" and he says their role is to 'tic the knot and 

constraht that forces the will of millennia upon new tra~ks."'~' Scholars, who believe in 

clcnowledge for the sake of knowledge", p d o m  no such functions, and their work, when 

compareci with the great task of the philosopher, is sterile and empty.lm The philosopher, 

in sum, transcends the realm of simple intellectuality, and fulfills the religious function of 

pointing the way to modes of evaluation that guide human notions of excellence, value, 

happiness and greatness . 

97 Beyorrd Good and Evil, p. 123. 
" Ibid., p. 124. 
99 Ibid, p. 126. 
l m  Ibid, p. 128. 
'O' Ibid, p. 1 17. 
l m  See ibid, p. 130, where Nietzsche speaks of the inarduiate glorification of the scientinc spirit, and lu 
most cireadfui &kt, the "paralysis of the 



Guided by his simdtaneous admiration for science and creative willing, Nietzsche 

arrives at his vision of "the philosopher of the future." This person is a grand synthesis of 

mind and spirit, or objectivity and will. The future philosopher exemplifies "a bold and 

exuberant spirihiaiity that nuispresto and a dialecticai severity and necessity that takes 

no Mse  tep"'^^ His or her tendency to mite the tme and the good is so cornpiete that the 

two aspects of the activity coostitute a completely organic, seamless movement. Of such 

tbinkers, Nietzsche atnrms that 'their knowing is ~reating."'~~ Ln the context of 

Nietzsche's philosophy, this amounts to the suggestion that the philosopher of the f h r e  

will demonstrate the un~atl~ly ability to unite the tnrth of absolute becoming with notions 

of human flodshing. This necessitates, fira of dl, the ability to transcend the nihilism 

that emerges with the ackwwledgment that 'Cod is dead! ~ ~ 1 0 5  

ii. Nihiiism 

The previous section established Nietzsche's general concern with the 

relationship between knowledge anci Life. This concem becomes acute when we mach the 

problem of nihilism. It is here that the general notion of Iife-enharicement becomes 

explicitly atîached to the broad question of meaning and purpose in existence. lndeed, the 

terni "nihilism7' designates an existentid condition whose content is synonymous with the 

feelings of emptiness and pessimism that accompany the loss of this sense of meaning 

and purpose: 'What does nihilism mean? That the highest values devahate thernselves. 

The a h  is lacking; 'why?' finds no answer."'O6 



Nietzsche places the prolifmtion of nihilism in an historical context. He sees the 

widespread emergence of the phenornenon as the destiny of the immediate fùt~re.'~' It 

emerges with the deciine of the notion that the miverse, in and of itself, has a meaning, a 

purpose, a t e h ,  or any moral-ethical content whatsoever. It is the resuit, in short, of 

scientific knowledge, whose most significant existentid and intellechial eEect is the 

recognition that "God is dead!" The universe of modem science comains none of the 

spirihial elernents that the religious and metaphysical thinkers of the past have 

constructeci. Religious notions are exposai as anthropomorphisms - the projection of 

human desires ont0 the entire cosmos. Humans have confiateci their good, their 

conditions of survivai and growth, with universal, ontological truths* but it turns out that 

God was created in the image of man, not vice-versa. This dadeifkation of the world 

produces ni hilism: 

Skepticism regatding morality is what is decisive. The end of the moral 
interpretation of the world, which no longer has any sanction.. .leads to nihilism. 
Tverything lacks meaning" (the untenability of one interpretation of the world, upon 
which a tremendous amount of energy has been lavished, awakens the suspicion that ai! 
interpretations of the world are false). 'O8 

These realizations contain an element of irony, since, according to Nietzsche, it is 

precisely the Christian virtue of honesty, sublimated until it emerges as the modem ethos 

of skepticism and carefbl inquiry, that is the cause of the downfàil of the broady 

Christian perspective: 

The end of Chnstianity - at the hands of its own morality (which cannot be 
replaced), which tums against the Christian God (the sense of tnuhfulness, developed 
highiy by Christianity, is nauseated by the falseness and mendaciousness of di Christian 

'" Se+ ibid. p.3: "What 1 rdate is the history of the next two centmies. 1 descri'be what is foming wbat on 
no langer wme cliBereatly: the advent of nihilisrn." 
'O8 ~bid 



interpretations of the world and of history; rebound from "God is truth" to the fanaticai 
" AI1 is faise. . . ) l" 

Thus, nihilism is a psychological condition that is being spawned by specific social and 

scientific developments. 

At this stage, it is crucial to note that Nietzsche does not see the death of God as 

unequivocally " a  good thing." Nihilism is a double-edged sword. On the one hand, it is 

an historical fact that indicates a growing respect for science and tnith, and t contains, as 

we shall see. gr- potential for transformation dong Life-enhancing lines. However, on 

the other han& growing nihilism can produce a trivialkation of life, escapism"* and, as 

the following passage reveals, violence: "Nihilism does not only contemplate the "in 

vain!" nor is it rnerely the belief that everything deserves to perish: one helps to 

Nietzsche's ambivalence on this subject of the death of God and nihilism is 

dramaticaily revealed in his parable of '?he madman." The man is mad because he 

recognizes the extent to which the death of God leaves man adrift in the cosmos: 

"How could we drink up the sea? Who gave us the sponge to wipe away the entire 
horizon? What were we doing when we unchaineci the earth fiom its sun? Whither is it 
moving now? Whither are we moving? . . . Are we not plunging continually? . . -1s there any 
up or down? Are we not straying as through an infTinite nothing? Has it not become 
colder? 1s not night wntinually closing in on us?"li2 

This passage clearly reveals the extent to which Nietzsche felt the death of God as an 

earth-shaking, potentially calamitous event. I suggest that this indicates the basic 

reiigiosity of Nietzsche's temperament. In the parable, the people think the speaker is 

'" Ibid, p.7. 
110 For exampie. see ibid, p.20: "The w q s  of sev-narcotization. - Deep down: not knowiog whither. 
hptiness.  Attempt to get mer it by inioxicaîion.. .". Whaî foliows is a list of more or Iess inane 
invoivements thaî constihüe evasions of the centrai issue of nihilism. The list, inciden*, reads like a 
brief catalogue of twentieth-camy culture! 
"' Iad, p. 18. 



mad. Why? Nietzsche indicates that they do not yet recognize that God is dead - Le. that 

the notion of God has lost ts authority to nile and guide the affhirs of humanity. I l 3  

However, it seems plausible that a crowd such as those to whom the madman speaks 

might recognize what he is saying, yet accuse him of over-reacting to the situation! Only 

the religious individual feels the significance of God for life; only such a person feels the 

distress of growing unbelief, and only the religious individual will do as Nietzsche does, 

and to find alternative ways to infiiise life with meaning and purpose. 

The fact that Nietzsche is concerneci with providing meaning and purpose in a 

godless environment is revealed at the end of the parable of the madman. The madman 

knows that if human life is to fiourish in the absence of god, humans must move to the 

center of the stage and perfonn the tasks that were previously delegated to God. This, in 

tum, requires that we de& uursebes. Il4 Hence, he says, 'Wow s h d  we cornfort 

ourselves, the murderers of al1 murderers?. . . Must we ourselves not becorne go& simply 

to appear worthy of it?"ll' This is a crucial notion. Humans must have meaning and 

purpose, but now it is they, themselves, who will assign the purpose and determine the 

meaning; hurnans must create values by which they can live. 

Thus, nihilism, understood as a negative reaction to the conceptual de-deification 

of the universe, must be overcome. This act of overcoming is an historical necessity, and 

it paves the way for a complete celebration of human existence and human power. The 

quest for rneaning and purpose will reach a high-water mark of achievement through the 

death of god and the subsequent arriva1 and defeat of nihilism. Until now, humans have 

Gay Science, p. 181. 
'" Ibid, p. 182: '1 have mme too earty.. .this tremendous event ir still on its way.. .ü bar not yet reached 
the ears of men." 



regardeci themselves as subject to laws that stood over and above them Under these 

circumstances, our primary task, as we understood it, was to obey. Now, we approach the 

time when humans will recognize themselves as wmmanders, thereby glorifyuig their 

existence and *hg their capacity for great responsibility. The person who 

exemplifies this existentid condition will represent a "higher typey' of hurnanity, and the 

emergence of such "higher menJ7 is the summit of Nietzsche's religious vision. 

izi. Smmary 

in this chapter, 1 have sou& to demonstrate that Nietzsche is greatly concemeci 

with the need for meaning and purpose in human existence. In the context of the present 

historical situation, this requires that we adcires the problem of nihilism. The latter is an 

emerging phenomenon, based on the decline and death of the traditiondly religious and 

moral interpretation of the world. It is, in one sense, a sign of growing human strengtb, 

expressed via the "intellectual conscience", whose great symbol and champion is modem 

science. Religious superstition, whose philosophical quivalent is the notion of being in 

d l  its guises, is on the decline. Or, to put it differently, the illusion that the true and the 

good naturally coincide has been utter1y shattered. This leads to a kind of emptiness in 

existence: one thing bas ceased, but what will thereby commence? Will the world be 

engulfed by a self-destnictive feeling of pessimism and resentment? Or will it, on the 

contrary, commence "a higher history than ail history hitherto"?'16 That is the great 

question posed by nihilism, and Nietzsche is a warrior on the side of the latter alternative. 

Il4 The catrality of the notion of ~e~deification in Nietzsche's work is ably revealed and greatly 
emphasized in Berkowitz's ,Yie&sche. 
'15 Md, p.181. 
116 ~d 



The occurrence of the '%igher histoqt' that Nietzsche envisions requires the 

development of a "higher type" of human, one who embodies the reverse of nihilism - 

that is, one who recognites the fkct of  absolute becoming in a godless setting, but who 

nevertheless utters a complete "yes" to existence. The philosopher of  the f h r e  aids in 

this project by creating values that are concomitant with the auth of absolute becoming in 

a godless setting, thereby uniting or syntheskbg the true and the good. The death of god, 

according to Nietzsche, is a necessary stage in this overall development, since an 

unconditional 'Yes" to human, earthly life requires the negation of everything relating to 

'the beyond." Nihilism, in this scheme, is but an antechber ,  a transitional condition 

between a q~as i - '~es '~  based on the illusion of being, and an unconditionai 'ies" based 

on the tmth of becoming. 



Chapter Three: Nietzsche's Doctrines 

This chapter deals with elements fiom citeria a-e for the religious W e r .  It 

especially focuses on criterion d), which stresses that meaning and purpose are 

rnaximized when life is lived "in the light of reality." 

1 have suggested that a religious thinker is one who begins with a fiindamental 

insight into the nature of reairty, and who, moved by this insight into the true, offers a 

vision of the good. This vision of the good semes the hc t ion  of m i n g  the value of 

existence, primarily by infushg iife with meaning and purpose. This infùsion is the 

hdamental, motivating impulse for the religious thinker. Meaning and purpose reach 

their crescendo when the true and the good are united. Nietzsche, in my view, is an 

example of these impulses, ideas and endeavors. 

The insight of the reiigious thinker becornes the scaffoldiqg, so to speak, on 

which specific doctrines are con~tnrcted; it guides and constrains our explanations of the 

world, as well as our conception of what the good life can or should be. in the universe of 

the Christian mystic, union with the Godhead is the highea good, whereas in an atheistic 

çetting of absolute becornia& this conception is not an option, and other ideas, such as 

human strength and the creation of values, take center stage. 

Nietzsche's philosophy contains three crucial doctrines. These are mnor fd, will 

to power and eternal recurreace. The first of these constitutes vision of life 

affirmation, and the latter two are theses that he adopted due to their sympathy with the 

notion of absolute becorning and their provocative implications within the setting of mnor 

fatt 



i. Amor Fati 

h Beyond G d  and Evd, Nietzsche suggests that "a philosopher.. . demands of 

himself a judgment, a Yes or No, not about the sciences but about life and the value of 

Me."' l7 He could jua as easily have said '2he religious thinker" makes such a demand, 

for the preoccupation with meaning and purpose, which is the distinguishing feature of 

such a thinker, is uithately an inquiry ùito the value of existence. The religious thinker 

questions the value of life, but is invariably appeased by the discovery that it is or can be 

deeply meaoingfbl and purposive. The teaching of m r  fan' is N i w h e ' s  response to 

this demand for an overall statement about existence. It is, I think, the lynchpin, the souk 

of his religious philosophy. 

Amor fd means "love of fate." It is Nietzsche's formula for an unconditionaI 

"yes" to existence, and, as such, it wnstmites the goal, the outcorne, of the Nietzschean 

philosophy. Amor fan' is the effect of the complete defeat of nihilism - that is, the 

compl ete defeat of the feeling of resentment against existence. It involves a total 

acceptance of Me, in al1 its factual relations and circumstances. The tolalty of this 

acceptame is a crucial point, for whereas previous thinkers could oniy affirm life afler 

negating a d o r  v i l m g  the truth of temporal becoming, thereby dividing the world into 

good and a i l ,  or valuable and worthless portions, Nietzsche sees the possibility of being 

strictly tnithnil, and affirming al2 of life, -out addition or submction. 

l l7 Beyond Good and EMI, p. 124. 



Nietzsche associates mnor faii with strength and greatness, and he leaves no doubt 

as to the a m d i t y  of this notion in relation to bis personal experience and his overaii 

My formula for greatness in man is amor fd: that a man should wish to have 
nothing ahered, either in the fimue, the past, or for al1 eternity. Not only must he endure 
necessity, and on no accouut conceai it.. . he must lm t."* 

Amor f& is the essence of my nature.11g 

1 want more and more to see as b-1 what is necessary in things; then 1 s h d  
be one of those who make things beautiful. Amor fan': let that be rny love henceforth! 1 do 
not want to wage war agahst what is ugly. 1 do not want to accuse; 1 do not even want to 
accuse those who accuse. Lookingc~wuy shall be m only negation. And aii in ail and on 
the whole: some day 1 wish to be only a Yes-sayer. Y20 

These passages indicate that primary concem is the value of existence. What 

distinguishes him fkom many thinkers, in his own view and in mine, is that he sees the 

greatest value in existence only after all typicaily religious and metaphysicai notions have 

been stripped away. He wants to restore the "innocence of becorning" by removing al1 

notions that the universe contains moral imperatives or apriori purposes of any kind. The 

latter d o w  for the notion that human beings can be/udged by an authority outside 

themselves, and found wanting. This, in tum, produces the feeling that we are guilty of 

not measuring up to some acterior or objective standard. AU of this robs Iûe of its 

innocent joy. It makes humans feel iderior and dirty; it makes us think that our highest 

task is to obey, rather than command and create. To aiI of this, Nietzsche vehemently 

We halcyonians especially are trying with d l  our might to withdraw, banish, and 
extinguish the concepts of guilt and punishment &om the world.. . our most serious 
endeavor is to pur@ psychology, morality, history, nature, social institutions and 

I l8  Ecce Homo, p.853. 
'Ig Ecce Homo, p.922. 

Gay Skience, p.223. 



sanctions, even God of this filth.. .we.. . desire to restore the innocence to becoming.. . to 
be the missionarîes of a cleaner idex that no one has given man his qualities.. . that no one 
is to blme for him. 12' 

Thus, when compared with the religious and metaphysical teachings of the past, 

Nietzsche's view of reality is quite austere, uisofêr as it excludes many of the things they 

included. However, to say 'les" to Me under these conditions is, he thinks, the greatest 

feat of strength imaginable, and this very affirmation of strength paves the way for a 

celebration of human creativity and earthly existence such as we have never yet seen In a 

rneanhgless universe of absolute becoming, humans are completely responsible for 

assigning normative standards to and for themselves. Humans, in other words, can anim 

themselves as fulfilling these "divine" fùnctions, which were previously said to reside 

with God. And ifwe glorified God because of his power to assign standards of conduct - 
if that is the basis for esteeming an agent - then perhaps, after the death of God, we can 

glorifjr humans, and human existence, to the same extent. 

Thus there is a great irony in the Nietzschean perspective: the religious thùikers 

of the past loaded the world up with rnetaphysical baggage in order to make life bearable, 

in order to facilitate a 'les" to existence. They lacked the strength to pronounce this 

afknation in the absence of such falsifications. Now, today, Nietzsche reveals that the 

yes-saying impulse can only be maximized when al1 that baggage is unloaded. The value 

of existence can be completely affirmed within the seming of atheistic becoming; the 

good, which, in the broadest sense, is precisely the feeling that life is valuable, does not 

require the falsification of the me. This synthesis of "yes-saying" and intellectual 

"' !Kii To Power, p.JO2. It is interesting that Nietzsche employs the word ''missona~~'' in relation to his 
message. He simpiy camot avoid the feeling that his tea&ings have a religious signincance, and that the 
d i s s e a o n  of his thought will have as siguifïcant an impact as the reiigious teachings of the past 



honesty is the self-proclaimed essence of Nietzsche's nature. It is also the essence of his 

philosophy. 

ti. Amor F d ,  Donysius a d  Tragic W d o m  

Nietzsche's doctrine of amor fd is organidy comected with severai of his most 

prominent themes and teachings. For instance, Nietzsche always maintaineci a fiscination 

with the notion of tragedy and %agit wisdom." This, in turn, is intimately connectai 

with his celebration of what he d e d  the Dionysian element. 

In the Ancient Greek pantheon, Dionysius was the god of wine. He was connecteci 

with the harvest, and the recognition of Dionysius was synonymous with a general 

celebration of life, qua We. Dionysius, in short, is the god of life-affirmatio~ and the 

ultimate Dionysian attitude is mcw fati, since it represents an of life in d l  its 

aspects, without revision or qualification. Thus7 Nietzsche refers to himself as "the last 

disciple of ~ion~sius", '" and he sumrnarizes his overd position in the cryptic phrase, 

"Dionysius versus the '~rucified""~ - that is, the spirit of Life-afi%mation versus the 

Christian spirit of resentment and rwenge against iife. 

To undentand the comection between amor f&, Dionysius and "aagic wisdom". 

we must turn once again to Nietzsche's atheistic teaching of absolute becoming, and to 

the thesis that Nietzsche is of an essentiaily religious temperament. Nietzsche refers to his 

wisdom as "tragic" because his life-affirmation is not buttressed by fdse images of 

grandeur. The reiigious thinkers and philosophers of the past irnbued the universe with 

inherent meaning, purpose and justice. Hence, for them, the realization of reality was 

glorious - existence, qua existence, containeci mord a d o r  rational aspects that made life 

- -- 

'" Twiiight of the Idoh, p. 11 1. 



valuable and meaningfùl. But this, on Nietzsche's view, was illusion. Truth, fàr tiom 

k ing  "glonous7' in this religiousmord sense, is ?errible."124 LXe is absolute becoming, 

with no upriori justification whatsoever. What could be more tragic for someone like 

Nietzsche, who pines after meaning and purpose, and who senses the mystery and 

grandeur of existence; someone, in other words, who is essentially a reiigious individual, 

and a religious thinker. Nietzsche's perspective represents the crtlshing defee~t of ail 

aspirations that try to secure meaning and purpose in human existence by placing 

humanity within a meaninBfu1 or purposive cosmos. If such a religious aspiration was 

lacking tiom the begiming, then Nietzsche's insight would not be 'terrible"; it would 

simply be an insight. However, like Nietzsche, one does begin with religious instincts, 

the revelation of absolute becoming is certainly a bitter-sweet wisdom. It demands an 

alternative mode ofsecuring the sense of purpose, lest one should be swept away by 

feelings of nihilism and pessimism. 

It follows from the above that the glory of Nietzsche's Dionysian-km, which, to 

repeat, reaches its absolute crescendo in m n o r f i ,  is that it maintains its pro-life fervor 

despie the insight into the 'terrible7' nature of the world. This a&nnation in the face of 

the absurdity of existence is "'tragic wisdom." The Greeks, according to Nietzsche, 

possessed and demonstrated this wisdom. 125 They maintaineci their cheerfuiness and 

energy in spite of their Silenic knowledgeLZ6 about the fbtility of iife, qua life. '" 

' ~ 3  Will to Power, p.542; also Ecce Homo, p.933. 
12' For one of Nietzsche's maay allusions to the unseemiy character of reality, see Birth of Trage&, p.998. 
Also see Peîer Berkowitz's cfiscussion on 'The Etbics of Art", m Meizrche. pp.44-66, s.7, and Nietzsche's 
Will to Power, p.325: "tmth is @y." 

Nietzsche's Eascination w i î 4  anci general admiration of the Greelcs rims throughout bis eareer. For a 
~ummazy, see The Philosophy of Melrsche, G. Clive ed. (New York PengurmMexiclian, 19%)' ChiII. 
T h e  Greeks", 152-19 1. 
'" In The Birth of Tragea  p.96142,s.3, Nietzsche relates th sory of Silenus, who is said to have 
actvkâ King Midas thaî he would be better off not howing the tsuth about îhe characharacter of reality. 





Soaates, in other words introduced, or perhaps re-introduced, the need to MsiQ reaiity 

before affirming life. Hence, his 'les" to existence is both impure and incomplete, 

because it proceeds on the basis of lies and deceptiom. A person who can only say 'les" 

to iife after having said "no" to tnith is far inferior' in Nietzsche's view, to one who can 

look reality, in al1 its emptiness, in the eye, and nevertheless arrive at mor fd. The 

aacient Greeks, prior to the rise of the Socratic perspective, demonstratecl something akin 

to this ability. They had the strength to recognize the metaphysical emptiness of the 

universe, and the M e r  strength to get on with justifjhg, redeeming, celebrating and 

shaping life, their tragic insight no-ding. Hence, they were beacons of tragic 

wisdom, which combines absolute honesty with creative power. Ntetzsche's philosophy 

is the re-instatement of this approach to life, taken to a point of completion or perfection. 

Amor fati, wiilUn the comext of absolute, atheistic becoming, is the ultimate Dionysian- 

tragic position. 

The above d y s i s  makes it clear that tragic wisdom, as Nietzsche understands it, 

is devoid of the sadness and despair that many people associate with the word 'bgedy." 

In fact, Nietzsche suggests that his understanding of tragedy, 'Yu fkom providing 

evidence for pessimism.. . has to be considered the decisive repudiation of that idea and 

the counter-verdict to it."13' Tragic wisdom, in other words, is the reverse of pessimism 

and nihilism. The man of strength defeats what Nietzsche refers to as "the spirit of 

gravity", which is çynonymous with the somber, self-absorbed, solernn serioumess of the 

nihilist, who is depressed at the character of existence. This depression is soundly 



defeated in the m n g ,  wise spirit, and they end by '~ronouncing laughter holy. ,,132 

because laughter expresses the strength of the person who can see the tnith, and 

nevertheless revel in life. 133 

Nietzsche, in his own view, is ''the first tragc philo~ophe.'"~~ That is, he is the 

first philosopher to conceptualize the true in a Mly 'kagic" manner, and to work out the 

Dionysian implications of this tragic wisdom as it relates to the good. This philosophicai 

approach culminates in mnor fati, which is total life-affirmation, without any 

metaphysical padding. Nietzsche could fkce the truth of absolute becorning, with all that 

that implies, and still aî&m life in al1 its aspects. That makes him the last Living disciple 

of Dionysius. It dso makes him a religious figure, for Nietzsche's goal is the same as that 

of the religious and metaphysical thinkers of al1 ages - m e l y ,  to provide a perspective 

that facilitates an overall sense of the value and validity of existence. The only difference, 

a crucial difference, is that he believes this can be done without falsifyuig reality, as he 

thinks previous thinkers have been wont to do. Hence, it is his basis for life-animation 

that differs nom the thinkers of the ps t ,  but not his basic desire or intent. This is a point 

that Nietzsche himself tended to forget, or deny. In bis zeal to condemn what he saw as 

the weakness and naivete of the past, he overlooks or under-emphasizes135 the extent to 

which previous thinkers were engaged in the same enterprise as his own. Such thinkers, if 

This is a paraphrase of Zimthustra. p.294: "1 -rselfhave pnounced laughter holy." Note the typically 
religious desire to deem specinc auitudes and actions holy, or sacred 
1 33 For ftrrther illustrations of this relation between gravity, or somber, dark solemnity, and laughter, see 
Zaraîhsîra, pp.404 1, and also Beyond Good and Evil, p.232, where Nietzsche says "1 actuaiiy riSr an 
order of rank among philosophers depencting on the rank of their lamer  - al1 the way up to those capable 
of golden laughter.'' What ''golden laugbter" would be Like is dficuit to say, but the g e n d  xdea of 
cheerfufness as a critical attn'bute is uudeniably cIear. 

Ecce Homo, p.868 ÇWhy 1 Wnte Such Excellent Bocks, The Birth of Trageciy", 5.3). 
135 1 add this pmviso because Nietzsche does not always overlook this point. Incjeed, his more sober 
moments, he aclniowledges the relative value of religion m terms of its value for life. See Chaprer One, 
where 1 disas  this point. 



we accept Nietzsche's views, were weak and instinctively dishonest, but this does not 

mean they sought something d e r  than truti~, nor does it mean they only wished to take 

rwenge against Mie. It simply means that they lacked the punty' the inteUechial 

conscience and the power to unite the g w d  with the fictuaily true. 

zzz. W i l  tu Power 

The ability to say "yes" to Ne, even when life is seen as the inherently senselws 

and meaningless t b g  it is, l a d s  immediately to Nietzsche's crucial teachings of will to 

power and e t e d  recwrence. 

Will to power is Nietzsche's catch-al1 phrase for the energy and action of lïfe 

itself Life, according to Nietzsche, is "ht which must ever surpass itself."'" Life, in 

other words, is a constant motion, an incessant becoming, but that motion is not blind. On 

the contrary, al1 Living things stnve for power. This means that they inherently wish to be 

greater, or stronger; they wish to command more, to contain more, to be more. 13' This 

applies as much to a Bower as to a human being.13* It is a completely universal 

propensity, and its validity as an explanatory principle is c o b e d ,  according to 

Nietzsche, by ernpirical observation of anything and everything in nature, including 

human beings. 13' 'This world" says Nietzsche, "is the will to power - and nothing 

Z m a i h u ~ l r ~  (New York: Random House, Modem Ltbrary Series edition), p. l2!5 ÇOn SeIf-S-c). 
"' Nietzsche's Qdrine of wiU to powa wmes dangeroudy close to abrogating his disavowai of ail 
apriorism in the universe. True, wi i l  to power is not moralistic in its impLications, where "moral" indicaies 
other-regarding tendencies and khhess (since the wi i l  to power is essen- an urge to overwhelm and 
assixdate), nor is it rationalistic, but it does suggest that then is something inhwent about the structure of 
naturaigmases, andthisaiwaysleads tothetaritaiizingwon-hmw~or~mwhatdoestbewill 
to power corne? How, in other words, is it posslile? 
'" Sac Will CO Pawery p.374: "In otdo to imderstard what 'afe' 4 wbat kind of striving and tension Me is. 
t h e f o r m u l a m u s t a p p ~ a s w e U t o t r e e s d p l a n t s a ~ t o ~ . "  
13' Thus, NieosChe suggests that he has "uawled Ono tbe very hearî of Me", and his method of doing so is 
expainedwhenhesap"1pursuedtheLMng; 1 walkedthewiâestandthenarrowestpathsthat Imight 
know its nature. With a hrmdrectfold minor 1.. . caught its ghœn (Zarutht~stra, p. 1 14). These are poetical 
and metaphoncal ways of snggesting that Nietzsche observed nature with great care, and saw there "wiU to 
power - and nothing besides!" 



besides! And you yourselves are also this will to power - and nothhg besides!"'" The 

will to power, in the words, is the universal, exp~ancrtowy correurte of absolute becoming. 

It explains how change becomes ordered or necessary change, as opposed to stnctly 

random, senseless sequences. The growth of a flower does not fit in with or coafinn an 

ultimate, universal, teleological order or purpose, but its sequential, consistent, 

predictable operations are rendered intelligible if we see them as manifestations of the 

will to power. 

At this stage, 1 would venture to suggest that the theory of WU to power was 

attractive to Nietzsche for three main reasons. First, it corresponds nicely with the desire 

of the religious thinker, already mentioned in relation to the notion of absolute becoming, 

to totalize, or to explain reality as a whole. This desire usudiy lads  to the affirmation of 

an ontological monism, and the powers associated with the monistic or singular entity, 

energy, or principle, are always deeply esoteric, and quite astounding. Indeed, the will to 

power is an extraordinary thing! How, we may ask, is it possible for life to contain an 

'ûrge", or a 'knsh"? How is t& possible? This cornes dangerously close to contradicting 

Nietzsche's thesis that life is completely value-neutral. True, his will to power is devoid 

of moral imperatives, and it does not aim at a final, teleologicai condition, but this does 

not alter the fact that life as will to power does aim at somethzng - i.e. power, and when 

Nietzsche rnakes strength his criterion of the good, he seems to feel that he is establishing 

values on the basis of something like "naturai law." Further, we may ask how the 'luge'' 

of will to power is allied with the selective intelligence that allows its "wish" to be 

fùlfilled? The religious thinkers of the past attached elements of Purpose and Intelligence 

to the cosmos, thereby explainhg the cycles and activities of nature. Hegel's World 

'" Wii to Power, p. 550. 



Spirit, the Tao of Lau Tm, the "spirits" of the animistic religions, Plato's realm of Forms, 

these conceptions share a common purpose and a common power - namely, they explain 

the ordered changes that we observe in the natural world. '*' Nietzsche, however, cannot 

help himself to such overtiy "spintual" explanations, since his thesis of absolute 

becoming is allied with a aaturalism that seeks precisely to eliminate the idea that a 

specificdy spiritual power Lies above, beyond, or even within the world of change. 

Nietzsche tries to address this by suggesting that wili to power Is becoming, as opposed 

to something that accompanies change as a 'tvithin" that emanates fiom a '%eyond", but 

this solution is ineffective. In the final analysis, will to power is a deeply rnysterious, 

esoteric phenomenon; it is the "intelligible" form of nature. 14' As a teaching, will to 

power dances at the edge of the typically religious monism, while being denied the 

m e r  assertions that render the latter coherent, if sornetimes incredible. Thus, 

Nietzsche's will to power, like his philosophy as a whole, gravitates towards religion. 

Second, the notion of d l  to power f is  perfectly with the general thesis of 

absolute becoming. Will to power is a dynamic principle. Power relations are coostantly 

shifting, constantly being established, stabilized, changea re-established, etc. Thus, if the 

will to power is a valid hypothesis, then the nature and activity of al1 living things can be 

explained or understood in a way that coincides with the doctrine of absolute becoming. 

'" To this lin we may also add Henri Bergson, whose elan vitd or "life force' is vimially syironymous 
with the organkhg, creative power of God See An Infroduction to Metqhysics, TE. Huime? trans. 
(Englewood C l B ,  NJ: Prentice-Hall, Library of Li'berai Arts, 1955). Also, Wallace? CO-founder, with 
Darwin, of the theory of evolution via naturai seIdon, felt that a m e r  prhciple was required to explain 
how the pmœses they d e s c r i i  could occur (they eventuaily split over this issue), ami, of course, the 
Bwldhists explain ordered change via h a ,  whiïe the Creationists do so on the basis of a morelor-les 
antbropomorphic Deity. 
'" See Beyond Good and Evil, p.48: "The world viewed h m  inside, the world denneci and determined 
accordhg to its 'inteiiigiile Çharacter' - it wodd be 'will to power' and notbmg else." Nietzsche phces the 
word intelligible in quotation marks so as to avoid the connotation that the will to power stands outside or 
above reatity, as something to be cognized by intuition or rational thought alone, but this does nothing to 



The human soui, for instance7 need no longer be seen as a simple, unchanging 'Y." 

Instead, it is the name we give to a configuration, temporary and changeable, of various 

drives and instincts, which togeiher form the comtitution and govem the behavior of a 

specific organism. '" Thuq to repeat, will to power hamonizes with becoming, and acts 

as an explanatory tool in that context. 

Third, it can be obsexved that the theory of will to power bolsters the 

magnificence of amor fm. Here is how this works: the will to power, when applied to 

valuations of good and bad, gr- and mediocre, produces a cult of strength. The best, 

most outstanding exponeats or demonstrations of life, which is synonymous with will to 

power, will be the strongest; they will be those in whom the will to power is so abundant 

that they are capable of overcoming the greatest obstacles in the quest to expand and 

flourish. The effect of this definition of greatness is that it sanctions or validates 

resistance7 opposition, confiict: 

It is not the satisfaction of the will that causes pleasure.. .but rather the will's 
forward thmst and again and again becoming master over that which stands in its way. 
The feeling of pleasure lies precisely in the dissatisfaction of the will, in the fact that the 
will is never satisfied unless it has opponents and resistance.'" 

Everything decisive arises as the result of opposition.'" 

The will to power can manifest itself only against resistances; therefore it seeks 
that which resists t .  

If we now apply the notion that greatness can be assigneci on the basis of the extent to 

which opposition is successfully surmounted - Le., on the basis of strength - we begin to 

--  

cmb the esotezic and mystenous chamder of the principlq and the f a ~ &  remains that he i s  forœû to admit 
the ''innef character of his great principle. 
1 43 See, for instance, Will tu Pawer, p.270: "my hypotheses: the subject as mulhipicity", or again: "The 

s p h a  of a subject constannly growhgordecreasing the centerof the system constantsf shifting...". 
Examptes such as these could be mdtiphed many OMes mer, 
lu Md, p.370. 
'" Ecu Homo, p.894 ÇWhy 1 Write Such Excellent Books, 2kdnman, s 1). 



understand why Nietzsche's Dionysian teaching of mor f i '  represents such a 

tremendous spirihial feat. The death of Go4 as we have seen, produces nihilism, and 

nihiiisrn is the anti-life position pm excellene. Thus, when Nietzsche overcomes 

nihifism, he overcomes the greatest existential obstacle any person can encounter - 
nameiy, the obstacle ofthe idea that life is itself worthless, or not worth living. Ouiy a 

supreme will to power, an abundaat expression of life, could face the death of God and 

subsequently embrace existence in an atmosphere of absolute becoming. Most people 

wouid retreat back to some modifieci being-hypothesis, 14' or else become confïrmed 

pessimists,'48 but Nietzsche, as a forerumer of the philosopher of the fiiture and the 

overman, will aeither retreat nor stagnate. On the contrary, he will go fornard, past even 

this greatest of dl illnesses, the greatest dis-ease - nihilism - and he will eventually go so 

far as to become its living antithesis. Nibilism is a "'no" to life, but Nietzsche's goal is to 

be "only a yes-sayer."14g 

Thus, in the joy of his spinhial strength, Nietzsche can h d  no objection to life. 

The things to which people ofien refer when questionhg or condernning life, such as 

codict or illness, are not actuaily objectionable. They are part of the mechanism of will 

'" Ibid, p.346. 
14' For example. Immaniel Kant, who, accordiDg to Nietzsche, ''aept stealthiiy . . .bock to "W.. . B e  a 
fox who loses his way and goes astray back into his cage. Yet it had ken his strength and cleverness that 
had broken open the cage!" Gay Science, p.264. 
" Schopenhaur. whom Nietzsche mitMy adored and latex rejected, springs to mind The later N i m h e  
maintains his admiration for Schopenhaur's stannch atheism, but after that Nietzsche's philosophy 
repsents the atdithesis in ai l  the cruciai respects* of his p&eassor. 
'" This disaisaon on Nietzsche's paise of rmSiance or %onfiicâ" may help to ehmhate the false notion 
that he was a war-monger, or a pponein of violence. Tme, N i m e ,  if forced to ch-, wouïd no doubt 
&or war-like conditions over the 'avretched contentment" of the "W man", but his notion of the 
sigaincance of " w a f  is ulthately very d e  and highiy philosophical. Indeed, he ma& a distinction 
between the soldier and the warrior (see Zarath~cstra. p.47), he declares that he nnds "the notion of 
'retaliation* , . . incomprehem'bte" (Ecce Homo, p.825), and he regards the need to demonstrate power by 
violence and oppression as signs of relative we;tkness (see Kaufbm,  Nietzsche, p.252). ïndeed, he even 
has strict rules as to when it is pemhi'b1e to voice destructive criticisms against ideas, values ar creeds 
(Ecce Homo, pp.828-29). Self-mastezy is what Nietzsche reaUy values, and the '%a?' that he promotes is a 



to power. They are W ' t i o n s  of the need for resistance and opposition if life is to 

flourish and g r o ~ . ' ~ ~  hdeed, Nietzsche suggests that his philosophy of life-affirmation 

grew out of his enwunters with illness, which, to be sure, were distressingly muen t  and 

. . . to an intrinsically sound nature, iilness may even act as a powemil stimulus to 
life, to an abundance of life. It is thus that 1 now regard my long period of illness: it 
seemed then as if 1 had discovered life &ah.. . Out of my will to Health and Life 1 made 
my philosophy. lS1 

Hence, there is nothing against which to feel resentment, and this means that the impulse 

to escape is defeated; the man of great strength is fiee to embrace mnor fati. 

iv. E t e d  Remence 

The concept of eternal recunrence is the final and most drarnatic element in 

Nietzsche's yes-saying project. Its importance in Nietzsche's overall scheme is a result of 

the fact that it, like will to power, is a thesis that conforms entirely with the theory of 

absolute becoming, and, again like will to power, it supports the ultimate goal of 

Dionysian mnor fari. 

The doctrine of eternal recurrence states that all things will repeat themselves in 

an endless but unchanging circuit of becoming. The intellechial presuppositions that lead 

to this view are simple but bold. Nietzsche presumes that the universe is a bound space, 

which contains a finite amount of energy in motion. The structure of the universe, at any 

given time, represents a temporary configuration of ail this energy (energy which, of 

constant &Fort whose theme is ~e~surpassing. Thus, Nietzsche's tetminology needs dways to be seen in 
the üght of his "SubLinrilted" perspectives. 
150 "But", an objector mighî Say, "conflict and ihess actualEy kill things, thereby destroying Me. Surely 
that is obJectionabIe." It is here that Nietzsche's phiIosophy takes on a tone of ruîhiessness, for the hct that 
weak organism perish is of no ultùnate concern "The goal*, says Nietzsche, is "He at its highest potencf 
(ml/ to Power, p.34û), and the fàct that nature's experimental attempts to reach this end involve what 
humans caü tragedy, waste and injustice is simply part of the L'temile" tmth about reaJity. 
1 SI Ecce Homo, p.820. 



course, is animated by will to power). Now, given an infinite amount of time, and given 

the finitude of the space and the energy, wupied with the series of necessities that wodd 

be constantly produced by each successive state, it seerns logical to think that all things 

wodd recur, and do, in fàct, eternatly r em!  Nietzsche summarizes this positioq as weil 

as indicating its relation to will to power and the Dionsyiadamor fd perspective, in the 

following passage, which 1 will quote at length: 

And do you kuow what "the world" is to me?. . .This world: a monster of energy, 
without beginning, without end; a firnS iron magnitude of force that does not grow bigger 
or smaller, thaî does not expend itselfbut ody transforms itself, as a whole, of 
unaherable size, a household without expenses or losses, but iikewise without increase or 
incorne; enclosed by "nothingness" as by a bomdary; not something blurry or wasted, not 
something endlessly extended, but set in a definite space as a dennite force, and not a 
space that mi@ be "empty" here or there, but rather as force throughout, as a play of 
forces and waves of forces.. .a sea of forces flowing and mshing together, eternally 
changing, etemally flooding back, with tremendous years of recurrence.. . stifi affirmuig 
itself in this uniformity of its courses and years, blessing itself as that which must return 
etemaily, as a becoming that knows no satiety, no disgust, no weafiness; this my 
Dionysian world. . . without goal. . . without will. . .do you want a m e  for this world? A 
solution for ail its riddles?. . . this worid zs wzll to power - and nothing besiaks! And you 
yourselves are also this wiîl to power - and nothing besides! 15' 

The fact that eternal r m e n c e  dovetails perfectly with the thesis of absolute 

becoming, as weU as with atheism, is perfectly clear. The universe is "becoming that 

knows no satiety." It never stops, there is no reaim of king within or outside its 

boundaries, and it contains no discrete "things" at aii; there is no being, no source of 

being, no Iaws, no justice - there is ody becoming, which is Life, which is will to power. 

The relationship between eternal recurrence and mnor fan' is the thing, in my 

view, that most excited Nietzsche. IS3 We have seen that the will to power seeks obstacles 

IS2 lad. p.550. 
'" The faa that Nietzsche was attachai p f h d y  to the normative, as opposed to the exnpirid, aspects of 
eternal is supported by Bernd Magnus in his Ne&sche 's Bstentiai Imperative (Bloomington: 
Indiana University Press, 1978). Magnus aIso reveals the seemingly insupetable difficuities of eternal 
~ e ~ ~ ~ ~ e n c e  as an ernpiricai daaine. See Chs.3 and 4. 



to its continued expansion. The pater the abundance of life, the greater the obstacle 

required and discovered. Nihilism, as we saw, is the depression of life that accompanies 

the loss of the sense of meaning and purpose in the universe. E t e d  remmence, if added 

to this feeling of the worthlessness of existence, is lke a a h i n g  blow. Imagine, this 

tedious, meaningless, pathetic existence - over and over again without cessation! To 

overcome a nihilism that is saddled with this though? would be the ultirnate act of self- 

Ifthis thought gained possession of yoy it would change you as you are or 
perhaps cmsh you. The question in each and every thing, "do you desire this once more 
and i ~ ~ m x a b l e  times more?" wodd lie upon your actions as the greatest weight. Or 
how well disposed would you have to become to yourself and to Iife to crave nolhing 
more ferwntly than this ultimate etemal confirmation and ~eal?''~ 

Thus the thought of etemal recurrence multiplies the crisis of nihilism many times over, 

thereby demanding a phenornemi strength, a phenomenal Dionysian-ism, a super- 

abundance of tragic wisdom, ifthe crisis is to be sunnounted. He who can recognize the 

t h  of absolute becoming, to the point of etemal recmence, and d l  maintain a 

philosophy of mor foti, a divine cheerfulness and vitality, is practically a god on eatth. 

Such a person redeems al1 existence by embracing it without embellishment or 

falsification. He or she is the strongest version, the greatest accomplishment, of the 

human species. He or she is the c'overman'~, able to overcome ail objections to existence, 

and every bit of pessimism or resentment against the actual, the me, which is life, which 

is will to power. 

In this chapter, I have sought to elucidate Nietzsche's most criticai doctrines, and 

to clarify their relationship to his ultimate, religious goal of affirming the value of 



existence. Nietzsche is a thinker who is caught between a version of the universe that 

renders it meaningiew and purposefess, and the great need to atnrm life as precisely 

meaniflgful and purposefid. His primary concerq as I see it, is to unite the truth of 

absolute becoming and the need to feel that life is valuable, and hence worthy of 

affirmation. Inat, in my view, is the basic tension of Nietzsche's work. He, like evay 

religious phibsopher before him, ends by asserting that the highest happiness, the 

greatest good, occurs when a human lives "in the light of reality." However, Nietzsche, 

unlike many, does not rnake the true and the good synonymous. On the contrary, the 

revelation of absolute becoming is initially horrtQing and nauseating; it produces 

nihilism: the rudder is gone; the individuai is at sea in a vast ocean with no compass, no 

landmarks, no cornfort. But perhaps the recognition of absohite becoming was actuaily 

the stimng of an incomparable strength; perhaps the will to power is ready for its 

ultimate test, its ultimate obstacle; perhaps one has the power, the strength, to pdI the 

true and the good together through the medium of mor fd, and perhaps this will to 

power will be so utterly triumphant that even the thought, or perhaps the revela t i~n ,~~~ of 

eternai recurrence will be indcient  to stifle the voice of Life-affirmation. Humans, in 

the end, will dei@ themselves. The spirit of revenge and the impulse of nihilism will 

suffer a total defeat, and a Dionysiau god of complete affirmation, total cheerfùlness, will 

walk the earth. This Dionysian mandeity will be the redeemer, the justifier of al1 

existence. That is Nietzsche's vision, his highest hope, the end for which he labors and 

t54 Guy Sence, p.274. 

'*' I add this pwW because Nietsche may very weii have believed that eteniai recunence w a ~  d y  
true - an empiricai reality - and not strictiy an ex&enM chaüenge. See, for instance, Magnus, Nietzsche 's 
iGisîential Imperutive, where he insightfiilly suggests that Nietzsche "was very much interested in thliag 



works, and all of this makes Nietzsche a reiigious thinker. 

empirical connrmation, but apparently for a doctme which he had embraced for reasons other than 
empirical cogency" (p.88). 



Chapter Four: The ûverman 

This chapter deais primarily with der ia  c-e for the religious thinkery and is hence 

a continuation of the predominant themes of the previous chapter - tbat is, the concem 

with meaning and purpose, and the maximization of the gwd  via the effort to live in the 

light of the true. 

In the p r d n g  chapter, 1 attempted to establish that the goal of Nietzsche's 

philosophy is an unconditional embrace of existence, or amor fd, in the absence of any 

metaphysical illusions. His vision is that of a person who lives joyously in the light of 

reality, or euth. Thisy howwer, is dinicult, because reality or mah is Ymible7', and it 

talces great strength to overcome the compulsion, inherited through long centuries of 

human history, to fàIsi@ reality before a&rming Me. This strength, however, is itself the 

highest good, so the best form of human existence, the "good Wei', is discovered 

precisely via Nietzsche' s experience of recognizing tmth, overcoming nihilism and 

arriving at mnor fat, even in the face of such bizarre propositions as that of eternal 

recurrence. 

The stage is now set for a discussion on the crucial issue of meaning and purpose. 

Tbis is inseparable fiom the preceding discussion on the Nietzschean goal of life- 

affirmation. Life is embraced when it is seen as valuable, and its value is maximized 

when it is imbued with a grand or macrocosmic sense of meaning and purpose. This, in 

my view, is what makes religious teachings so attractive to ço maoy people. In the 

absence of a broad conception of what Iife is au about, the religious temperament feels 

that the whole enterprise is petty, absurd, and perhaps not worth the effort, k e t y  and 

concem. Thus, the reiigious individual requires meaning and purpose on a broad scale. 



and the religious thmRer' such as Nietzsche, requires that his enterprise be based on 

cosmic insights, such as absohite becoming, wupled with deeply significant 

undertakings, such a s  the creation of "the overman." 

i. TheûvemumashsofMemiingdPMpose 

Ifthe idea of absolute becoming and the goal of mnor fati are to be connected 

(and that is Nietzsche's goal), then we require a medium of meaning and purpose. It is in 

this context that we must approach his teaching of the ovemian. Nietzsche makes this 

comection between the ovennan and meaning explicit when he says "behold, I teach you 

the ovennan. The overman is the meaning of the earth";156 and, elsewhere: "Human 

existence is uncanny and still without meaning.. . .I will teach men the meaning of their 

existence - the overman, the lightning out of the dark cloud of man. 3, 157 

Who or what is the overman? Nietzsche could not say with a high degree of 

precision. The overman is his dim vision of the culmination or perfection of a certain 

"type" of human being. That type is, in a word, "great", and Nietzsche enticingly 

suggests that his ideal would be '%the Roman Caesar with Christ's s o ~ l . " ' ~ ~  This is an 

astonishing image of the ovennan. It is a death-blow to the naïve suggestion that 

Nietzsche was unambiguously hostile to the figure of Jesus Christ and, by extension, to 

everyt hing connectecl with religion. Tme, he titled one of his books 7Re Anti-Christ, and 

he offers the formula "Dionysius versus the Crucifieci" as a sound-bite summary of his 

overall position, but, at the same time, he repeatedly States his admiration for Christ - he 

'% Zarathustra, p. 13. 
ln Ibid, p.20. 
'" W i I I  To Power, p.513. 



even refeis to him as "the noblest man,"'" and now we fhd that the higher type of 

human will have "Christ's soul." Thus, as always, Nietzsche's views, if taken in 

isolation, tend to suggest absolute negation or affirmation, but, on closer examination, we 

fuid that his final position is actually ref'ative to a specific context of discussion. 

Nietzsche's admiration for Christ is based primarily on his feeling that he 

successfblly experienced and portrayeci "%he i~ocence  of becoming." In his teachings, 

'3160 "the concept guilt and punishment is lacking, and in his iife he demonsaates 'Yhe 

superiority over every feeling of re~sentiment.'"~' As a result of these factors, Chria 

validates hurnan existence. His "kingdom of heavenyy is not something that cornes only 

der  death, or at a future period in history. On the contrary, it is here and now; t is "a 

condition of the heart ."Ig Al1 of this rnakes Christ very attractive to Nietzsche. He also 

respects bis courage and dignity at the time of his death, as well as the fact that 'tvhat he 

bequeathed to mankind is his pactice, ,"'" as opposed to a set of beliefs, rituais or 

9 164 customs. Christ offered to the world "a new way of living, no! a new belief ; he does 

away with ecclesiastical (and political) authority, as well as the medium of these powers 

- the priest and theologian, and replaces them with direct, immediate experience of 

innocent, "blessed" existence. 

Thus, according to Nietzsche, Christ exemplifies the feelings and actions that are 

concomitant with greatness. His scom is reserved primarily for the priests and 

theologians, such as St. Paul and St. Augustine, who distorted and subsequently used the 

lS9 Friedrich Nietzsche. H u m .  AIZ-Tm-Humm. R J. Hollingdaie. tram. Volume 1 (Cambridge: 
Cambridge U. Press, 1986), p. 175. 
l M  ~nti-Christ, p. 145. 
'" Ibid, p. 153. 
'" Ibid, p. 147. 
'" ibid, p. 147. 
'" Md, p.146. 



life and teachings of Christ to promote their own project of priestly power, and to salis@ 

their overwtieiming feelings of resentment against existence.'65 Thus, Nietzsche makes a 

strong distinction between the peson of Christ and the organized religion called 

Christianity. Indeed, he regards the term "Chnstianity" as intrinsically misleading, for 

'Yihere was one Christian, and he died on the cross,"'66 and the great irony of Christianity 

is that it imerts or reverses the sentiments of its fo~nder.'~' The doctrines that came ojtr 

Christ, partiailarly those that emphasized sin, guilt and punishment, and which buttressed 

these emphases with a metaphysics and theology that fail to '%orne into contact with 

reality at any point,"'68 have Little or nothing to do with the man who is fàlsely said to be 

their originator. Christianity degrades, falsifies and vilifies life; Christ, on the other hand, 

affirmed and traosfgured it. 

Thus, Nietzsche's overman will resemble Christ in that his basic instinct will be to 

&rm, bless and sancti@ actual existence. He will feel himself above al1 feelings of 

resentment, and his way of life will be a demonstration of fkeedorn fiom eRcnity, hatred 

and the spirit ofrevenge. However, while Nietzsche unreservediy applauds the position at 

whic h Chnst arrived, he questions the psychological premises or conditions that 

facilitated the position. He suggests that Christ's fieedom fiom enmity, for instance, was 

the result of weakness, rather than strength. Christ demonstrates 'the inabiiity for enrnity" 

1 65 See, for instance. ixd, pp. 15455, where Nietzsche vents his hatted of St. Paul. or p. 166. where 
Nietzsche -tes the notion of sin, which reaches its apotheosis with St. Augustine, with the desire for 
pri* power, haDy, see p. 1 19, where Nietzsche de£ines the theologian as "the antithesis" of the type he 

Ul. 
l m  See ibid, p. 148, where Nietzsche &ers to the "world-historiai irony" of Christianity. and andalso W2II To 
Power, p. 116, where Nietzsche suggests that Christ mide a mistake when he duected his teachings to 'Yhe 
lowest ciass of Jewish Society and isteiligencen, who bbnceived him in the spirit they understd, ancl 
therefore mutiiated his teachings beyond recognition '" Anti-christ, p. 125. 



and a general "incapacity for resi~tance."'~~ Hence, the existentid condition of Chna is 

not that of someone who is filled with strength, but who has the creative ability to 

sublimate baser impulses and reverse values; on the contrary, the possibility of doing 

harm is not present. Therefore, the fact that no harm is done cannot be calleci a genuine 

achievement . 

Thus "Christ's soui" is necessary but not sufficient for the ovennan. This sou1 

must inhere in a person who resembles ''the Roman Caesar." That is, a person of great 

vitality, great strength, one who is animateci by an instinct to wmmand, and also by a 

sense of distance 6om the common, average, mediocre person.'70 Christ did not 

demonstrate these critical traits of nobility, but the overman will. He will be a great 

synthesis; he will demonstrate graciousness, tendemess, tolerance, reverence, humanity, 

and many of the other qualities associateci with moral and spiritual achievement, but he 

will do so fiom a position of strength, or power, as opposed to one of weakness and 

impotence. "' 
These reflections bring us back to overall project as a religious 

thinker. He wants to affirm meaning and purpose in a godless setting of absolute 

becoming. This requires that h m  men@ be revered, celebrated, or, in a word that 

'" Ibid. p. 111. 
'" See Beyond Goodond Evil. PM Nine. -What is Noble?". pp.20 1-239 for a discussion of these and other 
traits of the "higher type." Sec also Chapter Five of the current study. 
"' This is a crucial poim. which wül be disaissed further in Chapter Fwe. Nietzsche's tefiinces to these 
and other qualities that we normaiiy associate with the Icind, just, god human being - the human king that 
religious morality always encourages, even if the history of organized religion firequentiy demonstrates 
thei. negation, are scattemi throughouî bis works. See, for instance, &id, p.222, where Nietzsche speaks of 
"the characteristic graciousness" of the higher man "towards his fellow menu; or page 233, where he 
associates graciousness wifh "sweet spirituality." See also Anti-christ. p. 179, where Nietzsche says tbat "an 
exceptionai human m g  bandies the mediocre more gent@ than he does himseW F i y ,  see Gay 
Science. p.267, entitied tbe "humanenes" of the futiae." The tenn is in quotations, not because N i m h e  
rejects the qualrS, but because it springs h m  a different source in his philosophy, and needs fherefore to 
be stuàied and experienced in a new way. This, however, does not mean that it wiii not look very much the 
same as it has always done. Toleraace WU be discussed in the nerd chapter. 



captures the true religiosity of this project, deified. Nietzsche's admiration for Christ 

rweais that his relatioaship to this religious figure, like his relatiooship to religion as a 

whole, is subtle and relative. His desire is to adopt the spirituaiity and nobility of Christ, 

but to place it on a new foundation. Just as Christ came' not to destroy the law but to 

filfil1 it,172 Nietzsche wants to adopt the noble features of Christ, but to perfêct and 

complete them by placing his existemial achievement within a setting of absolute 

becoming and spiritualized will to power. 

Thus, the oveman is a vision of human nobility and power. The specific 

constituents of this greatness will be discussed in the next chapter. For the moment, the 

crucial thing is to note that the wiI2 to contribute to the emergence of the overman is 

Nietzsche's primary locus for meaning and purpose in existence. 'Man", says 

Nietzsche's Zarathustra, "is something that shd be overcome. What have you done to 

overcome him?" This is the essence of Nietzsche's prescription for meaning and 

purpose in existence. Life is meaningful insofar as humans consciously strive to create 

that which is better, more glorious, more powerfiil than what has thus fàr been. This 

synchronizes perfectly with Nietzsche's rejection of aay a priori or inherent purpose in 

the universe, since the overman does not and cannot exist apart f?om human striving, and 

with his related notion that man must dei@ himself by recogninng his responsibility for 

imbuing life with depth and meaning. Through the effort to create the overman, or at least 

an environment suitable for the emergence of the overman, humans will amive at a vision 

of meaning and purpose that is completely 6ee fkom the spiritual fictions of the past. 

These sentiments are made vivid when Nietzsche's Zarathustra says: 

17* Matthew 5: 17. 
"3 Zarathudm, p. 12. 



'Yiod is a conjechire; but 1 desire that your conjectures should not mach beyond 
your creative will. Could you create a god? Then do not speak to me of any gods. But 
you could weU mate the overman 3,174 

These words capture Nietzsche's vision for meaning aad purpose in a godless setting of 

ri. The Functun of the Oveman: Reahption 

Thus tar in this shidy, 1 bave attempted to reveal a broadly religious pattern in 

Nietzsche's work: he has major insights into the nature of reality, and his primary 

objective is to establish meanin% purpose and value on the basis of these insights. These 

motives and activities place Nietzsche in a religious orbit, so to speak. However, bis 

affiliation with religion is not limited to these general considerations. On the contrary, a 

close study of Nietzsche's work reveals the extraordinary extent to which he is 

committed to caiegories and notions that are normaîly afiliated with religion. The idea of 

redemption is a striking case in point, and is crucial when considering the function of the 

overman as the locus of meaning and purpose in human existence. 

The concept of redemption as it relates to the overman works simply as follows: 

the man of greatness, the overman, is the penultimate achievement of history, and this 

achievement redeems or jusnfies al2 existence. The overman, in other words, dows for a 

great reconciliation with life, which is a synonym for the ,  change and hiaory; or, in a 

single phrase, absolute becoming. When a person recognkes the inherent 

meaninglessness of Me, and the related fact that history, thus far, bas been nothing more 

than '%agment ... riddle.. .and cireadfi11 a~cident,""~ he or she is stnick by a feeling of 

resentment. But with the emergence of the overman, the will is able to affinn al1 that has 



gone before. Indeed, it mn even say, in effect, that it willed that history should have been 

just as it was, because only lhar history made the overman possible: '% redeern those 

who Iived in the past and to re-create all 'it was' into a 'thus 1 willed it' - that alone 

should 1 call redernption. 

Thus, the great act ofjustification that occurs with the ovman includes in its 

scope the entirety of human history, in all its details. This is so because Nietzsche sees al1 

things as utterly interdependent, so that we cannot have one occurrence without having 

al1 the occurrences that preceded it. ln This premise of interdependence lads to the 

conclusion that the ovennan, the man who proclaims amilives mor  fa., even in the Iight 

of absolute becoming and the prospect of etemd reairrence, is the result, the outcorne, of 

a long series of events and a whole chah of circumstances, ail of which were necewmy 

for his emergence. And the effect of this insight, in turn, is that the ovennan makes 

possible the celeharion of the totaiiity of al1 events and circumstances. He is the agent 

that allows us "'not onfy to endure necessity.. .but to [ove it." The ovemian, in other 

words, is the living instantiation, the justifier, the proof, if you d l ,  of mnor jdz. By his 

greatness, b y his ability to " incorporate" tmth int o a strong' healthy, cheerfil, creative 

mode of existence - that is, to unite the ûue and the g w d  - he redeems history, or human 

Iife. 

This joyous affirmation of al1 life is Nietzsche's new version of the critical idea of 

redemption. It is another element in the irnpressive, organic synthesis that is his vision 

''' Md, p. 139. 
177 The i&a of radical inte&pendence is a cru& theme in Nietzxhe's work It is a necessary correlate of 
his suggestion that king is "an empy fiction", b u s e  in a world where nothitig is separ;ite or discretet aii 
things must be comected Iniedqmdence is aiso d a 1  to the teachinp of Eternai Recurreace, in its 
empiricaI, but also, and most criticaiïy, in its d e n t i a i  aspect. In partidar, if aU things are connecteci, 
then the desire to have one joy repeated entaits that aif things must Iikewise be repeated See ~ ~ d ,  p.323. 



and his teaching. Nietzsche's version of redemption is his re-configuration of a 

traditionally religious notion, such that it d l  prove applicable in a godless sethg of 

absolute becoming, where the Dionsyian attitude, which culminates in m o r  fari, is the 

highest good. 

zzi. N i e t d e  's Momfied D m i n i m  

The teaching of the oveman needs to be seen in relation to what I wili cal1 

Nietzsche's modifieci Danvinism. Nietzsche accepts that the emergence of humanity can 

be traced back to a process that has led - albeit not dkectly or teleologically - from 

simple to increasingiy complex and increasingly conscious forms of life. Hence, he says, 

,9178 "ou have made your way from wonn to man. The overman, in his view, wouid be a 

consciously willed continuation of this historïcal movement; or, what might be more 

accurate, a speciaîized off-shoot. Hence, Nietzsche beseeches his listeners to consider 

whether they are content with their present humanity, or whether, on the contrary, they 

should strive to overcome their present state: 

Al1 beings so far have created something beyond themselves; and do you want to 
be the ebb of this great h d  and even go back to the beasts rather than overcome man? 
What is the ape to man? A laughing-stock or a painftl embarrassment. And man shall be 
just that for the ovennan: a laughing-stock or a painfid embmas~ment.'~ 

Nietzsche's views differ fiom those of the typical Darwinist because where the 

latter suggest that evolution fàvors the strong, Nietzsche thinks the reverse is tme. 

Naturai history, as he sees it, proceeds on the basis of a great leveling effect, through 

which the singular and the rare, which he associates with the strong and the good, find 

themselves opposed and dl-too-often defeated. Human 'Levolution", in other words, tends 

- -- 

which empbaSizes tbis point. and which mcludes the statement that "aii th&~ are entangled, enmm4 
enamoredm In other words - totaiïy interconnected and interdqendent See also mi2 To Puwer, p.532. 
178 Zarathusîra, p. 12. 



to the creation of ''the herd", a social conglomeration that concaris tseifprimarily with 

survival, and which therefore stresses the value of qualities such as 'Yoresight, patience, 

,3180 dissimulation, great self-control, and al1 that is mirnicry. These emphases are 

sublimated formslgl of the curious mixture of caution and clever oppomuiism, coupled, in 

the case of weaker animals such as humans, with the need to combine and establish 

strength in numbers (as weU as efficiency in communication and unifomiity of custom), 

that are required for survival in a hostile environment. They make one common, 

bbnonna177, predictable, thereby working in opposition to the great human being, who is 

singular and exceptional. Hence, the gravitational pull, so to speak, of the majority is the 

greatest danger to the emergence of the higher type: 

Species do not grow more perfect: the weaker dominate the strong again and 
again - the reason king they are the great majority, and they are also cieverer. '" 

Strange though it may sound, one always has to defend the strong against the 
weak; the fortunate against the udortunate; the healthy against those degenerating and 
afflicted with hereditary taints. '" 

Thus, Nietzsche accepts Darwùiian notions about the animal and even pre-animal 

origins of man, as weil as the centrality of survival and utility in the selective processes 

of nature, but he negates, and, in fa&, reverses the idea that Darwinian evolution 

represents a form of qualitative progress. The "ev~lution'~ of man is in fact a degenerative 

movement, and no process of cC~tural selection" will suffice for the emergence of the 

overman. On the contrary, the inertia of the movement called c'evolution" must be 

179 s d  

'80 Twilight, p.76. 
18' The importance of the idea of sublimation in Nietzsche's philosophy was stresUed and explaineci by 
Walter KatIfmarm (se Nieasche, Chs.8 and 9), and is relevant in relation to my thesis. Nietzsche, on this 
view, does not negate religioq but subhates it m accordance with new insights, and h m  a 
perspective that Nietzsche, in another enormous conassion to traditiodiy reiigious categories, reférs to as 
his esoteric knowledge (see B q n d  Guod and Evil, p.42). '" Twïlight, p.76. 



counîered by the conscious effort to mate the overman In the absence of such efforts, 

the drift of "evolution" will continue unabated, and the result will be a general weakening 

ofthe human species; the tendency towards rnediocrhy and confonnity will emerge 

totdiy triumphant. '" This tendency ailminates in the ugly specter of 'the last many7, the 

man of 'ketched contentment" and weakness of the wili, the man who "makes 

everything srnail", the man who is no longer concerned with grand, macrocosmic 

meanhg and purpose in human existence, and who, by m y  reckoning, is therefore 

irreligious. 18' The last man is the final result of the evolutionary urge to survive, but 

Nietrsche wants humans to propagate themselves "upward", as opposed to merely 

"onward . 9,186 

Nietzsche's stance on evolution clarifies his constant emphasis on the importance 

of the human will. The overman, to repeat, will not ernerge by means of "cevolution" or 

r t l a l  "natural selection, uniess we understand evoiution in the new sense of that which is 

la Mil TO Power. 13.264. 
184 indeai, Nietzsche suggea that if humanity does not take action reiativeiy soon, thqr wiiï w longer 
have it in their power to undertake the work of creating the overman: The tirne has corne for man to plant 
the seed of his highest hope. His soii is s6U rich enough. But one &y this soil wiii be poor and 
domesticated. and no ta11 tree wiU be able to grow in it. Alas, the h e  is coming when man wiU no longer 
shoot the arrow of his longing beyond man, and the string of his bow wiU have forgotten how to whir!" 
(Zmthush.4, p. 17). See also Beyond G a d  md Evil, p. 1 18: ' ' t h  animabation of man into the dwarf 
aniniiii of equal rights and ~1aim.c~ is possible, there is no &ubt of it." This prospect was h o m g  to 
Niemche. and was the source of the urgent tone of much of his work: "Anyone who has once thought 
through this possrbility to the end hows one kind of nausea that other men don3 know - but jxrkp also a 
new task!" (i&id, p. 1 18) 

lSs For Nietzsche's diSCUaion on the "last man," includùig the references ma& to it above, see 
Zarafhustru, p. 17 

Zmathustr(~ (Modern Library ed). p.73. 
187 Indeed, he mi@ not emerge at ail, even if humanity dDes will his existemce. Thus, Nietzsche agonizes 
over what he sees as the growing obstacles to the eniergenœ of the higher type, and he makes it ciear that 
the iùture of his vision depends upOn a combinaton of human will and chance that may or may not gel in 
the ri@ way, to the right extent, at the ri@ time. H m ,  he says "IfoaIy we could foresee the most 
favorable conditions imriet which crames of the highest value ark!  It is a thousa~ld times too 
complicated and the pbabihty of failure is very great: so it is not Mspiring to look for them! . .. .On the 
other han4 we can increase courage, insight, hardness, inwdence, and the féeling of responsib- we 



willed and aeated by humankind itself In the course of history, greatness has been the 

product ofa confluence of influences and circumstances that were not specifically 

designed to evoke its emergence. Now, today, when honest people are recognizing the 

mth of absolute becorning in a godless setting, Nietzsche thinks we have the o p p o m  

to take on the creation of the ovemian as a distinctively human task, as opposed to a 

divine or evolutionary decree. Hence, he says 

That which partly necessity, partly chance has achieved here and there, the 
conditions for the production of a stronger type, we are now able to comprehend and 
wnsciousl will: we are able to create conditions under which such an elevation is 
possible. 18; 

Thus, it is aiticai that individuals join with Nietzsche's Zarathustra, who says 'let 

97 189 
your will say: the overman SM be the meaning of the earth! History, until now, has 

been a horribly random and meaniogless t b g ;  it has been a "gniesome dominion of 

nonsense and accident. "lgO This meaninglessness of the p s t ,  the "it was", must be 

redeemed; it must be infused with meaning, aod this redemptive a a  can ody be 

undertaken by human beings, because we are the only agents of meaning in the world; 

there is no God on which to rely - there is only the human will. 

Al1 this makes it clear that Nietzsche's vision of the overrnan is part of his 

patently religious project, whose object is the self-deification of man. Humans, operating 

in the context of a modified Darwinism, will take on the responsibility for the creation of 

that which was previously assignai to '‘Gad" or 'Nature", and this will make human life 

deeper, more meaningful and purposive, than it has ever yet been. Nietzsche's goal, then, 

can make the scaies more delicate and hope for the assistance of favorable accidentsn ( Will To Power, 
p.480). 

f i11  To Power, p.4îï. 
'- Zarfhustra ( lbfhm ed ). p. 13. 
'" Beyond Good and Evil, p. 117. 



is not to negate the categories and tasks of religion, but to shift the locus of religiosity 

fkom God to man, and to explore the implications of this shifi as they relate to &cal 

notions, such as redemption. 

iv. Ovemm and Amor Fati 

The great danger of the Nietzschean perspective on naturd history is that it can 

produce feelings of reseatment or "disgust" against "the herd", the mortal enemies of 

greatness.lg' Such resentment would consthe the defeat of the unconditional 'Yes to 

Me" that is Nietzsche's go& so he must seek a way to overcome it. Indeed, the success 

of his vision of total affirmation depends on the dissolution of this feeling of hatred for 

the great mass of humanity, or what Nietzsche sometimes called "the many-too-many." 

power, that dows this overcoming of resentment to occur. 

The ethical and existential bction of mnor fati is to transform the "is" into the 

"ou&." That is why Nietzsche says that we must 'hot only endure necessify.. .but love 

it." In other words, we mua see how the total* of the power relations that constitute 

reality provide the opportunity for the will to power to perform its fùnction of 

simdtaneously creating and overcoming obstacles. The increase of strength, or power, is 

the good, the ""ought", so ifreality is configureci in such a way that this good is facilitated, 

then reality, the actual, is good. Hence, we must: 

. . . attain a height and bird's eye view, so one grasps how everything actually 
happens as it ought to happen; how every kind of "im erfectionyy and the suffering to 
which it gives rise are part of the highest desirability I& 

- - -  

19' Book ï I  of Zmathustra deals espeaally with this p b l a n  See espeaelly, "On the Rabble", pp.96-99. 
Will to Puwer, p.520. In this way, Nietzsche arrives at sometbg very close to Leibniz's " k t  of a l i  

possible worids" hypothesis, and also to the sentiment of Alexander Pope, who suggested that "whatever is, 
is right" Nietzsche's phiiosopIry is, of course, v q  different b m  that of Leibniz , but the fact remain.c that 
he often arrhes at conclusions that cesemble those of others, even when those conclrisions are very 



The implication of this statement, dong with Nietzsche's penodic references to 

the cbecowmy" of the whoie, imply that mor fati is more than just a creative or 

imaginative act. Saying c'yes'7 to the a d  is not merely a manifestation of the will to 

conceptualue reality as acceptable; it is aiso based on an a d  insight into the total 

character of the world. Thus, Nietzsche's doctrine of m o r  fati, N e  that of absolute 

becoming, represents a synthesis of creative and cognitive elements. '" The wili to affum 

iife reveals that life is actually worthy of such an affirmation; and, conversely, the insight 

strengthens the will. 

Amazingly, Nietzsche regards this empiricai element of mnor fati as the bais for 

a new and higher fdth. Thus, he says that the person who realizes m o r  fari %as become 

free," and 

Stands arnid the cosmos with a joyous and tnisting fàtalisrn, in the faith that ody 
the particular is loathsome, and that dl is redeemed and anirmed in the whole - he does 
nut negate m y  more. Such a f w  however, is the highest of all possible faiths; 1 have 
baptized it with the name of Dionysius. lg4 

In this way, Nietzsche once again demonstrates that he is committed to the categories of 

religion. Faith, that pre-eminently religious notion, is applicable within the context of a 

naturalisrn whose basis is absolute becoming, conjoined with d l  to power. 

Nietzsche applies his notion of overall economy to the problem of the oveman 

and his relationship to 'Ue herd." The latter, as we have seen, opposes the overman, and 

Nietzsche sees the present age as one in which the values of the herd are increasingly in 

the ascendant. Christian morality, dong with its secular wunterparts - democracy and 

"çpirinial" in th& implications. mt is unique about Nietzsche are the pesuppoSitions that lead him to 
those conclusions. 
'" For a discusion on the epistemological premixs of such a view, see my diswsion on Nietzsche's 
"humanistic co&MtMsm" m Chapter One of the preçent study. 



socialism'" - supports the leveling, the mediocritization, of humanity. It speaks of the 

equality of man, whether before god or the law, promotes universai human rights, seeks 

politicai secunty, economic comfiort, and a brand of tolerance that succeeds by 

etiminating ail ciifference, a i l  sense for an "order of rank" between individuais and 

'?ypes." A perféa world, on this model, would be one in which the value of individuaiity 

would reach an dl-time low, and the complete absence of fiction would completely 

eliminate the dissatisfaction that produces striving and creativity. This is the world of 

"the last man", the man who asks ' m a t  is love? What is creation? What is 

longing?. . .and.. . blinks."'% The world of the last man is the complete triumph of the herd 

instinct. 

Now, in the context of the overman, the crucial point is this: the ascendancy of the 

herd produces precisely those conditions that allow, demand, and even evoke the 

development of a higher type: 

The increasing dwarfing of man is precisely the driving force that brings to mind 
the breeding of a stronger race - a race that would be excessive precisely where the 
dwarfed species was weak and growing weaker.. . .the homogeninng of Europûm man is 
the great process that cannot be obstructed: one shouid even hasten it. The necessity to 
create a gdf, distance, order of rank, is given eo ipso - not the necessity to retard this 
process. As soon as it is established, this homogenizing species requires a justification: it 
lies in serving a higher sovereip species that stands upon the former and can raise itseif 
to its task only by doing this.lg 

The d w m g  of man must for a long time count as the only goal; because a broad 
foundation has first to be created so that a stronger species of man can stand upon it.lg8 

A high culture can stand only upon a broad base, upon a strong and healthy 
consolidated mediocrity . Ig9 

'" This translation is taken h m  Kaufmann's Nietzsche. p.281. It can also be fomd in Holiingdale's 
translation of Twilight, p. 103, but I prefer Kaufmann's YefSion. 
'% NietLSdevs cumections ktween thae thne are very fiequent in bis writings. For instancev in Bqvond 
Good and Evil, he says, "the h o c t u t i c  movement is the heu to the Christian movement" (p. 116). 
1% Zarathusîra, p. 17. 
1 97 Will To Power, pp.477-78. 
'% Ibid, p.475. 



These quotations raise many questions. For instance, would the masses support 

the development of the overman, or wouid there be an animosity between the two 

groups? Nietzsche often implies and supports an amagonistic r e ~ a t i o n s h i ~ ~ ~ ~  and he 

suggests that this is actually necessary, since the higher types must recognize themselves 

as separate nom, or "above," the concems d activkies of the common type. However, 

at the same time, when he says "the homogenizing species requires ajustification", it 

seems to imply that the higher types would serve the purpose of allowing the 

"homogaitzing speciesY7 to feel that they are supporting something above and beyond 

their own sphere. Further, we must ask from where the breeding stock so to speak, would 

corne, if humanity is increasingiy ccd~arfing'7 itself? And, similarly, how would 

candidates for the overman, if there were any such thing, be chosen, and who would do 

the choosing? Nietzsche rejects the crude notion that superficial, racial characteristics are 

definitive in this regard, and this leads to the critical idea that "al1 men might have to be 

treated with respect as potentially 'truiy human beings. "'*O' Thus, the ethical implications 

of the overman project are far-reaching. They can be easily misinterpreted, as the Nazi 

experience amply demonstrates, and Nietzsche could be accused of failing to dficiently 

address these practicai concerns. However, in the present context, the crucial thing to 

note is this: the ascendancy of the herd need not consritute a threat to the m u r  fd 

position. On the contrary, this generai ascendancy is necessary, and must not only be 

aliowed, but achially supported! 

- - 

lg9 Ibid, p.462. 
mo See, for instance, ibci, p.473: "Viewed h m  a height, both are necesmy; their antagonism is also 
necesary.... n 

Kaufniarm, MeasChe, pp.285-86. Chap<a Ten of this book, "The Master Race", pp.284-306, 
convincingfy hispiaiys Nietzsche's contempt for racist views. The overman earns ihat îitie because of the 



The presence of the herd perforrns several fünctions that are indispensable for the 

emergence of the overman. Fûst, it creates the need for a group of people who justify an 

overall scheme of human existence that would otherwise be completely devoid of 

grandeur. We must remember that the will to power requires obstacles, and the 

preponderance of herd values may act as precisely such a stimulus. Amongst those with 

d k i e n t  latent strength, the widespread presence of mediocrity will inspire a potent 

desire to reject and stnpiass present noms and valuations. Second, at a more mundane 

level, the growth of the "herd mimai'' creates a stable economic base, and Nietzsche 

regards this as necessary for the emergence of a type that is above and beyond such 

mundane, material consideratioas: 

The need to show that as the consumption of man and mankind becornes more 
and more economical and the c'machinery" of interests and services is integrated ever 
more intncately, a counter-movement is inevitable. 1 designate this as the secretion of a 
luxury-surplus of mankind: it aims to brhg to light a stronger species, a hi her type.. . my 
concept, my metaphor for this type is, as one knows, the word "overman. 4 33 02 

Once we possess that common economic management of the earth that will won 
be inevitable, mankind wili be able to k d  its best meaning as a machine in the s e ~ c e  of 
this economy - as a tremendous clockwork, composed of ever-smaller, ever more subtly 
adapted ccgears.. . in opposition to this dwarfing and adaptation of man to a specialized 
utility, a reverse movement is needed - the production of a synthetic, summarizing, 
justi%ng man for whose existence the transformation of mankind into a machine is a 
precondition, as a base on which he can invent his higher fonn of being. 'O3 

These reflections reveal that Netzsche's vision is not dissimilar to the forms of 

social organization that d o w  for the Brahmins in india, the priestly class of ancient 

cultures such as Egypt, the ruling house of China, or the aistocracies of Europe. In al1 

these cases, what we see is a smaU group of people that are connected to, and in some 

Quality of his "innef Me, and this applies notwithstandmg Niemhe's endarsement of hereditary as a 
cruciai source of persona1 cbaracteristics. 

ibid, p.463. 
Md, pp.463-61. 



senses e~en dependent upn,  the great mass of people, but who nevertheless lead Iives 

that are basically separate and in many respects secret. They are regardeci, both by 

themselves and by the general populace,'M as rightfiily privileged, and as  perfonning a 

function that is necessary in t m s  of the overd glory of the civilization. 

This broadly aristocratic structure is openiy favored by ~ietzsche,"~ a s  t was by 

thinkers such as Plato. Indeed, what is the ovennan, if not a version of the Platonic 

philosopher-king? The authonty of the ovemen, iike that of the philosopher-king, is 

uitimately based on their ability to live joyously in the light of reality. Their p n ' m q  

hction is not to d e  and act as shepherds for the masses, for it is what they me that 

matters rnost, not wiiat they do:06 but they will nevertheless fom the highest m g  on the 

hierarchical structure of society, and it will be part of their task to d e  and govern a 

global civilization and cult~re.~'  Nietzsche's ovemen, in other words, are none d e r  

than the 'laiowers" who have been the spiritual bedrock of every ancient civilization, and 

this m h  his vision a curious synthesis of traditionalistic and fùturistic elements. What 

he desires, in short, is an aristocratic structure, based on the insight of absolute becoming 

and the self-deifjhg powers of man within the context of his modified Darwinism. The 

This, in my view, is the O* adquate solution to the previody raised question about the attitude of the 
masses to the smaiier, Pprvileged group, and vice-versa The reIationship must be one of respect and, to 
some extent at least, feciprocity. Once the masses lose their sense of awe, or at leaa their feeling that the 
oligarchs of any Society perfofm an invaluable service (a l o s  which =mes precisely when the latter begm 
mismaîing the people. and taking their Ioyalty too much for granted), they rebei agaha it, and ultimately 
destroy it. The fate of the Western monarchies and aristocfacies is, I t h l q  an irrefWIe w in point 
'O For a compùation-styie cross-Section of Nietzsche's "AristOCraac Radicalismw, sec 7 k  Philosophy of 
Nieîzsche (Ciive ed.), ChK 
~6 Thus, for instance: "the "higher naîure'' of the great man lies in bang different, in incommunicability, in 
distance of rank not m an &ect of any kind - even if he mide the whole world tremble." ( W U  To Paver, 
p.468). This aspect of "being versus doing" bem a certain resemblanœ to the debate over %th and 
works" in C ' .  Nietzsche cl- d k b s  the notion that the vahie of an indivichial shouid be 
gauged on the basis of what they do, or of how "usefid" they are to otbers. ïndeed, this forms an important 
part of the basis for his i6cequent polemics agakt "seifiesstlessn and "neighbor-love." 



present scenario, the "dwarfing" of man, which includes the homble specter of the Yast 

man", are parts of this development, and are, to repeat, no cause for resentment, or for the 

diminution of the mnor fcrti position Nietzsche's goai of total life affirmation cannot be 

undone by the feelings of contempt, pessimisrn and disgust that threaten the apode of 

greatness7 and that are so bitterly evoked by the resistance of the ever-growing herd. The 

philosopher of the future can ignore or "pass by" the ugliness of the present and get on 

with contemplating and building the potential bemty of the fiit~re.~** 

In this chapter, 1 have sought to reveal that Nietzsche's vision of the overman 

constitutes his locus for meaning and purpose in a godiess setting of absolute becoming. 

The enunciation of a standard for such meaning and purpose is the motivating impulse of 

the religious thinker. The disthguishg fature of Nietzsche's vision is that it focuses on 

human potentiai as the key to what makes life meaningfùl. The highest good and the 

greatest purpose does not lie in the success or happiness of the average type, but rather in 

the possibility of a super-normal type, which justifies and redeems existence to an 

extraordinary extent . 

This emphasis on the redemptive role of individuais, as opposed to cLsociety," is 

not uncornmon amongst religious thinkers, who fkequently suggest, and ap parently 

demonstrate, that a complete transfiguration of human nature, based on cosmic insights 

" Thus, for instance. in the context of a discussion on the higher mai of the future, Niekxhe asks, "how 
shall the earth as a whole be gwernd- ( W i I I  To Paver, p.50 1 ). This seems to mip. that the "masters of 
the earthn wodd not be wmpletely separate h m  the govemance of the earth 
ma See Ziwathustra, Book Tbree, Ch.7, "On Pamng By", as well as Gay Science, p.223, where Nieesche. 
in one of his most kart-feIt passages, disavows the practiœ of complaining about or fighting against that 
which one nnds ugly, and proposes, instead, a complete preoccupation with perceiving and creating beauty. 
"1 do not want to wage war agaimt what is ugly. 1 do not wani to accuse.. . .hoking avqy shalf be my oniy 
negatia" 



and deep existenthl transformations, is what life is ultimately about.209 The sage, the 

adept, the master, these are the prototypes of Nietzsche's vision, and this applies 

notwithstanding his belief that the metaphysical teachings which are often said to fom 

the basis for the achievements of these types are, in his own view, illusory and uitimately 

hannful.210 The sage stands over and above the mundane concems of the average person, 

yet they also justify the existence of these average ones, and are, at several levels, 

inseparable fiom them. Thus, Nietzsche, once again, falls into line with the broadly 

reiigious approach to meaning and purpose in We. 

49 BuddhjSm and Hindiiism are the most prominent exampies here, though the more cüstinctly esoteric and 
mystic aspects of other religions, such as Christianity (via the mystics. and sects such as the Gnostics) and 
lsIam (via the Sufis) are also simiiflcant If we indude broadly reiigious philosophies, such as tbat of Plato. 
the List gets much Ionger, 
'Io Indeed, Nietzsche himseif reférs to T h e  sage" as The highest man" (ml1 To Power, p.5 15). 



Chapter Five: The Way to the Ovennan 

This chapter focuses aimost exclusively on criterion e) for the religious thinker, 

which deals with elucidatiag the content of 'Vie good life," and suggesting how it cm be 

attained. The religious thinker points to the possibility of meaning and purpose in life. 

However, they dso offer prescrzpiom for the anainment of such meaning. Gotama 

Buddha gave the world his eight-fold Jesus offered the Sermon on the ~ount t l*  

Patanjali wrote the Yoga  utr ras:'^ and Chuang Tai indicated the Way of the Tao 

through instructive aphorisms and stories.*14 1 have suggested that Nietzsche's 

prescription for meaning and purpose involves the vision of the overmaq and that this 

"higher type" must be actively willed by human beings. But to what does this amount? 

How, in fact, is the overman to be produced? I will suggest that Nietzsche indicates two 

primary preconditions for his, or its, ernergence. These are a revaluation of al1 values, and 

"discipline and breeding." 

i. The Rewiuation of ait Values 

The phrase c'revaluation of al1 values" is Nietzsche's formula for the creation of 

an environment that is suitable to the overman. Values, in Nietzsche's view, are the 

Archimedean lever of human &airs, and the truly significant events in human history 

always concem the creation of new values. Thus, Nietzsche says: 

" ' See Helena Roerich, Foutidmi-ons of BudCaUsm (New York Agm Yoga Society, 197 1). p. 3 7. 
""tthew 5-8. 
"' nie Light of the Souk nie Yoga Sutras of Patanjali, Mce A Bailey, tram and commentary (New 
York: Lucis Pubtishing Co., 1955). 
"' Chang Tac Inner Chapters, G.F. Feng and J. Englis4 trans. (New York: VÏge ,  Random House, 
1974). 



Believe me.. .the greatest events - they are not our loudest but our stillest hours. 
Not arouad the inventors of new noise, but around the inventors of new values does the 
worid revolve; it rwolves znaz~dibZy:~'~ 

and he poetically suggests that cthoughts that corne on doves' feet guide the wor~d."~'~ 

The implication here is that the actions and reactions of human beings are detennined by 

their values, so that whoever determines values also determines, in effect, the course of 

history. Thus, the ernergence of the overman depends primari&, though of course not 

exclusively, on the activity of philosophers - those who create values - and not on 

economic or poiitical circumstances, manipulations, or adjustments. 

The creation of values requires a standard of assessment, or evaluation. Any 

attitude or action is gauged against this standard, and its relative worth, or value, is 

thereby determineci. Nietzsche's standard is that of greatness. Or, to state it differently, al1 

things wiH be evaluated according to the extent to which they contribute to the emergence 

of the oveman, which is a metaphor for the healthiest, purest, nobles, most tnithful, 

most Iife-aEirming, most individualized and vigorous form of life imaginable. 

It is worth noting that in his attempt to cl* the difference between his standard 

of value and those of other thinkers, Nietzsche employs the distinctly religious notion of 

"esoteric" and ccexoteric77 perspectives.217 His explmation of the difference between the 

two depends upon his persistent use of a height metaphor to distinguish between various 

~araîhtwsm, p.131. 
'16 Ibid, p. 146. 
"' H.P. Blavatsky. foiinder of modern Theosophy, makes much of this d ~ s i o q  suggesting tbat the esotenc 
teachings of every religion are essentiaïiy One, while conflictual diversity aises stnctly h m  exoterïc. 
ignorant interpretaîions and dogmas. See The Key to Theosop& (hsidem: Theosophicai P u b W g  
House, 1972), eqxcdly Section I, pp.4-8, "The Wisdom-Religion Esoteric in aU Ages." More generaUy, 
the tams ''esotexic" and "exotezicn dwignate somefbitlg like "imief and "outer." Orthocbx religions tend 
to be proponents of the laîter, insofar as they stress outer behavior, obedience and rihial while the more 
mystical sects, whether emphasaing devotion or miderstanding, taid to focus on the esot&c dimaision 
Nietzsche mgnizes the latter division though his clefMion of the terms are adjmai in accordance with 
his specinc outlook 



classes of persons and The esoteric view is synonymous with that of the 

9,219 liberated, "fkee spirit'', who ''Iooks dawnjbm ubove. Nietzsche, of course, sees 

himself as an example of this perspective. He is a tme philosopher - one who has attaiaed 

a ''comprehensive look" at life, and who therefore sees things and evaluates them in 

accordance with a view that is fhr less superficial and partial than the nom. His vision of 

the good, and, by extension, the valuable, is based on his insight into the total character of 

reaiity, and this &es his assessments more compelling than those of the exoteric 

thinker, who "sees things from b e ~ o w . ' ~ ~  Nietzsche's task was to re-evaluate everythiog 

from the standpoint of his higher or more esoteric perspective, thereby inaugurating "the 

higher man, the higher duty, the higher re~~onsibi~ity."~' In adopting this stance, 

Nietzsche knowingly affiliates himself with a tradition that is patently religjiou~,~~ and 

this once again reveals that he is by no means straight forwardly opposed to a religious 

conception of what phiïosophy, and life, are al1 about. 

In the context of the present historical situation, and in the light of Nietzsche's 

envisioned standard of value, the need for a revaluation of values is particularly acute. 

This is so because the moral standards of the modem era, Nietzsche's era, are those of 

Chnstianity, and the latter, according to Nietzsche, represents a world-view that opposes 

greatness, and, by extension, the higher type of human, to an unparalleleci extent. 

Another typically religious device. The religious thinker has "ben to the mountaUL-top ( M a r ~  Luthex 
King Jr.); he or she leaves the vaiiey of pain and sorrow. they "mount up with wings. as eagles" (Isaiah 
JO:3 1) and attain the heights of union with the tme and the gooà Nietzsche atso routineiy employs the 
metaphor of crossing a river, which is promineni, especialiy in Buddhiimi. See Zurathusfro, p. 14, where the 
ptagonist speaks of "arrows of longing for the other shore." 
-19 Beyond Gwd and Evil. p.42. 

Ibid. p. 139. 
m - Specincdly, Nietzsche expresses his W p  with and admimion for "the Ledians.. . ,Greeks, Persians 
and Muslims," ail of whom "believeb in an orciex of ra* and not in equaiity and equal ri&ts7' (ïbid, p.42). 
This, however, may not be absoiutely correct. The Hindu mystics, for instance, seemed to recognize the 



The Christian world-view and Christian morality were bom, in Nietzsche's view, 

out of a spint of revenge. It began with the lews, the oppressed and enslaved people who, 

unable to afEm a reality that found them so underpriviIeged, conceivecl a rwolt in 

~norals. ' '~ They proposed the pemicious notion that "'aU men are created equal" and 

created a word-view and a standard of evaluation that favored people such as themseives, 

the oppressed and suffering, while condemning those who flourished in this life. This was 

a major reversai of standards. It gave a whole new twist on what was coosidered good 

and what was considered bad; t was a rwaluation of al1 values.224 

The moral code that issued fiom this revaluation represented 'Vesen~nent 

becoming creative and giving birth to values."*5 These values are in every case the 

negaton of the aristocratie sense that glories in life, and which creates a standard of value 

based on human strength and courage. Christian morality wunters these sentiments by 

devafuing the real world - the world of becoming, the world of the senses and the body, 

the world of human passion, human will and human strength. In place of these, it sets up 

an illusory, imaginary, metaphysicai structure - inciuding the imrnortal sod, heaven and 

hell, original sin, Go4 etc. This structure serves, in effect, to make the body the site of 

sin and the passions a synonyrn for evil, thereby devaluing and in fact demonizing the 

achial world of becoming. 226 Christian morality, in short, makes one suspicious of life 

and the world. It seeks to instill a bad conscience in the tace of every natural inclination, 

wery manifestation of the will to power, and it suggests that the foremost examples of 

essential eqrrality of ai i  as Atman-Brahman, even as they ctistmgrrished between degrees or leveis of 
realeation 
223 See Genedogv of MOT~S, p.647. 

P4 For Nietzsche's discusaon on this point, see ibid, First Essay, as w d  as Anti-Christ, A>. 125-128. 
rs Geneafogv, p.647. 



this naturalness - i.e. the great, powernli, strong human beings - d l  be subject to the 

judgments of an dl-powerfiil God. This God, they say, d l  M i c t  eternai torture and 

damnation on those who foilow their most naturd inclinations, while rewarding those 

who extirpate the passions. In this way, Chnstianity acts as the mortai enemy of life 

itself, and the ascendancy of  the Christian ethos is inseparable fiom the defeat of the 

quest for greatness. 

Thus, Nietzsche sees a gea t  need for a revaluation of all values, based on a 

standard of greatness, and this standard is inseparable fiom the acceptance and 

afnrmation of what, for him, is the mie, r d  or naturd world - the world of absolute 

becoming. The Judeo-Christian world-view must be overturned, and we must move 

towards something that resembles the aristocratie sensibilities of the pre-Christian era. 

But how does this revaluation actually work? What is its content? The aaswer to these 

crucial questions requires that we look to specific examples. Iudeed, we have already 

seen how Nietzsche re-evaluates the concepts of "soul," "redemptio~" and 'Yaith," such 

that they harmonîze with his thesis of absolute becoming and his goal of mor fd. These 

are nothing other than instances of the Nietzschean deconstruction and revduation of al1 

things in the light of his insights and projects. But let us look, for the sake of ciarity, at 

Nietzsche's treatment of two crucial issues - pity and moraiity. His perspective in 

relation to these things reveals the imer workings of his revaluation of al1 values, as welI 

226 FOS an instance of this pervasive Nietzschean theme, see Anti-Chn'st, p. 125: ^Once the concept 'nature' 
had been devkd as the concept antitheticai to 'God', 'natural' had to be the word for 'repreùensiile' - the 
entire fictional world bas its mots in hatred of the natutal.. . ". 



as the extent to which he radically re-configures typically religious  notion^,^' whife 

never rejecting them altogether. 

Nietzsche is vehemently opposed to the oommoa, Christian treatment of the idea 

of pity. He objects to it on two inter-reiated grounds. First, the Christian notion of pity 

stresses the need to support and cornfort the downfodden, the sick, the under-pnvileged, 

the wretched and the unhappy. This however, thwarts the general tendency of iifelwill to 

power, which fàvors an experimental attempt at produchg greatness, where the latter is 

synonymous with the opposite conditions - namely, great heaithiness, great strength, 

great joy. As Nietzsche says: 

Pity on the whoie thwarts the law of evolutioq which is the law of seiection. It 
preserves what is ripe for destruction; it defends life's disideriteci and condemned; 
through the abundance of the ill-constmited of al1 kinds which it retar*m in M e  it gives 
life itself a gloomy and questionable aspect.228 

Thus, while Christian equality actively encourages the sovereignty of the mediocre, 

Christian pity goes one step further and suggests the need to further the interests of the 

degenerate! This, combined with Christianity's active hatred for and opposition to 

nahual, life-firming, great individuals, makes it utteriy contemptible to Nietzsche. 

2 3  Every religious teaching c k u s e s  condua in the light of the true aad the good, and the sigdcance of 
pi@, or compassion, or mercy, nms iike a tbread thmughotlt tbe major reiigious traditions. This, however. 
does not mean that these sub~ects cannot be discusçeq qained and endorsxi in non-religious conteuts 
and m. niat is why I say they are typicdy religious, as opposed to suggesting that wherever they are 
mentione4 a religious thinker must be ai work Sti l l  even a stnctiy neuro1ogiml account of moral feehgs 
and behavior, if combineci with pnxa@tions of any kin4 would be making a statement about the gooâ, 
based on a peculiar conception of the t a ,  and wouid therefore be akin to a religious teaching PerhapS this 
e'cplauis the widespmad and gened vehemenœ of those who oppose "super-naturai" exphutions in any 
fidd - they defend theix views with reiigious zeai, demoasb'ating the hostiIitty of the fundamentaha 
fanatic. The attihde of many modeni medical practieioners towards traditional methods of healing is one 
example amongst m;my. 
xs Anti-Chnst, p. 1 18. How a human h g  or group of human b g s  can thwart the laws of He, espenally 
when they are that M e  and that law, "and 110th- besidw", pr~sents us with a conmicfrum. It wodd be 
more accurate, perhaps, to suggest that Christiamty supports a type of seleaion that hors a fom of will to 
power that Nietzsche nnds diseastefuI and nitimteiy cormter-productive. This, I t b î q  is a necessary 
rehemenf of the above statement, but it doeç not alter Nietzsche's basic position on the question of 
Christian pity. 



The second aspect of Christian pity to which Nietzsche objects is its inttüsive 

character. The Christian is trained to react to der ing  with an instant atternpt to help, to 

alleviate, to make the sufferer more cornfortable. This, however, is misguided, because 

dering, or distress, is an absolutely necessary element in the process of growth that is 

life; suf%eting, in other words, pertains to greaîness, and an obsessive preoccupation with 

the deviation of distress and the attainment of cornfort is ignorant and misguided: 

When people try to benefit someone in distress, the inteileaual fivohty with 
which those moved by pity assume the role of fate is.. . o-geous.. . .The whole economy 
of my s d  and the balance effected by "distressi7, the way new springs and needs break 
open, the way in wbich old wounds are healing, the way whole periods ofthe past are 
shed - al1 such things that may be imlved in distress are of no concem to our dear 
pitying fiends; they wish to help and have no thought of the personal necessiîy of 
distress.. . . 229 

The discipline of suffering, of great suffering - do you not know that only this 
discipline has created ali enhancements of man so f a r ? = O  

Thus, Nietzsche's objections to pity are premised, as aiways, on his conception of 

the me, which is absolute becoming in the context of a modified Darwinism, and the 

go04 which is greatness. He feels that insofar as the term 'pity" implies the impulse to 

efféct the immediate deviation of d e r i n g  and the rapid removal of distress, it must be 

restrained, or at least coll~trained, in the name of broader, more far-sighted 

considerations. We must recognize that distress, dissatisfaction and suffering are crucial 

and indispensable injgedients in the cultivation of greatness; they are the harbingers of 

movement, change and growth, and, as such, they are infiniteIy preferable to the 

'ketched contentment" that the man of pity seeks to produce through his short-sighted 

and intmsive actions. The person who cares about the emergence of the overman will 

cultivate what Nietzsche often reférs to as 'Bardness" in relation to their excessively 

229 Gay Science, p.269. 



tender or sentimental impulses. Pity, on Nietzsche's view, is a kind of temptation, and 

temptations inust be overcome, as Christianity itself te ache^.^' 

The vehemence with which Nietzsche attacks Christian pity, and the fiequency of 

these attacks, can lead one to the conclusion that he simply devalues the attribute7 as 

opposed to revaïuing it. This however, would be erroneous, for Nietzsche offers an 

alternative form of pity, one that malesces with the broad aim of greamess. Our pity, our 

concem, should lie ptimarily with those whose potential is thwarted by the Christian 

interpretation of pity. We must take sides with those who d e r  precisely fiom the 

mediocrity and degeneration that Chnstianity breeds: "Our pity is a higher and more 

farsighted pity; we see how man makes himself smaiier, how you make him 

smaller.. . . Thus it i s pity versus pity.'7n2 

Nietzsche, then, does not reject pity, qua pity; he merely reformulates the notion. 

He offers an aIfemzttve fum of pity, and this is absoluteiy crucial if we are to 

comprehend the religious character of his work. Nietzsche's task is not to eliminate the 

categones and concerns of religion, amongst which are pity, or compassion, or mercy, or 

love. He seeks only to re-shape and redefine them in a way that harmonizes with his 

pecuiiar insights and his particular conception of meaning and purpose, which centers on 

- - - - - -  - --- - 

Beyond Good and E d .  p. 1%. 
Thus. in his Uaiislator's notes. Walta Kairfmamr explains th;it the fourth section of Thus S '  

Zarathustrd is concenied large@ with "the nnal trial" of the pmtagonist, which is precisely pity (see 
Zarathustra, p.232). In this wmiection, it is intereshg to note that N i e e ,  fkr b m  king innateiy 
opposed to the ?ender feelingsm such as pity, is actually often n1leà with hem, and feels the need to do 
battie with what he sees as sbort-sighted and sentimental reactions. This is reveajed not ody through the 
story of Zarathustra (se, for instance, p.90: "it is difficuit to Iive with people because it is difficuit to be 
dent. . . "), which relates closely to Nietzsche's own expektces, but also m hïs personal writings: "Badly 
mktmdid of myseU, I took sides.. .a- myseif" (Nietzsche Conlra Wagner, in The Portable Metzsche. 
W. Kaufmann trans. York Viig 19541, p.676). Iudeed, Nietzsche was infimtely more tender than 
most people tbdq and his merman, as 1 shaiï assat in the finai cbaprer of this suc&, is a paragon of 
r d h m e n t  and gencility. These recognitions are crucial if we are to COUILter the aude mtexpmtation of 
Nietzsche. adoptexi by the Nazi's and stdi prevaient m a Iot of discourse to wbich I have been privy, thas 
paints him as a lover of violence. 



the notion ofgreatness. Indeed, Nietzsche 'sphihophy zs actually a religion of love - 

love of life, love of creativity and strength, love of the potential of humans, who can 

build beyond thernselves. Howwer, the love of the individual who locates meaning and 

purpose in the quest to creâte the overman must demonstrate "a height that is above their 

pitying,''a3 for 'thus speaks al1 great love: it overcomes even forgiveness and pity. 7,234 

Those who are in distress, those who &er f?om life, must be allowed to overcome their 

distress, rather than having it simply alleviateci. 'W yoo have a afféring fiiend", says 

Nietzsche, '%e a resting place for his suEering, but a hard bed as it were, a field cot: thus 

will you profit him best.'"' This, to be sure, is a very non-sentimental conception of 

love, but it is by no means its negationu6 

iz. Indn>chcafzty md lmmoralism 

If we hirn to Nietzsche's treatment of morahy, we see again that while he heaps 

scom on those elements and interpretations with which he disagrees thereby giving the 

impression of ubsohte antagonism, his opposition is in fact only relative. What hs really 

seeks is the inauguration of new perspectives and new practices that will tranrfom the 

meaning and function of morality. Hïs goal, in other words, is not to abolish morality, but 

to alter it in accordance with his "esoteric" understanding of life. 

')' Beyond Good and EMI, p. 153-54. 
')." ~amîhustra. 'ûn nie pitying, p.90. 
li Ibid, p.89. 

Ibid. p. 90. 
Indeed, Nietzsche does not men suggest that the t y p i d  form of pity need be completely rejected 

Zarathusîra, for instance, admits that he has "done tbs  and that for sufferersn (Zamthusfra, p.88), but he 
@ers complete anonymity in such actions, for he feels it an afhnt  to the pnde and dignity of the Suaerer 
t h  someone pro& and interferes with his or her Me. T~IUS, Nietzsche objects maMy to the crtlt of pity, 
and to the suggestion bat this sentimental form of pity is the highest good He admitç the need to help 
people in certain circumstances, b he wodd much ratha focus on joy, mgth and beauty, which are far 
more usefui than a morbid preoccupation with snfferitig and a vicarious, egoistic &light in de- 
one's ability to save or "help" another. 



The emergence of the overrnan, as we have seen, requires a revaluation of al1 

values. Morality, as Nietzsche understands it, is the primary obstacle to such an 

undertaking, insofhr as the tenn signifies obedience to customary modes of assessment. 

Hence, he says: 

. . .the chief propsftion: morality is nothing d e r .  . . than obedience to customs, of 
whatwer kind they may be; customs, however, are the ~crdiitional ways of behaving and 
wduating. In things in which no tradition corn&, there is no morality?' 

This, then, is the key to Nietzsche's professed rejection of moraiity, which alminates 

when he proclaims hirnseif "the first immoralist." The world requires new values, but 

these can never be formuiated or proclaimed by those whose life and thought represaits 

the desire to continue traditional or custornary modes of conduct. Hence, morality, 

insofa as it signifies precisely such continuity, must be overcume. 

This ad-moral element is inextncably bound up with Nietzsche's celebratioo of 

individuality. Morality, as he sees it, is the prerogative of ''the herd." It is the means by 

whic h the gregarious yet wining herd animal facilitates smooth, predictable inter-actions 

with his or her peers. Hence, the judgments and actions of the typical person will be 

invariably conservative and traditional. Any action that is new, unpredicted, unknown, 

will be seen by them as suspicious, immoral, and even e v i ~ ? ~  The result of this scenario 

is that the philosophers, creators of new values, must break fiee fiom the herd. Indeed, 

they must become their antithesis, which means - they must become genuine 

"' Friedrich Nietzsche, Daybreak, RRJ. HoUingdale, trans. (Cambridge: Cambridge U. Ress, 1997). p.10. 
" Tbis is the key to Nietzsche's fiequent paise of "evîin, as well as his idea that the hrtme requires 'new 
bartanans." Both notions are to be taken m a p l y  philosophicaï and subihami sense. Nieksche does 
not have in mind what we n o d y  associate with these words - namely, brute force, &ii@ in the 
suffering of others, and other such \msavory things He mereiy means that traditional modes of evaluation 
and conduct need to be questioned and revaiued, ami this q u h s  the emergence of people who wiU not 
rest content with tradition 



individuakng The philosopher of the future must be "cietennined to depend upon himself 

n24û and not a tradition. The sease of individuality, the sense of being a self-legislating, 

sovereign being, a "self-propelleci ~ h e e l ~ " ~ '  mus& be eonger than the instinct that drives 

one to be merely acceptable, prudent and conventional. This is not an easy ta& for the 

herd instincts have been cultivateci and perfected over many rnillennia, while "the 

individual is somethiog quite  ne^."^^ but the fact rernains that the fimire, ifit is to 

correspond in any way with Nietzsche7s vision of a new and higher type, requires a 

revaiuation of all values, and tbis, in turn, requires the emergence of genuine individuals. 

Thus, Nietzsche's rejection of morality is founded on his idea that morality is the 

same as obedience to custom. This, however, is problematic, for it is directly contradicted 

when Nietzsche suggests that "hzgher rnoralities are, or ought to be, possible,"243 and also 

by his insistence that '7 am not a moral bugbear, a moral m o n ~ t e r . ' ~ ~  These phrases 

indicate that morality needs to be redefined, not abolished or absolutely overcome. This 

conclusion is M e r  supporteci by the exidence, most of which will be discloseci in the 

next section, that Nietzsche advocated extremely rigorous standards of personai conduct . 

Nietzsche, to be sure, is neither an anarchia nor a hedonist. Thus, we are faced with a 

conundrum. 

The solution, in my view, UivoIves the recognition, often overlooked by Nietzsche 

in moments of ad-moral zeal, that he only objects to morality insofm as it a) represents 

The "herd amnial", according to Nietzsche, is not an hciividuai or "pemnality." InSiead, bad mimais 
are "bearers, toois of transmisgoun (Ml /  to Power, p.472). T k y  are, in other words, mere instruments of 
tradition, whiie the genuine persorialtty is "an isoiated fa& (i'bid) - ie. someone who fe& precisely 
se arute from this stream of contimiity. 
"Duybreak, p. 10. "' Zamthusi?a, p.27. 
242 Will To Power, p.403. 

&and Good tmd  vil, p. 115. 
'U EEÇe Homo, p.8 1 1. 



blind, herd-like obedience to custom, b) suggests that specific modes of wduation and 

conduct are sanctioned by the apnwi  structure of the universe, or c) promotes the values 

of the herd to such an extent that the emexgence of higher types is actively thwarted. 

on the other hanci, standards of conduct issue forth fkom the individual, then Nietzsche's 

attitude is totally different. Indeeâ, tbis is precisely the "higher moraiity" that he 

envisions and endorses. 

'The sagey', says an ancient proverb, "is &ee to do anything, but does very few 

things." This captures the Nietzschean understanding of morality, which is subtle and 

paradoxical, as opposed to crudely aboiitionist. The person of strength is a self-legislatuig 

being, a genuine individual, a "self-propeiled wheel." Hence, the discipline and 

consistency oftheir con& issues fkom withh, and the greater their men& the more 

astonishing is their ability to hamess the energy of their passions to the requirements of 

seif-appointed aims. They have the power to create order and harmony out of the initial 

chaos and discord of their instincts, thereby producing a transfigured physis7245 or nature 

(transfiguration is another reiigious concept that Nietzsche fervently adopts and 

revalues), and they do this by imposing standards upon themselves. They do this, in other 

words by individudistic morality. 

We shouId aiso note that the kind of conduct that issues &om the individual of 

great strength and joy is utterly harrnless. Lmmorai or violent actions, in Nietzsche's 

view, are mainly the result of resentment and suffering. The sufferer vents his hstrations 

on the world, and the result is a love of doing harrn. But when we leam "better to feel joy, 

245 This aspect of Nietzsche's phiIosophy is greatiy empbasized in K a f i m m ' s  NieaSche. See, for 
example, p.3 16. 
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we l e m  best not to hurt others or to plan hwts for them?"' Tbus7 while the penon of 

greataess will reject moraiity insofar as it connotes unthinking, Pavlovian obedience to 

custom, he or she will demonstrate a gentil@ and harmiessness that issues forth as an 

effect of their inward condition. 

Thus while the production of the ovennan requires the rejection of morality as 

custom, it also entails the em6race of morality as the means to self-initiated greatness. 

Nietzche's moral code issues from a Ciirerent source than the nom. It cornes fiom the 

individual instead of the group, and it aims at strength and greatness instead of survival 

and mediocrity. This, however, does not mean that he rejects morality, qua moraiity, any 

more than his radical re-working of pity entails an absolute rejection of the idea. 

Nietzsche is a thinker who says "yesY7 and "no" at the same t h e ,  and this makes bim 

dficult to wmprehend. In the case of morality, he summarizes this dual project when he 

says, "she told me herself that she had no morality - and 1 thought she had, like myself, a 

more severe moraiity than a ~ ~ ~ b o d ~ . " ' ~ ~  This is an accurate depiction of Nietzsche's totai, 

paradolacal stance on morality. 

My solution to the apparent contradictions in Nietzsche's stance on morality 

involves the modification of extreme statements, such as the one quoted earlier where 

Nietzsche says that morality is obedience to custom. However, 1 think such a revision is 

warranted by the over-all evidence. Nietzsche, despite his extreme and often bombastic 

rhetoric, is a subtle thinker. He sees in ternis of gradations of depth and height, not 

absolute convictions or conclusions. His goal is to re-evaiuate everything in the light of 

his insights and objectives, and this applies to our conception of morality as much as it 



does to notions such as "seul", "redempti~n~~, or "pity." It is ody such an interpretation 

that aliows us to include Nietzsche's many statements on morality as facets of a single 

view-point, as opposed to the contradictory ramblings of an undisciplined thinker. 

Before concluding this discussion on Nietzschean moraiity, it may be worth 

noting that the idea of the inferiority of traditional morality, or conventional modes of 

conduct, combineci with the ability and the nght of the Bigher type7' to transgress against 

these n o m  in the name of a pater truth and a higher task, is very common in religion. 

The old Zen Masters' to take ody one example, were famous for their bizarre and 

unconventional cond~ct . '~~ They behaved in unique and purely individual wayq because 

they recognized a tmth beyond al1 human conventions, and they consistently 

demonstrated how they had broken âee from the morality of custom. Conventional 

morality, as understood by most religions, is a usefbl and enervating thing for the great 

majority, but it is not the highest good, and, for the sage or initiate in training, it 

constitutes a probationary stage, at best2" Al1 this dovetds very nicely with Nietzsche's 

conception of morality as it relates to the higher types, and adds further weight to my 

assertion that he is best understood as an essentially religious thinker. 

iii. "Discipiine and Breedzng " 

The second aspect of Nietzsche's "way" to the overman is a curious synthesis of 

educational and hereditary elements. The overman is not something that anyone can 

- - --- 

" D d t  of a Ieüer to Paul Ree, cited in The Portable Metzsche, Walter Kaufinam, tram. (New York: 
Viking Press, 1954), p. 102. " See, for example, Zen mrd Zen Clanks: S é f e c t i o n s ~  RH. Blym, F. Franck, ed (New York Raadom 
House, Viatage, 1978), Ch.XTV, T h e  Great Masters'', pp. 188-289. 

This wi i i  not appiy to the "orthodox" elements of m m  religions, which tend to stres obeâience to 
behaviod and rinialistic codes. However, iit is a commorrplace amongst the mystical, esoteric sects that 
"good behavior" is necessary but not siIffiCient if one is to enter the hrfysteries of Nature and Existence. 
See, for instance, Heiena Rdch's h e s  of Morya 's Garden, Vol. I (New York Agni Yoga Society. 



become, simply by "deciding" that they would like to do so. On the conbary, they must 

be %om for it", so to speak. "'At the bottom of us", says Nietzsche, "really 'deep dowq' 

there is, of course, something unteachable, some granite of spiritual fahmt, of 

predetermined decision and answer to preselected questions."2so Here Nietzsche endorses 

an innatist point ofview, and this innatism is founded largely upon his belief that 

physical and psychological traits are passed on fiom generation to generation, thereby 

determining, to some extent at least, the characteristics and inclinations of every 

individual. I say "largely" and 'to some extent'' because Nietzshe's overall position is not 

unambiguously biological. hdeed, it seems very doubâul that he wodd explain the 

origin of his "great task" of revaluing al1 values by referring strictly to his limage, even if 

we accept the questionable notion that he descended fkom Polish nobility. Nietzsche sees 

himself as "a piece of fate" within the whole, and while a certain biological inheritance is 

necessary for this destiny to be fblfilled, it is certainiy not sufficient. 

B a d  on this belief that one is bom with a specific set of capacities, Nietzsche 

suggests that the task of the philosopher and, presumably, the overman, is to '%becorne 

what you are.'J52 This is an extraordinarily paradoxid suggestion. It seems to represent 

a blatant contradiction, for how can one not be what one is? The solution seems to lie in 

Nietzsche's feeling that the philsoopher-overman is a latentpotency. The seeds of 

1953). p.93: Tou  already know tbat neithef goodlless nor intellect alone lead to Us, but îhe aidence of 
ytuali îy is needed" ' 

Beyond Good and Evil, p. 162. in relation to his own experience, NieasChe &ers to this "graniten as the 
"organéing ide$ that was "destin& to mastery" (Ecce Homo, p.850). The seleetive and directional 
abilities t h .  he associates with this or&anizational power are fruly amazing: "it begins to comrnand, it leads 
you slowly back h m  your deviations and aberrations, it d e s  ready individual qualrties and 
capacities.. . graduaily it cultivates aii the serviceable tàcuities before it mer whispers a word concemhg 
the dominant ta& the "goal," the "prrpose," the "meaning" (ibict). This "organiPng idea" is at Ieast as 
Terious  and spllitually signifiant as any ''souin or "Seif" that the iraditional religions have proposed! 
A pomt thai is acbnbbIy fevealed and stress in Kaimaann's .Ge&sche, Ch 10, pp.2&1-306. The Master 

Race." 
3 2  See, for instance, Ecce Homo, p.849. 



greatness Lie "deep dom", and whether or not they actually corne to fniition and blossom 

is based on many considerations, amongst which are historicai and environmental 

It requires strokes of luck and much that is incalculable if a higher man in whom 
the solution of a problem lies domÿint is to get around to action in time - to "emption", 
one might say. In the average case it does not happen.. . . 253 

Thus, Nietzsche simultaneousiy endorses innatist and environmentai perspectives, and he 

ultimately suggests that the emergence of the higher man is a synthesis of innate 

preciisposition and extemal circumstance. This view strikes me as balanmi and realistic. 

There are times when Nietzsche seems to endorse one or the other side of this "nature 

versus nurture" debate to the exchsion of the other, but a close reading of bis many 

references to the subject reveds an overaii stance that is basicaiiy rn~derate. '~~ 

In the context of the seIfkonscious attempt to create the ovemian, the above 

presuppositions indicate the need for a sustained effort, undertaken over many 

generations, to bring about the "higher type." Hence, Nietzsche says 

How do men attain great strength and a great task? AU the d e s  and efficiency 
of body and soul are acquired laboriously and little by little, through much hdustry, self- 
constraint, through. . . faitffil repetition of the same Iabors, the same renunciations; but 
there are men who are the hein and masters of this slowly-aquired manifold treasure of 
vimie and efficiency.. . .The acquired and stored-up energies of rnany generations have 
not been squandered and disperseci but linked together by a firm ring and by will. In the 
end there appears a man, a monster of energy who demands a monster of a ta~k.~'.' 

"3 Beyorad Gwd and Evil, p.222. In tbis same paragraph, Niemche refm to Ih cail tbat awakm" the 
individual to then true cask, thereby employing yet another religious notion - ie. "the caiïing" 

Also, we shouid note how Nietzsche's conception of reiaoive m g t h  impaas bis discussions on this 
theme m various coiitexts. The person of great strength, with an abmuha of wili to power, will be "a seIf- 
propeiied wheel", and it wiii be very ài£l[icult for outer circmnstances of any kind to hinder the& 
development. Thus, in speaEomg of himseif, Niebsche says "1 am today safficiedy powerfd to tum even 
the mobt dubious and dangerous tIrings to my own acfvantage, and thus to gmw more powerfiiIn (Ecce 
Homo, p.846). The weaker person wiU demonstrate no such strength, and their He wiU be dietemineci by 
oater circumstances to a fhr greater extent. 
~5'  WII Tu Power, p.5 18. 



Thus, those who wish to conaibute to the emergence of the overman mua undertake the 

dual task ofcultivating virtues and passing them on tbrough familiai association. The 

creation of the overman, in other words, recpires cc&scipline and breeding." 

And what are the virtues that need to be cultivateci? Nietzche's books and writings 

sing the praises of many qualities, but in B e y d  G d  and Evil he reduces it to four - 

namely, "courage, insight, sympathy and solitude.'ym6 Other qualities that Nietzsche 

repeatedly stresses are honesty, tolerance and a sense of responsibility. Nietzsche offers a 

distinctive interpretation of each of these vktues. In every case, what makes the qualïty a 

virtue is its relationship to Nietzsche's ultimate aiteria of the true, which is absolute 

becoming, and the good, which is strength. Honesty, for instance, is intimately C O M ~ C ~ ~  

with the recognition of absolute becoming, and courage is related largely to the 

determination, the strength, to iive in accordame with that Uisight. Similady, there is a 

to lmce that issues from strength and one that issues fiom weakness. The latter occurs 

when an individual holds Mse notions of equality . This breeds a tolerance that negates 

difference, distance and "order of raok." The former, on the other hand, is based on the 

comprehensive view of one who sees the necessity of al1 things within whole, and who 

'luiows how to employ to his advantage what would destroy an average ~ a t u r e . ' ~ '  This 

view of tolerance may also relate to Nietzsche's inclusion of sympathy as a fundamental 

virtue, an inclusion that speaks volumes against those who would characterize Nietzsche 

as a thinker who negates and defiles every "decent feeling" the human sou1 cm 

expenence or Nietzsche's view of responsibility revolves around the sensed 

-- 

Y6 Beyond G d  and EMI, p.226. " Twiligh,, p. 103. 
This charge was Ieweled agaiiir* Nietzsche's philosophy by the editor of the "Bund", a Swiss 

pubkation. Nieesche refm to it in ibicl. p.89. 



need to create those values and undertake those activities that will guide the activity of 

humanity in the ftture. He has in mind "men of the futine who in the present tie the hot 

and constraint that forces the d l  of millennia upon new tracks", and who are willing to 

undertake those "tests that would enable a sou1 to grow to such a height and force that it 

would feel the cornpuision for such tasks.7'2" Finally, there is the critical value of 

solmide. The idea of solitude as a vimie is a bit odd, since we normally think of solitude 

as an empirical facf not a normative qudity, but Nietzsche associates solitude with the 

strength to affirm oneself as an individuai by separating fiom "'the herd?"' The man of 

strength is characterized by an innate purity or cleanliness, 26' but this is sullied by the 

noise of the city, the clamor of the market-place and the basic pettiness of the common 

people.262 Hence, the creator of values must escape fiorn these belituing forces, retinng to 

the solitude in which one retunis to oneself, and becomes what one is.263 Solitude, for the 

genuine individuai, is an existentiai reality - since what binds m o a  people together is of 

little concern to him, and the ability to accept this dflerence and meet its requirements is 

a positive Wtue. The ability to separate fkom society and live as one's own authority, 

one's own resouce, takes strength and courage, guideci by a sense of responsibility. 

Thus, Nietzsche is certainly not "'a moral bugbear." He embraces many of the 

values and Wtues that religious thinkers and teachers have always promoted, but he 

reconfigures or re-evaluates them in the light of absolute becoming, and in the name of 

- - 

L59 Beyind Good und Evil, p. 1 17. 
For an mieresruig diswson on Nieîzsche's conception of solitude, and its spirituai mertones and 

connotations, see Peter H Van Ness, "Nietzsche on Solinide: The Spiritual Discipline of the Godiess", in 
Philosophy Today (Whter, 1988), m. 346-3 57. 

Thus, ni speakhg of himselî. Nietzsche says thaî he is *grfted with an i~tteriy uncanay instinct of 
cleaniiness", anci this expiabu "why social intercourse is no imiiilt triai to my patience." Faced with this 
"rigid aîtituck of cleanliness", which "is the nrst condition of my existence," Niebsche conchdes that "1 
need soiituden (Ecce Homo, p.830). 
'Q See Zarathwtra, "On the Fiïes in the Marketplace". pp.51-54. 



greatness. Indeed, while t is true that Nietzsche thinks %gh spirituaiity is incomparable 

with any kind of solidity and respe*ability of a merely morai man", it is also true that: 

high spirihiality itself exists oniy as the ultirnate product of moral qualities.. . it is a 
synthesis of al1 those states which are attributed to "merely morai" men, &er they have 
been acquired singly through long discipline and exercise, perhaps through whoie chains 
of generations.. . high spirituality is the spiritualization of justice and of that gracious 
severky which knows that it is its mission to maintah the orrler of r d  in the world, 
among things themselves, and not oniy among men. 

This passage draws the curtain back stiil further on the religious character of Nietzsche's 

ideas and goals. Spirihiality is his goai, a spirituai@ that is inseparable fkom a foundation 

of strict virtue7 and which culminates in individuais of such power that they perfonn the 

divine task of maintaining the order of the world, in accordance with specific insights 

about the total character of rea l i t~ . '~~  

Thus the discipline that d l  produce the ovamao and jus* history revolves 

around virtue. And if we tuni to the activities that Nietzsche recommends as usefiil in the 

cultivation of these Whies, we f h d  a direct appropriation of religious practices. Hence, 

77266 for instance, he says '7 want to make asceticism naturd again, and he also wishes to 

reinstate the validity of fasting, monasticism and festival fea~ts.~~' This, in my view, 

solidifies the religiosity of Nietzsche's inclinations and ideas to the point of virtual 

irrefutability. The overman, in the final analysis or at least the person who wishes to 

contribute to the creation of the ovennan, is one who renounces the worldly, while 

embracing the earthly. He dissociates himself fkom politics and economics he is utterly 

'* bbsoLitude - that is. recovery. r e m  to myseif. .. ." (Ecce Homo. p.830). 
264 Beyond Good and Evîl. pp. 14748. 
Hm, again, we see shades of Nietzsche's hiimanistc cognitnrism. Great individuais da not merely 

create an order of rank: mskad, they "maintain" it, which implies that they have çognized that such a rank 
undeniably e%ists, if we look h m  a strictiy human but totally honest perspectwe. 
2 6 ~  myill to Power, p. 183. 

Ibid, p.484. 



'3268 unconcerneci with 'fame, riches or women, and, having renounced these concems, he 

retires to a life of solitude and strict discipline, punctuated by feasts and festivals through 

which the sanctity of life in a godess h g  of absolute becoming is affinned and 

celebrated. What wuld be more patedy religious? 

n ie  ovennen and his forebears - the philosopher of the fuhire, the higher man, 

and Nietzsche himself - are, in the final analysis, incredibly austere, gentle, gracious 

figures. They are persons of great sensitivity (easily moved to tears by beautifid music, 

for and subtle complexity. It is best if they are "defendeci" or 'protected, -070 

for they Live in a world of heightened sensitiviry, and while this enbances thei. ability to 

recognize, appreciate and mate beauty, it also renders them susceptible to great pain and 

suffering.n' Stiu, these protective measures are worthwhile, for the effect of the higher 

individual on othen is quite marvelous. The overman expresses: 

the genius ofthe hem fkom whose touch everyone walks away richer, not having 
received grace and surpriseci, not as blessed and oppressed by alien goods, but ncher in 
himseif, newer to himself than before, blown at and sounded out by a thawing wuid.. . 272 

The ovemian is the person who has overcome nihilism, and the result is that such a 

person represents and demonstrates "one elevated feeling.. .a single great mood 

in~amate.'"~ He is the disciple of Dionysius, and the latter is the God of life-affirmation, 

which culminates in mnor futi, and which requires no illusions. This, to be sure, is a far- 

cry fiom the rnisguided interpretation that regards Nietzsche's vision as little more than 

260 Ecce Homo, p.85 1. 
'69 %id, p.847. Nietzsche maka the comment in speakmg of himse4 but his rciationship to the merman is 
so close - Nice is his harbinger and prophet, like John the Ba@st to Jesus - that 1 think the connection 
iswananted. 
'?O See lyill to Power. p.26). 
'?' G~ly Sa'oiçe, pp.302-303, The Danger of the Happiestn, as weU as p.25 1, "Prophetic Human Beingr" 
In both cases, Nietzsche expressty States tiiat the ability to experience the greatest joys is inseparaMe h m  
an abWy to eqerience the greatest distress. y' Beyond Good and EMI, pp.233-34. 



the bombastic ravings of an egotisticai, racist, irreligious lover of violence.n4 Nietzsche, 

like al1 religious thinkers, is deeply, passionately conmeci with the question of meanhg 

and purpose in existence. His idea was to elevate our conception of ourselves in our own 

eyes - "the noble sou1 has reverence for itseif27' - so that we would embrace existence. 

In the h a 1  analysis, I think that Nietzsche, ifpressed for an explanation of the source of 

his work, codd answer, with his Zarathustra, Y love mankind."276 These, 1 think, are 

important points to emphasize, for no one is more 'hsed and abused" than the religious 

thinker, and just as we may feel inclined to emphasize that the teachings of Christ and the 

actions undertaken in his name, such as the Inquisition, do not coincide, so too must we 

work to rescue Nietzsche &om cmde, shaliow, or incomplete interpretatiom. 

iv. Summury 

In this chapter, 1 have sou@ to demonstrate that Nietzsche offers prescriptions 

relating to the emergence ofthe overman. His greatest concem is that people should take 

up the task of creating this "higher type," thereby filling their lives with a sense of 

meaning and purpose. A revaluation of dl values, plus a strict regimen of discipline and 

breeding, will provide the atmosphere and the irnpehis for the emergence of a type that 

can live joyously and powerfblly in the light of truth, thereby redeeming ail the past and 

giving direction to the fùture. The religious categories, notions and practices of the past 

" Gay Sence, p.288. 
"' This, for example, is the position adopted by Paul Fbubiczek in bis The Jlisinterpretati~n of Mm (New 
York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1947), ChW, pp. 108-137. Meanwhile, N i e  declared himseif4'badly 
made for exmitf, and suggested thai the higher man crinnot mchtand vanity (Bepnd Good and Evil, 
p.208). My view is also very different h m  those who stucty Nietzsche -y as an epistemologist - a 
deconstructionist schoiar who developed some intensting theories. Nietzsche is aiï of that, to be sure. but 
he is a h  much more, and 1 think he wouid resent king pigeon-holed as an "inteliectuain, as opposeci to an 
inspired thinker who deait in the realm of meaning and prapose. In support of this view. 1 would offer the 
section enWed " We Scholars" in Beyond Good and Evil @p. 12 1 - I4 1). 
n5 Beyond Gwd and Evil, p. 228. 
y6 Zarathu~h~,  p. 1 1 .  



will not be forsaken. Instead, they d l  be purified and placed on a new foundation. They 

will work ui the service of the true; they will be the fire that forges a new religion, whose 

reverence is reserved for the earth, whose fàith is in the beauty of the whole, and whose 

emphasis is human strength, creativity and potenfiai. 



ConcIusion: Nietzsche as Myth-Maker and Exemplar 

This chapter deals with d e r i a  e) and f) for the religious thinker prescriptions or 

blue-prints of the gcmd life, and the refiection of the teachings in the personal life. 

In concluding this study, 1 would Like to emphasize two final factors that qualify 

Nietzsche as a reiigious thinker. First, there is his role as myth-maker. Al1 religious 

thinken present to the world a portrait, or a blueprint, of the spumial life. They do this, as 

we shall see, through the medium of their own lives, but they also employ verbal and 

written narratives - stories, degories, poems and parables.M The primary h c t i o n  of the 

latter is to convey the trials, mbulations and triumphs of the seeker after the tme and the 

good.278 These instructional devices take many fonns: they can be largely visuai and 

metaphorical, such as Plato's allegory of the cave;279 they cm be based on the life of 

specific penons, such as Jesus, Prince Siddhartha, or Ajuna, whose experiences are 

transformed into spiritual legends;'" or they can take the form of fictionai characters, 

such as John Bunyan's ~hris t ian ,~~'  whose experiences summarize the quest of a d ,  

human seekers, and the things they discover. A myth, in other words, condenses the 

riideai, much of our m m  colomil, inspired a d  inrpmng w-riting cornes h m  the reiigious thiakas of 
the world, or k m  people who were mwed by such thinkers. Religious thinkers are passionateîy concerneci 
with meaning anci pnpose in me, and theh powers of commtmication and expression seem to be Mtnied 
with an intuitive, artistic sense which aUows them to convey their hdings and their teachings in beautifiil, 
evocative fonns and terms. Whether it be the poetry of Basho, the aphorisms of Lao T m  the dialogues of 
Plato. the parables of Jesus, or the colorful myths of the antient civilizations, one is always stmck by their 
vivid simplicity and captivahg poignancy. 

Joseph Carnpbeli &ides myths into the "awnogonic" and the uheroic.w In this stuciy? I am disasihg 
only the heroic. 1 wodd add a third category, that of the "amnologid," which explains the post- 
cosmogonie workjngs of the cosmos. The heroic myth mevitably dates to the others, since the ultimaîe 
triumph of the hem, sach as Nietzsche's Zarathustra, lies in bis or ber ability to LNe in the light of cosmic 
truths. For CampbeU's views, see The Wero with a Thuusand Faces (New York: Rinceton University 
Press, BoUingen, 1W2). 
"' Repbfic, pp. 186-1 89, Book VU, 5 14-5 1%. 
280 ie. the Iegend of Christ, the legend of Buciciha, and the legend of Krishna as comained in The Bhagavad 
Gita (see Juan Mascara, b.ans. [New York: fengui~~, 19621). 



realizations of the religious tbker, and cornmhcates hem in a captivating, 

metaphoncal way. 

Nietzsche, in my view, continues this myth-making tradition through the story of 

Zarathustra, which contains ail the hdmarks of the great mythological tale. The 

protagonist is on a mission of great significance for himself and humanity. His task is to 

instruct humankind and redeem human existence. On the way, he commits 

travels far and wide,'" has bizarre dreams and visions which are variously illuminating 

and terrif~ing, '~~ encounters strange entitie~?'~ overcornes great obstacles,286 and, 

ultimately, emerges victorious in his quest for the true and the good. The story of 

Zarathustra is couched in vivid imagery and is rife with metaphorical allusions and poetic 

revexies. The plot, its episodes and narratives, conceal a ventable host of ontological, 

epistemologicd and ethical assertions. AU this means that 7h.s Spoke Zarathstra is a 

mph in the grand, classical tradition. It places Nietzsche's teachings of absolute 

becorniqg, nihilism, eternal recurrence, will to power and mor  fd, coupled with his goal 

of strictly human greatness, in a narrative form, thereby caphiriag the imagination, as 

well as the intellect. That is the function of the myth. 

One of the most interesthg features of Nietzsche's myth is that it roughly 

parailels the life of Chna as portrayeci in the New Testament. Zarathustra appears on the 

scene as a grown man, aged thirty. Of his past we know vùNally nothing, except that he 

- - -  - - -  

281 See P ilgnm LF Progres. (New York: New Amencan Lilbrary, Signet, 1964). 
E.g. Zarathustra's abortive attempt to instruct the masses (Zurathstra, pp. 12-25). 

Y E-g. the B l d  Wes (pp.8548) , the Mount of Otives @p. 172-78), which is another direct reference to 
the Gospel story (see Matthew 2630) and the t o m  caiïed "the Pied Cow" @p. 175-78). 
E.g. The Chiid with the Mirroi', pp.83-85. " E.g "The Spirit of Gravity" (see "The Vision and the Ricidie", pp. 155-160). " For Zarathusûa, the greatest obstacles are (.nristian pity and musa. E.g with regard to the former: "For 

this is what is hardest: to close the open hand because one loves. and to keep a sense of shame as a givef' 
(p.83). 



has liveci for some time as  a hermit in the mountains, and. in that time, he has amasseci a 

great body of wisdom. Driven by a desire to &are this wisdom, Zarathustra forsakes his 

solitude and descends into the valley wherein dweU the people. Upon arrivai in the 

nearest town, he offers a sennon d o s e  form is clearly inspired by the beatitudes. 

Zarathustra presents a series of statements prefaced by a cornmon introductory phrase - 

'7 love him who.. . ,7287 _ that serve to summarize his totd outIook and bis 

existentiaUethical prescriptions. These statements are succinct, picturesque and 

enigmatic. The masses, however, do not mmprehend their inner meaning or their positive 

significance, and Zarathustra resolves to teach ody a s& group of 

Eventudly, the protagonist feels the need to leave the latter, and he tells them he will 

only retum after they have denied him and his t e a ~ h i n ~ s . ' ~  In the meantirne, Zarathustra 

undergoes deeply significant experiences. He overcomes temptations,290 finds the 

strength, after a great struggle with self-doubt,=' to fulnll his destineci utterance of the 

creed of eternal recurrence, and defeats his arch-enemy. the spirit of In the 

end, after an event refmed to as 'The Last ~ u ~ ~ e r . ' ~ ~  Zarathustra undergoes a 

transfiguration and becomes a living exampie of human potentiai.2g4 

These incidents al1 find their correlates in the Gospels. Christ, like Zarathustra, 

appears as a full-grown man with great insight into the character of the true and the gwd; 

Z d u s t r a .  pp. 15-16. 
"88 Ibid. b.23. 
lbid; b.78. 
Le. pity and "nausea." The larter pataios both to the "herd" and to the iteaching of etemal recurreace, 

which is initjaiiy quite dificuit to bear.. 
Ibid. *The Stiiiest Houf, pp. 145- 147. 
Ibid, pp. 157-160. 

33 ibid, pp.284-286. 
" Ibid, pp.324-327: VNS spok Zaraîhustta, and he left his cave, glowing and stmtig as a monhg sim 
that cornes out of da& moUntamS." 



he immediately offers his "Sermon on the ~ o u n t " ; ~ '  he gathers a small group of 

disciples; he overcomes ternptations (Le. Satan in the Desert); he questions his desthy, 

but ultimately h d s  the strength to go ahead and fulfill his missioq2% he telis his 

disciples that he must leave themm that they will deny hiq298 and that he will r e t ~ r n ; ~  

he undergoes a transfiguration and becomes the redeemer of humankind. 

These parallels between the story of Zarathustra and that of Jesus Christ are 

signifiant when considering Nietzsche as a religiotis thinker3* In the first place, they 

reveal that Nietzsche was greatly preoccupied with the figure of Christ. We have already 

seen that Ni-che greatiy admired Christ, though he was deeply troubled by what he 

saw as his shortcomings and failures. These include his desire to direct his teachings at 

the masses,3o' and his misguided promulgation of pity. The story of Zarathustra mirrors 

this relative affnnation of Christ; it retains the basic essence and structure of the Christ 

myth, while altering it in a way that was concomitant with Nietzsche's peculiar wisdom. 

Zarahu~a,  then, is an imaginative re-construction of the Christ-figure and the Christ 

story, such that it coincides with Nietzsche's understanding of the bue and the good, 

thereb y proving itself pleasing to Nietzsche, rather than distressing or repulsive. Indeed, 

Matthew 5-7. 
Matthew 26:3942 (the Garden of Gethsemane). 
Maahew 26:24. 
Matthew 26:34. 

~9 Maühew 20: 18. 
MO A critic may suggest that Nietzsche's employment of New Testament references is sûictiy ironie, and 
serves onIy to highlrght the radical Merences between his phiiosophy and that which we find in the 
Gospels. La responding to this charge, I would suggest that while it cannot be doubted that Nietzsche, when 
dealhg with specific points or doctrines with which he strongly disagrees, uses caricafure and mocktxy as 
philosophicai devices, his connection to Christ and the Christ myth camot be summarized witb teference to 
such hait mockery. Nietzsche's positions are aïma aiways relative, as opposed to absolute. He applies 
irony insofar as he disagrees, but this does not stop him h m  indicating and afnrming criticai poirirs of 
agreement. This is revealed through his relationship to Christ, which, if am correct, is predominantly 
positive. 



Nietzsche felt that Christ wouid have been receptive to his wisdom, and may even have 

discovered it for himself, had he prolonged his life by choosing solitude iastead of 

political activism and religious r e f ~ r m . ~ ~  Chnst was a '8igher man", but he could have 

become an oveman. 

Thus, Nietzsche's Zardhusfra is a microcosmic expression, or summary, of bis 

enîire philosophical method. He is greatly attracted to reiigious notions, categones and 

projects, but he feels the need to reconfigure these on the basis of absolute becorning and 

its many correlates, such as will to power, eternal recurrence and mnor fati. Nietzsche's 

goal is to provide the world with a teacbing and a mythology that will be as inspiring as 

any in the past, but without the ccother-worldly" elements that previous religions have 

aiways imported, and which he regards as both fdse and ultimately harmful. His project 

is to revaiue al1 values, but this is very different fiom devaluing values. In the course of 

his revaluation, Nietzsche feels the need to say "no" to rnany aspects of the typically 

religious experience and perspective, but he ultimately says 'yes" to the broadly religious 

project, which seeks to a r r n  meaning and purpose through the effort to unite the tnie 

and the good. Nietzsche wants to redeern existence, and, in pursuing this goal, he looks to 

the life of Christ as a basic, if flawed, model. Thus, unlike many atheistic philosophers, 

who intend to break with ail things religious, Nietzsche connects himself inseparably to 

the religious figures and traditions of the past, thereby revealing himself as an essentially 

religious thinker. 

- - - - - - - - - - - -- - - -  - - - - - - -- 

Ml 0'. for ex;impIe, Fïfl to Power, p. L 16: The foonder of Christiamty had to pay for M g  dkcted 
himself to the lowest ciass of Iewish Society and intelligence. Tky conceived him m the spirit they 
understood - it is a r e .  disgrace.. . ." 

See Zaraihustra, p.73. 



1 corne now to the nnal requinment if one is to qualQ as  a religious thinka. That 

is, the sensed need to demotisbate one's insights regarding the tnie and the good tbrough 

the medium of one's daily life. In Chapter Two of this shiciy, I emphasized Nietzsche's 

conviction that the genuine philosopher is not content with the production andor 

examination of ideas strictly in ternis of inte l led or logical coherence; he or she is not 

d o 3  "an idler in the garden of knowledge. On the coatrary, the Nietzschean philosopher is 

concemeci primarily with life, or existence, and al1 concepts must ultirnately be evaluated 

against this fimaional standard: ifsomething enhances We, then it shall be embraced; if it 

injures, threatens, or degrades We7 then it must be relinquished. Nietzsche's great 

questioo was whether the tnith of absolute becoming could pass this test of utility; he 

wanted to know '?O what extent can tmth endure incorporation?" 3MWhat he discovered, 

much to his delight, was that a positive correlation could in fact be made between the true 

and the good. Indeed, the person who can live in the light of tnith is the strongest, 

healthiest person, according to Nietzsche, and since the stroog is the good, the good life is 

maximized precisely insofa as one is able to recognize and embrace the tnith. 

But how did Nietzsche discover that the mdh c d d  endure incorporation? It is 

here that we see how like di religious thinkas, applies the notion that 

philosophy must be inseparable from lived experience, for he made his very existence the 

site of his expenment conceming the incorporation of t h .  He unreservedly admits that 

his philosophy has flowed from his expex-ience, and vice-versa.3o5 Thus, the large 

questions of philosophy became personal, passionate problems, as opposed to cold, 

impersonal, detached observations andlor calculations. Nietzsche regarded himself as "a 

Untirne& Medtdions, p.59. 
Goy Science, p.171. 



piece of fkter his "granite of spiritual fahmr- demmded that he pronounce the mith of 

absolute becoming and experience its implications, including nihilism. Thus, he says, '%e 

that speaks here.. . has even now Lived through the whole of nihilism, to the end, leitving it 

behind, out side himself. Hence, Nietzsche's philosophy of lifeafknation in a 

godless setting of absolute becorning is vouchsafed by his personal experience, and not 

rnerely by a set of logical inferences. He experienced the death of God, nihiiism and 

amor fari, and he therefore knew that al i  three were humanly possible. His philosophy is 

immediate - what we might cal1 existentially empirical - as opposed to speculative or 

idedistic. This does not mean that Nietzsche's thought is completely devoid of 

speculation and idealism, for this would be a patently false assertion - what is etemal 

r w e n c e  if not a speculative theory? What is the overman if not an ideal? - but these 

aspects are themselves grounded in expenence. Etemal recurrence is a correlate of 

absolute becoming, which, accordhg to Nietzsche, is grounded in a c w  sensory 

experience; and the overman is an extension of the Me-affirming qualities that Nietzsche 

identified in certain humans, especially hirnself Both, in the h a 1  analysis, can be traced 

back to what Nietzsche himself experienced, which was absolute becoming, nihilism, 

and, ultirnately, m o r  f&. 

These reflections clarify the co~ection between the religious thinker and his or 

her philosophy, or vision of the tme and the good, but the relationship runs even deeper 

than this. True, the religious thinker uses personal expience as a legitimate foundation 

for philosophical discussion, but he or she also feels the need to demonstrate 

305 See, for example, Ecce Hom, p.820. 
106 Be)rond Good and Evil, p. 162. 
" ml1 to Power, p. 3. 



understanding through the medium of daily existence. For the religious thinker, Me 

infonns philosophy, but philosophy also informs me. 

Nietzsche certainiy satisfies this criterion, and the personal implications of his 

philosophy offer strong evidence in favor of its basic religiosity. Nietzsche, in his own 

9 JO8 words, lives "almost like a complete saint - that is, largely in solitude, and with 

practicaily no materiai possessions. Nietzsche had Little or no interest in the machinations 

of political Iife or the enteriainments of the bazaar. He was poor, yet "never troubled 

himself about honors, women, or r n ~ n e ~ . " ~ ~  He found his greatest delight in the revelry 

of inspired reflection, as expressed through the written word?I0 and preferred to be out in 

nature, as opposed to the big chies. Being thus fkee fkom ambition and greed, he Lived an 

exemplary life at the ethical leve1; he was outwardIy harmless, though he associateci his 

ideas and their potential impact with ' Nietzsche, in otber words, was, as 

Walter Kaufmann says, an ascetic312, a self-proclaimeci hennit who embraced the earthly 

while rejecting the 'tvorldly" with as much finality as any of the sages of history. 

This ascetical mode of existence was both a cause and an effect of Nietzsche's 

philosophy. The religious thinker is synthetic in their approach to the questions and 

problems of existence. There is no clear boundary between the personal and the general, 

between ideas about life and achial experience, between the perception of the tme and the 

manifestation of the good. The religious thinker is the living instantiation of a 

perspective, and the perspective is the guiding force in his or her existence. Philosophy, 

for such an individual, is, above dl, a practicai necessity. Life must have meaning and 

308 Letter of January 22, 1879, to Peter Gast. Cited h m  Gay Science, p. 1 IO (footnote). 
as Ecce Homo, p.85 1. 
"O Ibid. pp.896-897. 
"' Ibid, p.923. 



purpose, net theoretidy, but actually, and the religious thinker must discover and 

express this meaning and purpose in and through his or her own thoughts, words and 

deeds. This practical union of the tnie and the good is the integrity of the religious 

thinker, and is perhaps the essence of the legacy that he or she bequeaths to humanity. 

"' Guy Spence, p.258 (fwtnote). 
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